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ABSTRACT

Machine learning has the potential to empower scientists, physicians, and other
human experts working to solve problems of societal importance. To realize this
goal, we need algorithms that can distill useful knowledge from real-world data.
However, most machine learning research focuses on benchmarks that seldom reflect
real-world challenges, such as learning from limited, noisy, or weak supervision.
This thesis develops new benchmarks, algorithms, and problem settings that link
fundamental machine learning research to impactful applications in ecology. In Part
I, we provide context and motivation for our work. How and why should machine
learning researchers work with domain experts on real-world problems? What is the
appeal of ecology specifically? Part II focuses on visual representation learning with
an emphasis on label efficiency. We discuss the strengths and limitations of self-
supervised learning, the relationship between concept specificity and representation
learning, and multi-label learning with minimal labeled data. Part III covers our
work in the emerging field on spatial representation learning. In particular, we
consider the problem of modeling the spatial distribution of plant and animal species.
We review this important ecological problem from a machine learning perspective
before showing how deep learning can transform the way these models are applied
(using spatial models to assist image classifiers) and developed (jointly learning
spatial distributions and representations). Finally, Part IV concludes and highlights
opportunities for future work.
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C h a p t e r 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
This thesis is rooted in the Visipedia project1, a long-running machine learning
research program led by Pietro Perona and Serge Belongie. Visipedia was initially
conceived as a "visual interface for Wikipedia that is able to answer visual queries and
enables experts to contribute and organize visual knowledge" [28]. When Visipedia
began around 2009, image data was considered to be "digital dark matter" in the
sense that it clearly existed and took up space, but it was effectively inaccessible
because its semantic content could not be searched or analyzed in a scalable way.
Computer vision algorithms were being actively developed, but they did not yet
work well enough to make Visipedia a reality.

Computer vision algorithms of the time could not make image data simple enough
to analyze without throwing away important information. While humans can under-
stand images effortlessly, an image is nothing more than a grid of numbers. Even a
small color image with 256 pixels per side is high-dimensional because it consists
of nearly 200, 000 different values. As a general rule, high dimensional objects are
difficult for algorithms to work with. To get around this, researchers in the late
1990s designed procedures to extract features that capture some of the information
in the image using a (relatively) low-dimensional list of numbers (on the order of
1000). These features were often hand-designed summaries of patterns of edges and
colors. While they were significantly simpler than the original images, these features
turned out to be too simple to solve important vision tasks like object recognition.
Fundamentally, the quality of the features determines the difficulty of the task, and
the features were not good enough to make the tasks tractable.

The situation began to change around 2012 with the success of deep convolutional
neural networks [20] trained on large datasets like ImageNet [9]. This launched
the era of representation learning: instead of using hand-designed methods to turn
images into useful features, we can use large labeled datasets to learn the transfor-
mations (implemented as deep neural networks) that facilitate a given downstream
task. Suddenly, deep neural networks were able to solve some visual tasks at levels

1https://visipedia.org/
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close to human performance. Computer vision systems have continued to improve
with refined convolutional neural networks [14, 23] and the emergence of the vision
transformer architecture [10], combined with the use of larger datasets and more
computation. Today, we have computer vision algorithms that are close to solving
some of the main technical obstacles described in [28] — see e.g. recent work on
building powerful general-purpose models for recognition, segmentation, retrieval,
and detection in images [19, 27].

The "visual interface for Wikipedia" was never implemented as such, but the field
of computer vision has made significant strides towards Visipedia-style systems.
Today, images are searchable — this technology can even be found in commercial
products like Google Lens [13]. However, the most exciting aspect of Visipedia is
"the process of information discovery and the dynamic interaction of people and
machines" [3] which is the foundation for self-improving knowledge systems. This
aspect has enabled some of Visipedia’s highest profile successes, including human-
in-the-loop machine-learning-powered community science apps like iNaturalist [16],
Seek [17], and Merlin [31]. For a more detailed trajectory of the Visipedia project,
see the previous theses of Visipedia-focused students of Perona and Belongie [37,
4, 36, 34, 38, 8, 33, 1].

One question that is often asked about Visipedia is why the project focuses on
ecology.2 In principle, the Visipedia concept would apply equally well to medicine,
art history, or any other field of expertise. The decision to launch Visipedia in a
single focused area was driven by practicality [28, 3]. Ecology was chosen due to the
convergence of interesting technical questions, excellent domain expert partners with
a pressing need for automation, and problems of societal importance. This thesis
follows in the same tradition, and consists of projects in which scientific questions
about the natural world meet fundamental questions about machine learning.

1.2 Visipedia in 2023
While Visipedia is always evolving, I would offer the following definition for 2023:

Visipedia is a research program focused on understanding how to use
data and machine learning to empower communities of experts by dis-
tilling, sharing, and exploring expert knowledge.

2I am using the term "ecology" as a shorthand for the subset of ecology related to conservation
and biodiversity monitoring.
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This definition intentionally omits explicit mention of images. In recent years, Visi-
pedia has branched out to many domains beyond static images, including audio [31,
32], video [32, 18], text [12, 5], and (and in this thesis) spatial data [24, 2, 6].

In the era of large language and vision models, the face of machine learning is
changing rapidly and the societal consequences are uncertain. In this context,
I believe the Visipedia ethos — in which machine learning research is a means
to empower domain experts and benefit society — takes on renewed importance.
Even before large language and vision models, research on machine learning (and
particularly deep learning) incurred significant economic, environmental, and social
costs [7]. However, the incentives in machine learning research do not always lead
to real progress on important problems [25, 26, 11, 22, 35, 15]. In my opinion,
one of the best ways to deliver benefits to society is to do Visipedia-style machine
learning research that empowers scientists, physicians, and other human experts
working to solve problems of societal importance. I like this approach to machine
learning research for several reasons:

• Both parties often benefit in a collaboration between machine learning
scientists and domain experts. The domain expert gets a sense for the
strengths and limitations of machine learning, and (hopefully) new tools that
help them do their work more effectively. The machine learning scientist gets
an (often humbling) education in the difference between artificial research
problems and real-world problems, which may highlight limitations in existing
algorithms and inspire further research.

• Working on a real problem makes it easier to understand what is useful.
In a machine learning paper, spending tens of thousands of dollars on compu-
tation to achieve a 1% performance improvement is often hailed as a victory.
Depending on who is footing the bill, your domain expert collaborators might
be less impressed.

• Real problems encourage system-level thinking. It is easy for machine
learning researchers to develop a sort of tunnel vision, where we become
fixated on coming up with an innovative change to the architecture or loss
function. However, in a real problem the benefits of making these tweaks may
be dwarfed by the benefits of using existing data in a clever way or rethinking
the interactions between the system and its users.
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These elements will recur throughout this thesis, which focuses on machine learning
research inspired by pressing problems in ecology. However, I believe that the
benefits of this approach to machine learning research are general across domains.
Whenever possible, I would encourage machine learning researchers to partner with
domain experts and dive into important application areas — new machine learning
questions are seldom far behind.

1.3 Themes
This section highlights common themes and perspectives in this thesis.

Specialist and Generalist Tasks
Visual tasks can be divided into two categories: generalist tasks and specialist
tasks. Generalist tasks (e.g. classifying [29] or detecting [21] everyday objects)
are those that could be solved by almost anybody in the general population. Labels
for generalist tasks are relatively cheap and abundant. In contrast, specialist tasks
are those that require rare knowledge such as diagnosing a disease or identifying
a the species of a plant or animal (which is studied in Chapters 2, 3, and 7). The
machine learning community tends to focus on generalist tasks, but many of the most
impactful applications of machine learning are specialist tasks. The short supply of
expert knowledge combined with the high potential for impact invites collaboration
between domain experts and machine learning researchers to develop algorithms
that are accurate, reliable, and data efficient.

Benchmarks and Progress
What does it mean to say we are making progress on a machine learning problem?
The machine learning community has a remarkably consistent answer to this ques-
tion: benchmarks. A benchmark consists of a dataset and a protocol for training
and evaluating an algorithm using that dataset. For instance, one of the most fa-
mous benchmark datasets in machine learning is the 2012 ImageNet Large Scale
Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) benchmark, often simply referred to as
ImageNet [9, 29]. The dataset consists of 1.2M images drawn from 1000 categories
of everyday objects. The protocol specifies which subset of the data may be used
for algorithm development, which subset of the data may be used for performance
evaluation, and how performance metrics should be computed. Benchmarks have
two important functions:

1. A benchmarks precisely defines a technical problem. This allows the machine
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learning community to study problems (e.g. ImageNet classification) in a
decentralized but consistent way.

2. A benchmark facilitates fair comparisons between algorithms. Given any two
algorithms, a benchmark is supposed to provide a quantitative answer to the
question: "Which algorithm is better?"

Despite their utility, benchmarks can also be problematic for at least two reasons:

1. Focusing on popular benchmarks can limit progress on other problems. A
popular benchmark like ImageNet may continue to be a focal point for research
long after the marginal performance improvements become quite small. This
is a questionable use of resources when there are important real-world prob-
lems which are getting relatively little attention from the machine learning
community.

2. Interesting technical questions may go unstudied if our benchmarks are not
diverse enough. The kinds of machine learning questions that crop up depend
on the properties of the data one is studying. For instance, most of the
categories in ImageNet are coarse-grained, meaning that they are easy to
distinguish from each other (e.g. castle, coffee mug, cowboy boot). If an
algorithm works well on ImageNet classification, will it also work well in
contexts like species classification where the categories are fine-grained?
How would we know unless we have fine-grained benchmarks?

This thesis takes a step towards mitigating these problems by introducing new
benchmarks that reflect important scientific problems and highlighting how these
benchmarks lead to new machine learning insights. Chapters 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 each
introduce new benchmarks and articulate new machine learning research questions.
I believe linking machine learning benchmarks to scientific problems is a pathway
to richer, more diverse, and more impactful machine learning research.

Expertise and Algorithms
How should one think about the role of domain expertise in machine learning
systems? In an influential 2019 blog post [30], Richard Sutton described an idea he
calls The Bitter Lesson:
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Seeking an improvement that makes a difference in the shorter term,
researchers seek to leverage their human knowledge of the domain,
but the only thing that matters in the long run is the leveraging of
computation.

The basic claim is that general purpose learning algorithms trained with more data
and computational resources will eventually outperform algorithms that have domain
knowledge "baked in" by their designers. There are plenty of cases where this has
turned out to be true. The deep learning revolution in computer vision is a notable
example. Even there, convolutional neural networks include some prior knowledge
(e.g. translation invariance), but now we are seeing transformers — with fewer
built-in assumptions, with more data and computation — beginning to pull ahead.
If we want to put machine learning to work for domain experts, where does this
leave us? First, I claim that "leveraging computation" is not always straightforward.
Setting up the right learning problem (what data to use, how to use it, how to
measure success) often requires domain expertise. For instance, some species are
virtually indistinguishable by eye, so no scaling up of data or computation will solve
the problem. Chapter 7, shows how this problem can be solved by incorporating
spatial and temporal information in addition to image data. Second, there are
many domains where large labeled datasets do not exist and are not on track to be
collected any time soon. We still need solutions that work well in such settings, and
building in some domain knowledge to reduce the need for labeled data can be quite
valuable. For instance, Chapter 5 shows that it is possible to train multi-label image
classifiers using drastically reduced label budgets by incorporating simple priors
into the learning process. The Bitter Lesson should not discourage us from thinking
hard about domain structure if it helps us to solve important real-world problems.

1.4 Thesis Organization
The rest of this thesis is divided into three parts: visual representation learning (Part
II), spatial representation learning (Part III), and conclusions (Part IV).

Part II concerns visual representation learning, the problem of learning embeddings
of images that are useful for solving visual tasks. Chapter 2 introduces a new
benchmark for visual self-supervised learning grounded in ecologically meaningful
tasks. Chapter 3 builds on this work to provide new fundamental insights into visual
self-supervised learning by carefully analyzing the properties of these algorithms
relative to the needs of domain expert users. Chapter 4 introduces a new benchmark
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for weakly supervised object localization and demonstrates how to use label hierar-
chy information to improve the performance and data efficiency of many different
object localization algorithms. Chapter 5 poses the new problem of single positive
multi-label learning and contributes the first benchmarks and algorithms to solve
this problem.

In Part III covers spatial representation learning, the problem of learning embed-
dings of locations in time and space that facilitate geospatial tasks. Chapter 6
provides a review of species distribution modeling intended for machine learning
researchers. Chapter 7 demonstrates how species distribution models can be used
to improve image classifiers. Chapter 8 provides the first large-scale benchmarks
for species distribution modeling and demonstrates the potential of implicit neural
representations for this task.

Part IV discusses conclusions and future work.
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C h a p t e r 2

BENCHMARKING REPRESENTATION LEARNING FOR
NATURAL WORLD IMAGE COLLECTIONS

[1] Grant Van Horn, Elĳah Cole, Sara Beery, Kimberly Wilber, Serge Belongie,
and Oisin Mac Aodha. “Benchmarking representation learning for natural
world image collections”. In: Proceedings of the IEEE/CVF conference
on computer vision and pattern recognition. 2021, pp. 12884–12893. doi:
10.48550/arXiv.2103.16483.

2.1 Abstract
Recent progress in self-supervised learning has resulted in models that are capable of
extracting rich representations from image collections without requiring any explicit
label supervision. However, to date the vast majority of these approaches have
restricted themselves to training on standard benchmark datasets such as ImageNet.
We argue that fine-grained visual categorization problems, such as plant and animal
species classification, provide an informative testbed for self-supervised learning.
In order to facilitate progress in this area we present two new natural world visual
classification datasets: iNat2021 and NeWT. The former consists of 2.7M images
from 10k different species uploaded by users of the citizen science application
iNaturalist. We designed the latter, NeWT, in collaboration with domain experts with
the aim of benchmarking the performance of representation learning algorithms on a
suite of challenging natural world binary classification tasks that go beyond standard
species classification. These two new datasets allow us to explore questions related
to large-scale representation and transfer learning in the context of fine-grained
categories. We provide a comprehensive analysis of feature extractors trained with
and without supervision on ImageNet and iNat2021, shedding light on the strengths
and weaknesses of different learned features across a diverse set of tasks. We
find that features produced by standard supervised methods still outperform those
produced by self-supervised approaches such as SimCLR. However, improved self-
supervised learning methods are constantly being released and the iNat2021 and
NeWT datasets are a valuable resource for tracking their progress.
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Figure 2.1: Existing fine-grained image datasets are typically focused on a single
task e.g. species identification. As natural world media collections grow, we have the
opportunity to extract information beyond species labels to answer important eco-
logical questions. For example, with the help of community scientists, researchers
from the NHMLA were able to curate over 500 images of alligator lizards mating, a
phenomenon seldomly recorded in the existing scientific literature [16]. We analyze
if trained feature extractors can answer similar novel image understanding questions
with minimal additional training and present NeWT, a diverse benchmark of natu-
ral world visual understanding tasks such as animal health, life-stage, and behavior,
among others.

2.2 Introduction
Learning representations of images through self-supervision alone has seen impres-
sive advancement over the last few years. There are tantalizing results that show
self-supervised methods, fine-tuned with 1% of the training labels, reaching the per-
formance of their fully supervised counterparts [7]. In many domains, aggregating
large amounts of data is typically not the bottleneck. Rather, it is the subsequent
labeling of that data that consumes vast amounts of money and time. This is further
compounded in fine-grained domains, e.g. medicine or the natural world, where
sufficiently well trained annotators are few or their time is expensive. If the benefits
of self-supervised learning come to full fruition, then the applicability and impact
of computer vision models across many domains will see a rapid increase.

One particular domain that is well suited for this type of advancement is the study
of the natural world through photographs collected by communities of enthusiasts.
Websites such as iNaturalist [28] and eBird [54] amass large collections of media
annually. To date, there are 60M images in iNaturalist spanning the tree of life and
25M images of birds from around the world in eBird, both representing point-in-time
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records of wildlife. Identifying the species in an image has been well studied by
the computer vision community [60, 32, 1, 58], however this is only the tip of the
iceberg in terms of questions one may wish to answer using these vast collections.
These datasets contain evidence of the health and state of the individuals depicted,
along with their behavior. Having an automated system mine this data for these
types of properties could help scientists fill in missing pieces of basic natural history
information that are crucial for our understanding of global biodiversity and help
measure the loss of biodiversity due to human impact [4].

To give one example, science is ignorant to the nesting requirements of thousands
of bird species, including the vulnerable Pink-throated Brilliant (Heliodoxa gularis)
[67]. Knowing how and where this species builds its nest is a crucial piece of
information needed when discussing conservation based interventions, particularly
as it pertains to the ability of this species to exist in degraded and fragmented
habitats [67]. While nothing can replace the capabilities of a biologist in the field,
citizen science projects like eBird and iNaturalist are collecting raw images that
could help answer some of these questions. However, herein lies the problem. It
is currently a daunting task to label training datasets for these specialized questions
that would satisfy the data appetite of an off-the-shelf deep network.

Self-supervised learning is one potential solution that could alleviate the labeling
burden by taking advantage of large media collections. While most research on
self-supervised learning focuses on ImageNet [52], in this work we expand these
techniques to the natural world domain and fine-grained classification. Following
Goyal et al. [18], we maintain that a good representation should generalize to many
different tasks, with limited supervision or fine-tuning. We do not investigate self-
supervised learning as an initialization scheme for a model that is further optimized
and finetuned, but rather as a way to learn feature representations themselves.
Importantly, [18] point out that self-supervised feature learning and subsequent
feature evaluation on the same dataset does not test the generalization of the features.
Inspired by this, we present a new large-scale pretraining dataset and new benchmark
tasks specifically designed to enable us to ask questions about the generalization of
self-supervised learning on natural world image collections.

We make the following three contributions:

• iNat2021 - A new large-scale image dataset collected and annotated by com-
munity scientists that contains over 2.7M images from 10k different species.
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• NeWT - A new suite of 164 challenging natural world visual benchmark tasks
that are motivated by real world image understanding use cases.

• A detailed evaluation of self-supervised learning in the context of natural world
image collections. We show that despite recent progress, self-supervised
features still lag behind supervised variants.

2.3 Related Work
Learning Visual Representations
Transfer learning using features extracted from deep networks that have been trained
via supervision on large datasets results in powerful features that can be applied
to many downstream tasks [12, 63]. However, there is evidence to suggest that
pretraining on datasets such as ImageNet [52] is less effective on fine-grained
categories when the labels are not well represented in the source dataset [34]. Self-
supervised learning, i.e. learning visual representations without requiring explicit
label supervision, is an exciting research area that, if successful, could provide
a much more scalable way to learn representations for a wide variety of tasks,
including fine-grained ones.

Earlier work in self-supervised learning in vision involved framing the learning
problem via proxy tasks, e.g. predicting context from image patches [11, 49], image
colorization [65], or predicting image rotation [17], to name a few. The most effective
recent approaches have focused on contrastive learning based training objectives [23,
22], where the aim is to learn features from images such that augmented versions
of the same image are nearby in the feature space, and other images are further
away. This can require a large batch size during training to ensure that there are a
sufficient number of useful negatives [6], which necessitates large compute resources
during training. Recent advances include memory banks to address the need for
large batches [61, 25, 8], additional embedding layers [7], and more advanced
augmentations [5], among others.

In our experiments, we compare the performance of several leading self-supervised
learning algorithms [6, 8, 5, 7] to conventional supervised learning in the context of
fine-grained pretraining to try to understand what gap, if any, exists between the fea-
tures learned by these very different paradigms on natural world image classification
tasks.
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Benchmarking Representation Learning
Like Cui et al. [10], we are also interested in understanding how well models trained
on large-scale natural world datasets can transfer to downstream fine-grained tasks.
However, [10] only explored transfer learning using fully supervised, as opposed
to self-supervised, training. [53] combined self-supervised and meta learning and
showed improved few-shot classification accuracy for fine-grained categories. In-
stead of jointly training our models, we decouple feature learning from classification
so that we can better understand generalization performance.

Our work can be seen as a continuation of recent attempts to benchmark the perfor-
mance of self-supervised learning e.g. [18, 33, 64]. We swap out their pretext tasks
for more recent approaches and utilize natural world evaluation datasets containing
a mix of fine and coarse-grained visual concepts to test the generalization of the
learned features. This is in contrast to standard computer vision datasets or synthetic
tasks [46] that are commonly used for evaluation.

The majority of existing self-supervised methods train on ImageNet [52]. There are
some exceptions, such as [18] and [19], that also train on alternative datasets such
as YFCC100M [55] and Places205 [66], respectively. We present results obtained
by learning representations obtained through self-supervision alone on a large-scale
natural world dataset — as opposed to just linear evaluation [45, 5, 13] or finetuning
in this domain [25].

Fine-Grained Datasets
The vision community is not lacking in image datasets. The set of existing datasets
include those that are large-scale and span broad category groups, e.g. [52, 35],
through to smaller, but densely annotated, ones, e.g. [14, 40, 38, 21]. In addition,
there are a number of domain specific (i.e. "fine-grained”) datasets covering object
categories such as airplanes [44, 59], birds [60, 1, 57, 37], dogs [32, 50, 42],
fashion [31], flowers [47, 48], food [2, 26], leaves [39], vehicles [36, 41, 62, 15],
and, of course, human faces [27, 51, 20, 3]. Most closely related to our work are
the existing iNaturalist species classification datasets [58, 30], which contain a set
of coarse and fine-grained species classification problems.

Distinct from these existing datasets, our new NeWT dataset presents a rich set
of evaluation tasks that are not solely focused on one type of visual challenge e.g.
species classification. Instead, NeWT contains a wide variety of tasks encompass-
ing behavior, health, and context, among others. Most importantly, our tasks are
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dataset # classes # train # val # test min # ims max # ims avg # ims
iNat2017 [58] 5,089 579,184 95,986 182,707 9 3919 114
iNat2018 [30] 8,142 437,513 24,426 149,394 2 1,000 54
iNat2019 [30] 1,010 265,213 3,030 35,350 16 500 263
iNat2021 mini 10,000 500,000 ∗100,000 ∗500,000 50 50 50
iNat2021 10,000 2,686,843 ∗100,000 ∗500,000 152 300 267

Table 2.1: Comparison of iNat2021 dataset to previous iterations. iNat2021 is more
than five times larger than existing large-scale species classification datasets, making
it a valuable tool for benchmarking representation learning. Min, max, and avg refer
to the number of images per class in the respective training sets. ∗Both variants of
iNat2021 use the same validation and test sets.

informed by natural world domain experts and are thus grounded in real-world use
cases. Paired with our new iNat2021 dataset, which contains five times more train-
ing images and nearly 20% more categories than the largest previous version [58],
they serve as a valuable tool to enable us to better understand and evaluate progress
in both transfer and self-supervised learning in challenging visual domains.

2.4 The iNaturalist 2021 Dataset
Dataset Overview
While several large-scale natural world datasets already exist, the current largest one,
iNat2017 [58], only contains half the number of training images as ImageNet [52].
To better facilitate research in representation learning for this domain, we introduce
a new image dataset called iNat2021. iNat2021 consists of 2.7M training images,
100k validation images, and 500k test images, and represents images from 10k
species spanning the entire tree of life. In addition to its overall scale, the main
distinguishing feature of iNat2021 is that it contains at least 152 images in the
training set for each species. We provide a comparison to existing datasets in
Table 2.1 and a breakdown of the image distribution in Table 2.3. Unlike previous
iterations, we have split the training and testing images in iNat2021 by a specific
date and have allowed a particular photographer to have images in both the train and
test splits. There is an intuitive interpretation to this decision: we are retroactively
building a computer vision training dataset, composed of data that was submitted
over a year ago, to classify the most observed species in the last year, which is our
test set. While there are many ways we could have decided the train and test split
criteria, we believe this is particularly natural and lends itself well to future updates
(the date split simply increases by a year). A detailed description of the steps we
took to create the dataset are outlined in the supplementary material.
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train split top-1 top-2 top-3 top-4 top-5
iNat2021 mini 0.654 0.759 0.806 0.833 0.851
iNat2021 0.760 0.848 0.882 0.901 0.914
iNat2021 mini * 0.616 0.722 0.769 0.798 0.818
iNat2021 * 0.746 0.836 0.872 0.891 0.904

Table 2.2: Top-K Accuracy on the iNat2021 test set. Models marked with a * have
been initialized with random weights, otherwise ImageNet initialization is used.

In addition to the full sized dataset, we have also created a smaller version (iNat2021
mini) that contains 50 training images per species, sampled from the full train
split. These two different training splits allows researchers to explore the benefits
of training algorithms on five times more data. The mini dataset also keeps the
training set size reasonable for desktop-scale experiments. In addition to the images
themselves, we also include latitude, longitude, and time data for each, facilitating
research that incorporates additional meta data to improve fine-grained classification
accuracy, e.g. [43, 9].

Comparisons to iNat2017-2019
In Table 2.1 we compare the new iNat2021 dataset with previous datasets built from
iNaturalist. iNat2017 was the first large-scale species classification dataset [58].
iNat2018 addressed the long tail problem inherent in large-scale media repositories.
iNat2019 attempted to focus specifically on genera with large number of species
(at least 10), resulting in a smaller dataset consisting of many 10-way fine-grained
classification problems. Our iNat2021 dataset is similar to iNat2017 and iNat2018
in terms of its large-scale scope, however we incorporate the iNat2019 style focus on
fine-grained challenges with our introduction of the NeWT collection of evaluation
datasets, see Section 2.5. While we have effectively removed the long tail training
distribution that was the focus of other iNat datasets, we have included sufficient
images per species where this phenomena can still be studied by systematically
removing data. More data per species has the effect of decreasing the difficulty
of iNat2021 in the purely supervised setting, but we believe that the additional
images for each category are essential to enable us to systematically evaluate the
effectiveness of self-supervised learning for natural world visual categories.

Baseline Supervised Experiments
We train ResNet50 [24] networks, both with and without ImageNet initialization,
to benchmark the performance of iNat2021. Table 2.2 shows the top-k accuracy
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Iconic Group Species
Count

Train
Images

Full
ACC

Mini
ACC

Insects 2,526 663,682 0.813 0.715
Fungi 341 90,048 0.786 0.707
Plants 4,271 1,148,702 0.800 0.692
Mollusks 169 44,670 0.756 0.670
Animalia 142 37,042 0.747 0.654
Fish 183 45,166 0.725 0.640
Arachnids 153 40,687 0.704 0.582
Birds 1,486 414,847 0.662 0.537
Mammals 246 68,917 0.590 0.496
Reptiles 313 86,830 0.554 0.430
Amphibians 170 46,252 0.526 0.417

Table 2.3: Number of species, training images, and mean test accuracy in iNat2021
for each iconic group. ‘Animalia’ is a catch-all category that contains species that
do not fit in the other iconic groups. For the mini train split, each species has 50
train images.

achieved when training using the full and mini datasets, and Table 2.3 shows the
top-1 accuracy broken down by iconic groups. The model trained on the mini dataset
results in a top-1 accuracy of 65.4%, while the full model achieves 76.0%, showing
that an increase from 500k training images to 2.7M results in an ∼11 percentage
point increase in accuracy. The corresponding top-1 results for the validation set
are 65.8% and 76.4%. On average, insects are the best performing iconic group,
and amphibians are the worst performing group. While these average statistics are
interesting, we do not believe they demonstrate that insects are necessarily "easier”
to identify than amphibians. We are most likely seeing a bias in the iNat2021
dataset. Perhaps, on average, it is easier to take a close-up photograph of an
insect than it is to photograph an amphibian. Or perhaps the amphibian species
have more visual modalities than insects. Finally, we observe that models trained
from randomly initialized weights perform slightly worse than those trained from
ImageNet initialization, but the gap closes when training on the full dataset.

2.5 NeWT: Natural World Tasks
Large media repositories, such as Flickr, the Macaulay Library, and iNaturalist,
have been utilized to create species classification datasets such as CUB [60], Bird-
Snap [1], NABirds [57], and the collection of iNaturalist competition datasets [58].
These datasets have become standard experimental resources for computer vision
researchers and have been used to benchmark the progress of classification mod-
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Figure 2.2: Example image pairs from a binary classification task within each coarse
task grouping of the NeWT dataset.

els over the last decade. Improvements on these datasets have in turn led to the
incorporation of these models into useful applications that assist everyday users in
recognizing the wildlife around them, e.g. [39, 29, 56]. However, there are far
more questions that biologists and practitioners would like to ask of these large
media repositories in addition to "What species is in this photo?” For example, an
ornithologist may like to ask, "Does this photo contain a nest?” or "Does this photo
show an adult feeding a nestling?” Similarly, a herpetologist may like to ask, "Does
this photo show mating behavior for the Southern Alligator Lizard?” Researchers
can certainly answer these questions themselves for a few images. The problem is
the scale of these archives, and the fact that they are continually growing. Can a
computer vision model be used to answer these questions? While we do not have
large collections of datasets labeled with nests or eggs or mating behavior, we do
have large-scale species classification datasets. This raises the question about the
adaptability of a model trained for species classification to these new types of ques-
tions. Similarly, with the recent advances in self-supervised learning there is the
potential for a self-supervised model to be readily adapted to answer these varied
tasks. To help address these questions we have constructed a collection of Natural
World Tasks (NeWT) that can be used to benchmark current representation learning
methods.

NeWT is composed of of 164 highly curated binary classification tasks sourced
from iNaturalist, the Macaulay Library, and the NABirds dataset, among others. No
images from NeWT occur in the iNat2021 training dataset, and the images in tasks
not sourced from iNaturalist are reasonably similar to images found on iNaturalist.
This makes the iNat2021 dataset a perfect pretraining dataset for NeWT. Unlike some
of the potential data quality issues found in iNat2021 (see supplementary material),
each task in NeWT has been vetted for data quality with the assistance of domain
experts. While species classification still plays a large role in NeWT (albeit reduced
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down to difficult fine-grained pairs of species), the addition of other types of tasks
makes this dataset uniquely positioned to determine how well different pretrained
models can answer various natural world questions. Each task has approximately
uniform positive and negative samples, as well as approximately uniform train and
test samples. The size of each task is modest, on the order of 50-100 images per class
per split (for a total of 200-400 images per task), which makes them very convenient
for training and evaluating linear classifiers. We have coarsely categorized the tasks
into eight groups (see Figure 2.2 for visual examples) with the total number of binary
tasks per group in parentheses:

• Appearance - Age (14) Tasks where the age of the species is the decision
criteria, e.g. "Is this a hatch-year Whimbrel?”

• Appearance - Attribute (7): Tasks where a specific attribute of an organism
is used to make the decision, e.g. "Is the deer leucistic?”

• Appearance - Health (9): Tasks where the health of the organism is the
decision criteria, e.g. "Is the plant diseased?”

• Appearance - Species (102): Tasks where the goal is to distinguish two
visually similar species. This can include species from iNat2021, but with
new, unseen training data, and tasks from species not included in iNat2021.

• Behavior (16) Tasks where the evidence of a behavior is the decision criteria,
e.g. "Are the lizards mating?”

• Context (8) Tasks where the immediate or surrounding context of the organism
is the decision criteria, e.g. "Is the hummingbird feeding at a flower?”

• Counting (2) Tasks where the number of specific instances is the decision
criteria, e.g. "Are there multiple bird species present?”

• Gestalt (6) Tasks where the quality, composition, or type of photo is the
decision criteria, e.g. "Is this a high quality or low quality photograph of a
bird?”

2.6 Experiments
Here we present an analysis of different learned image representations trained on
multiple datasets and evaluate their effectiveness on existing fine-grained datasets
and NeWT.
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Figure 2.3: Fine-grained evaluation. The mean top-1 accuracy difference be-
tween "off-the-shelf” supervised ImageNet features and other pretraining strategies
on existing fine-grained datasets. For context, the accuracy of the ImageNet fea-
tures are printed above the dataset labels along the x-axis. All methods utilize a
ResNet50 backbone architecture, and all experiments use features extracted by the
last convolution block (dim=2048) to train a linear SVM using SGD (x4 models
have dim=8192). Techniques that make use of supervised pretraining have a solid
stem line, while techniques that use self-supervision for pretraining have a dashed
stem line. Techniques that utilize ImageNet have a triangle marker, techniques that
utilize an iNat dataset with supervision have a circle marker, and techniques that
utilize an iNat dataset with a self-supervision training objective have a star marker.
Several patterns are apparent: (1) Self-supervised methods rarely do better than
"off-the-shelf” supervised ImageNet features. (2) Pretraining on iNat datasets with
supervision leads to better results on downstream tasks that contain categories sim-
ilar to those found in iNat datasets (i.e. flowers and birds), but this does not hold
for self-supervised objectives. (3) Self-supervised models trained on ImageNet do
better than their iNat counterparts. For detailed accuracy numbers see the supple-
mentary material.

Implementation Details
Given a specific configuration of {feature extractor, pretraining dataset, training
objective}, our feature representation evaluation protocol is the same for all exper-
iments. Every experiment uses the ResNet50 [24] model as the feature extractor,
with some experiments modifying the width multiplier parameter of the network to
4. We consider ImageNet, iNat2018, iNat2021, and the iNat2021 mini dataset for
the pretraining dataset. The training objective can either be a supervised classifica-
tion loss (standard cross-entropy) or one of the following self-supervised objectives:
SimCLR [6], SimCLR v2 [7], SwAV [5], or MoCo v2 [8].

The supervised experiments using iNat2021 mini and iNat2018 are trained for 65-90
epochs, starting from ImageNet initialization, and we used the model checkpoint
that performed the best on the respective validation set. The supervised exper-
iments using iNat2021 were trained for 20 epochs, also starting from ImageNet
initialization. For self-supervised techniques pretrained on ImageNet, we make use
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of model checkpoint files accompanying the official implementation of the method.
For models self-supervised on iNat datasets we used default parameters from the
respective techniques unless otherwise stated. Our experiments using SimCLR v2
on iNat datasets do not incorporate knowledge distillation from a larger network nor
the MoCo style memory mechanism; instead we train the ResNet50 backbone using
a 3-layer projection head instead of the 2-layer projection head found in the original
SimCLR objective. See the supplementary material for additional details on model
training.

After training the ResNet50 model on the selected dataset, it is then used as a feature
extractor on "downstream” evaluation datasets. Images are resized so the smaller
edge is 256 then we take a center crop of 224x224, which is then passed through the
model. No other form of augmentation is used. Features are extracted from the last
convolutional block of the ResNet50 model and have a dimension of 2048 unless
the width of the network was modified to 4, in which case the dimension is 8192. A
linear model is then trained on these features and the associated ground truth class
labels. Details of the linear model are provided below. We use top-1 accuracy on
the held out test set of the respective "downstream” dataset as the evaluation metric
for the linear model. We compare different feature representations by measuring the
relative change in accuracy when using supervised ImageNet features as the baseline
(Δ ACC in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4). We chose supervised ImageNet features as
the baseline because these features are readily accessible to nearly all practitioners,
requiring zero additional training and very little computational resources. To facil-
itate reproducibility, all pretrained models are accessible from our GitHub project
page.

Experiments on Fine-Grained Datasets
In this section we demonstrate the utility of iNat2021 as a pretraining dataset
for existing fine-grained datasets. The extracted features are evaluated on Flow-
ers102 [48], CUB [60], NABirds [57], StanfordDogs [32], and StanfordCars [36].
We also present results on CUBExpert, which is the standard CUB dataset but
the class labels have been verified and cleaned by domain experts [57]. For these
experiments, the linear model is a SVM trained using SGD for a maximum of
3k epochs with a stopping criteria tolerance of 1e−5. For every experiment, we
use 3-fold cross validation to determine the appropriate regularization constant
𝛼 ∈ [1e−6, 1e−5, 1e−4, 1e−3, 1e−2, 0.1, 1, 10].

We present the relative accuracy changes in relation to supervised ImageNet features
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for the various techniques in Figure 2.3. Please consult the supplementary material
for specific accuracy values. Overall we find that supervised techniques produce the
best features for all datasets except Stanford Cars, where the SwAV model trained
on ImageNet produced the best features. The iNat2021 supervised model is the
best performing on Flowers102, CUB, and CUBExpert; the iNat2018 supervised
model is the best on NABirds, narrowly eclipsing the iNat2021 supervised model
(0.806 vs. 0.804 top-1 accuracy); and the supervised ImageNet model is the best
on StanfordDogs. When considering self-supervised methods, the SwAV model
trained on ImageNet is consistently the top performer except for the Flowers102
dataset, where the SimCLR x4 model trained on iNat2021 mini achieves better
performance (using a 4x larger feature vector than the SwAV model).

In terms of pretraining datasets for self-supervised techniques, the ImageNet dataset
appears better than the iNat2021 dataset: note the lines for self-supervised methods
trained on iNat2021 and iNat2021 mini in Figure 2.3 are uniformly below their
ImageNet counterparts for all datasets except Flowers102. While not particular
surprising for the Stanford Dogs and Cars datasets that differ fundamentally from the
iNaturalist domain, this is a surprising result for the bird datasets: CUB, CUBExpert,
and NABirds. The ImageNet dataset has about 60 species of birds with ∼60k
training images, while the iNat2021 dataset has 1,486 species with 414,847 and
74,300 training images in the large and mini splits respectively. Even with increased
species and training samples, the ImageNet dataset out performs the iNat2021
dataset on downstream bird tasks. Perhaps this is an artifact of the types of images
within these datasets as opposed to the domain of the datasets. The self-supervised
techniques considered in this work were designed for ImageNet, therefore their
default augmentation strategy appears to be designed for objects that take up a large
fraction of the image size. Applying these strategies to datasets where objects do
not necessarily take up large fraction of the image size (like iNat2021) appears to
be inappropriate. See the supplementary material for an analysis of the sizes of bird
bounding boxes across the datasets.

Note that supervised methods can still recover discriminative features from the
iNat datasets (see the performance of supervised iNat2021 and iNat2021 mini in
Figure 2.3), so it should be feasible for self-supervised methods to leverage these
datasets to learn better representations. Interestingly, the effect of data size is not
very apparent in Figure 2.3 for the experiments that use the large and mini variants
of the iNat2021 dataset. While performance on the actual iNat2021 improved by 11
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percentage points when switching from the mini to the large (see Table 2.2), we do
not see a similar level of improvement for downstream tasks.
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Figure 2.4: NeWT evaluation. The mean top-1 accuracy difference between "off-
the-shelf” supervised ImageNet features and various other pretraining strategies
on the NeWT dataset, divided into related groups. See Figure 2.3 for information
regarding the plot organization and interpretation. Several patterns are apparent: (1)
Supervised learning using iNaturalist data achieves better performance on NeWT
tasks that focus on species appearance and behavior. (2) Self-supervised learning
achieves better performance compared to supervised methods on the Gestalt tasks,
i.e. tasks that do not focus on a particular individual. (3) For self-supervision, we
do not see a consistent benefit to using iNat2021 over ImageNet (unlike Figure 2.3);
sometimes pretraining on iNat2021 leads to better performance than pretraining
on ImageNet, other times it is reversed. For detailed accuracy numbers see the
supplementary material.

Experiments on NeWT
In this section we use the collection of binary tasks in NeWT as "downstream”
classification tasks to investigate the effect of different pretraining methods. For
these experiments the linear model is a SVM trained using liblinear for a maximum
of 1k iterations with a stopping criteria tolerance of 1e−5. For every experiment,
we use 3-fold cross validation to determine the appropriate regularization constant
C ∈ [1e−4, 1e−3, 1e−2, 0.1, 1, 10, 1e2, 1e3].

The supervised ImageNet model achieved an average accuracy of 0.744 across
all 164 NeWT tasks. The supervised iNat2021 model achieved the best average
accuracy with a score of 0.806, followed by the supervised iNat2021 mini model at
0.793 and then the supervised iNat2018 model at 0.791. For self-supervised models,
the SwAV model trained on ImageNet did the best at 0.733 average accuracy. We
show the relative accuracy changes in relation to supervised ImageNet features for
the various techniques in Figure 2.4. See the supplementary material for specific
accuracy values.
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For the Appearance based tasks in NeWT (which focus on a specific individual in the
photo), we can see that there is a clear benefit to doing supervised pretraining on data
from iNaturalist (using either iNat2018, iNat2021, or iNat2021 mini). Species classi-
fication, unsurprisingly, and Age have the biggest improvement followed by Attribute
and then Health. We do not see the same benefit when using self-supervision for
these Appearance based tasks. We instead find self-supervised models performing
worse on average than ImageNet supervised features, even though they are trained
on data from iNaturalist. Similarly, the Behavior tasks benefited from supervised
pretraining on iNat datasets, but did not benefit from self-supervised pretraining. No
method significantly improved performance on the Context tasks compared to su-
pervised ImageNet features. All methods did relatively poorly on the two Counting
tasks (0.59 baseline performance, note that chance is 50%). This could highlight the
inappropriateness of using a classifier for detection style tasks, or it could highlight
a particularly disappointing generalization behavior of these models. The SimCLR
method trained on iNat2021 is a notable outlier in this experiment but the reason is
unclear. Interestingly, all self-supervised models appear to provide a benefit over
supervised ImageNet features and supervised iNat features for the Gestalt tasks,
where the whole image needs to be analyzed as opposed to focusing on a particular
subject.

Similar to the fine-grained datasets result, we see a reduced improvement between
the iNat2021 large and mini datasets on the NeWT tasks as compared to evaluating
on the iNat2021 test set. The SimCLR model achieved 0.678 mean accuracy using
the iNat2021 mini split, and 0.689 with the full dataset. The supervised model
went from 0.793 mean accuracy to 0.806. This result is surprising given the typical
expectation of performance improvement when training with more data. Goyal et
al. [18] perform experiments where they scale the amount of training data by a
factor of 10, 50, and 100 and they see a larger performance gain for the ResNet50
model, albeit using Jigsaw [49] and Colorization [65] as pretext tasks, and Pascal
VOC07 [14] as the downstream task. So either 5x more data is not a sufficient data
increase, or self-supervision objectives like SimCLR behave differently.

While the experiments on existing fine-grained datasets in Figure 2.3 showed a ben-
efit to using ImageNet over iNat2021 as the pretraining dataset for self-supervision,
the NeWT results are much more mixed. For example SimCLR trained using Ima-
geNet achieves better performance on average for the Appearance - Age tasks than
SimCLR trained using iNat2021 (0.702 vs 0.688), but the results are flipped for the
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Appearance - Species tasks (0.647 vs 0.661).

Discussion
We summarize our main findings:

Supervised ImageNet features are a strong baseline. The off-the-shelf super-
vised ImageNet features were often much better than the features derived from
self-supervised models trained on either ImageNet or iNat2021. This applies to
supervised iNat2021 features as well. It is currently easier to achieve downstream
performance gains from a model trained with a supervised objective (assuming it is
possible to get labels).

Fine-grained classification is challenging for self-supervised models. For most
self-supervised methods performance is not close to supervised methods for the
fine-grained datasets tested; see Figure 2.3. However, the SwAV method has closed
the gap and is better in some cases (e.g. Stanford Cars). This trend did not hold
when SwAV was trained on iNat2021 mini data.

Not all tasks are equal. Self-supervised features can be more effective compared
to supervised ones for certain tasks (e.g. see the Gestalt tasks in NeWT in Fig-
ure 2.4). This highlights the value of benchmarking performance on a varied set of
classification tasks, in addition to conventional object classification.

More data does not help methods as much for downstream tasks. While we
observe a large boost in accuracy on the iNat2021 test set when we increase the
amount of training data (+11 percentage points, see Tables 2.2 and 2.3), this boost
is much smaller for both supervised and self-supervised models on the fine-grained
datasets and NeWT (see the differences between iNat2021 large and mini for the
supervised and SimCLR experiments in Figures 2.3 and 2.4).

Self-supervised ImageNet training settings do not necessarily generalize. The
performance gap between supervised and self-supervised features on downstream
tasks is closing when the feature extractor is trained on ImageNet. However, the
gap between supervised and self-supervised features is much larger when the the
feature extractor is trained on iNat2021. This potentially points to self-supervised
training settings being overfit to ImageNet e.g. via hyperparameters or the image
augmentations used.
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2.7 Conclusion
We presented, and benchmarked, the iNat2021 and NeWT datasets. The iNat2021
dataset contains 2.7M training images covering 10k species. As a large-scale image
dataset we have shown its utility as a powerful pretraining network for a variety
of existing fine-grained datasets as well as the NeWT dataset. Our NeWT dataset
expands beyond the question of "What species is this?”, to incorporate questions that
challenge models to identify behaviors, health, and context questions as they relate
to wildlife captured in photographs. Our experiments on NeWT reveal interesting
performance differences between supervised and self-supervised learning methods.
While supervised learning appears to still have an edge over existing self-supervised
approaches, new methods are constantly being introduced by the research commu-
nity. The iNat2021 and NeWT datasets should serve as a valuable resource for
benchmarking these new techniques as they expose challenges not present in the
standard datasets currently in use.
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C h a p t e r 3

WHEN DOES CONTRASTIVE VISUAL REPRESENTATION
LEARNING WORK?

[1] Elĳah Cole, Xuan Yang, Kimberly Wilber, Oisin Mac Aodha, and Serge
Belongie. “When does contrastive visual representation learning work?”
In: Proceedings of the IEEE/CVF Conference on Computer Vision and
Pattern Recognition. 2022, pp. 14755–14764. doi: 10.48550/arXiv.
2105.05837.

3.1 Abstract
Recent self-supervised representation learning techniques have largely closed the
gap between supervised and unsupervised learning on ImageNet classification.
While the particulars of pretraining on ImageNet are now relatively well under-
stood, the field still lacks widely accepted best practices for replicating this success
on other datasets. As a first step in this direction, we study contrastive self-supervised
learning on four diverse large-scale datasets. By looking through the lenses of data
quantity, data domain, data quality, and task granularity, we provide new insights
into the necessary conditions for successful self-supervised learning. Our key find-
ings include observations such as (i) the benefit of additional pretraining data beyond
500k images is modest, (ii) adding pretraining images from another domain does
not lead to more general representations, (iii) corrupted pretraining images have a
disparate impact on supervised and self-supervised pretraining, and (iv) contrastive
learning lags far behind supervised learning on fine-grained visual classification
tasks.

3.2 Introduction
Self-supervised learning (SSL) techniques can now produce visual representations
which are competitive with representations generated by fully supervised networks
for many downstream tasks [18]. This is an important milestone for computer
vision, as removing the need for large amounts of labels at training time has the
potential to scale up our ability to address challenges in domains where supervision
is currently too difficult or costly to obtain. However, with some limited exceptions,
the vast majority of current state-of-the-art approaches are developed and evaluated
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3. Quality 4. Task granularity
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Figure 3.1: What conditions are necessary for successful self-supervised pre-
training on domains beyond ImageNet? We investigate the impact of self-
supervised and supervised training dataset size, the downstream domain, image
quality, and the granularity of downstream classification tasks.

on standard datasets like ImageNet [40]. As a result, we do not have a good
understanding of how well these methods work when they are applied to other
datasets.

Under what conditions do self-supervised contrastive representation learning meth-
ods produce "good" visual representations? This is an important question for
computer vision researchers because it adds to our understanding of SSL and high-
lights opportunities for new methods. This is also an important question for domain
experts with limited resources who might be interested in applying SSL to real-
world problems. With these objectives in mind, we attempt to answer the following
questions:

(i) What is the impact of data quantity? How many unlabeled images do we need
for pretraining, and when is it worthwhile to get more? How much labeled data
do we need for linear classifier training or end-to-end fine-tuning on a downstream
task? In which regimes do self-supervised features rival those learned from full
supervision?

(ii) What is the impact of the pretraining domain? How well do self-supervised
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representations trained on one domain transfer to another? Can we learn more
general representations by combining datasets? Do different pretraining datasets
lead to complementary representations?

(iii) What is the impact of data quality? How robust are self-supervised methods to
training time image corruption such as reduced resolution, compression artifacts, or
noise? Does pretraining on corrupted images lead to poor downstream performance
on uncorrupted images?

(iv) What is the impact of task granularity? Does SSL result in features that
are only effective for "easy" classification tasks, or are they also useful for more
challenging, "fine-grained" visual concepts?

We address the above questions through extensive quantitative evaluation across
four diverse large-scale visual datasets (see Figure 3.1). We make several interesting
observations and recommendations including:

• For an ImageNet-scale dataset, decreasing the amount of unlabeled training
data by half (from 1M to 500k images) only degrades downstream classifi-
cation performance by 1-2% (Figure 3.2). In many contexts this trade-off is
reasonable, allowing for faster and cheaper pretraining. This also indicates
that current self-supervised methods coupled with standard architectures may
be unable to take advantage of very large pretraining sets.

• Self-supervised representations that are learned from images from the same
domain as the test domain are much more effective than those learned from
different domains (Table 3.1). Self-supervised training on our current datasets
may not be sufficient to learn representations that readily generalize to many
contexts.

• Neither (i) combining datasets before pretraining (Table 3.2) nor (ii) combin-
ing self-supervised features learned from different datasets (Table 3.3) leads
to significant performance improvements. More work may be required be-
fore self-supervised techniques can learn highly generalizable representations
from large and diverse datasets.

• Pretraining on corrupted images affects supervised and self-supervised learn-
ing very differently (Figure 3.4). For instance, self-supervised representations
are surprisingly sensitive to image resolution.

• Current self-supervised methods learn representations that can easily disam-
biguate coarse-grained visual concepts like those in ImageNet. However, as
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the granularity of the concepts becomes finer, self-supervised performance
lags further behind supervised baselines (Figure 3.5). The contrastive loss
may lead to coarse-grained features which are insufficient for fine-grained
tasks.

3.3 Related Work
SSL for visual representations. Early self-supervised representation learning
methods typically centered around solving hand-designed "pretext tasks" like patch
location prediction [16], rotation prediction [20], inpainting [37], cross-channel re-
construction [59], sorting sequences of video frames [33], solving jigsaw puzzles
[35], or colorization [58]. However, more recent work has explored contrastive
learning-based approaches where the pretext task is to distinguish matching and
non-matching pairs of augmented input images [27, 36, 48]. The prototypical ex-
ample is SimCLR [9, 10], which is trained to identify the matching image using
a cross-entropy loss. Other variations on the contrastive SSL framework include
using a momentum encoder to provide large numbers of negative pairs (MoCo) [26,
12], adaptively scaling the margin in MoCo (EqCo) [62], and contrasting clus-
tering assignments instead of augmented pairs (SwAV) [7]. Moving beyond the
contrastive loss entirely, some papers recast the problem in a "learning-to-rank”
framework (S2R2) [52], use simple feature prediction (SimSiam) [11], or predict
the output of an exponential moving average network (BYOL) [24]. [4] investigates
the role of negatives in contrastive learning, though we note that BYOL and Sim-
Siam avoid using negatives explicitly. In this work, our focus is on self-supervised
visual classification. We do not explore alternative settings such as supervised con-
trastive learning [31], contrastive learning in non-vision areas like language [39] or
audio [41], or other methods that aim to reduce the annotation burden for represen-
tation learning such as large-scale weak supervision [34].

SSL beyond ImageNet. ImageNet classification has long been viewed as the
gold standard benchmark task for SSL, and the gap between supervised and self-
supervised performance on ImageNet has steadily closed over the last few years [9,
26, 24, 7]. There is now a growing expectation that SSL should reduce our de-
pendence on manual supervision in challenging and diverse domains which may
not resemble the traditional object classification setting represented by ImageNet.
A number of papers have studied how well self-supervised representations pre-
trained on ImageNet perform on downstream tasks like fine-grained species clas-
sification [56], semantic segmentation [5], scene understanding [24], and instance
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segmentation [26].

More recently, researchers have begun to study the effectiveness of contrastive learn-
ing when pretraining on datasets other than ImageNet. In the case of remote sensing,
the unique properties of the data have motivated the development of domain-specific
contrastive learning techniques [30, 2]. In the medical domain, where images tend
to be very dissimilar to ImageNet, it has been shown that contrastive pretraining
on domain-specific images leads to significant gains compared to pretraining on
ImageNet [43, 10]. [32] compared the representations learned from five differ-
ent datasets, and showed that in most cases the best performing representations
came from pretraining on similar datasets to the downstream task. In the case
of fine-grained data, [51] found that contrastive pretraining on images of animals
and plants did not lead to superior performance on downstream bird classification
compared to pretraining on ImageNet. These apparently conflicting observations
may be explained by the relationship between the pretraining and downstream data
distributions, which we investigate in our experiments. [60] and [50] pretrained
on several different datasets and showed that there was surprisingly little impact
on downstream detection and segmentation performance, unless synthetic data was
used for pretraining [60]. [47] pretrained on very large datasets (JFT-300M [44] and
YFCC100M [46]), but did not observe an improvement over ImageNet pretraining
in the standard regime.

We build on the above analysis by performing controlled, like-for-like, comparisons
of SSL on several large datasets. This allows us to separate dataset-specific fac-
tors from general patterns in SSL performance, and deliver new insights into the
necessary conditions for successful pretraining.

Analysis of SSL. A number of works have explored questions related to the con-
ditions under which SSL is successful. [42] showed that self-supervised repre-
sentations generalize better than supervised ones when the downstream concepts
of interest are less semantically similar to the pretraining set. [18] showed that
contrastive pretraining on ImageNet performs well on downstream tasks related to
object recognition in natural images, while leaving more general study of pretraining
in different domains to future work. While these works show that SSL on ImageNet
can be effective, our experiments demonstrate that current SSL methods can perform
much worse than supervised baselines on non-ImageNet domains, e.g. fine-grained
classification.

Existing work has also investigated other aspects of SSL, e.g. [38] examined the
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invariances learned, [8] showed that easily learned features can inhibit the learning
of more discriminative ones, [60, 50, 9] explored the impact of different image
augmentations, [8, 50] compared representations from single vs. multi-object im-
ages, and [9, 21] varied the backbone model capacity. Most relevant to our work
are studies that vary the amount of data in the pretraining dataset, e.g. [57, 60, 32,
50]. We extend this analysis by presenting a more detailed evaluation of the impact
of the size of the unlabeled and labeled datasets, and investigate the role of data
quality, data domain, and task granularity.

3.4 Methods
Datasets. We perform experiments on four complementary large-scale datasets:
ImageNet [15], iNat21 [50], Places365 [61], and GLC20 [13]. Collectively, these
datasets span many important visual properties, including curated vs. "in-the-wild"
images, fine- vs. coarse-grained categories, and object-centric images vs. scenes.
Each dataset has at least one million images, which allows us to make fair compar-
isons against the traditional ImageNet setting. ImageNet (1.3M images, 1k classes)
and Places365 (1.8M images, 365 classes) are standard computer vision datasets, so
we will not describe them in detail. For ImageNet, we use the classic ILSVRC2012
subset of the full ImageNet-21k dataset. For Places365, we use the official vari-
ant "Places365-Standard (small images)" where all images have been resized to
256x256. iNat21 (2.7M images, 10k classes) contains images of plant and animal
species and GLC20 (1M images, 16 classes) consists of remote sensing images. As
both are recent datasets, we discuss them in the supplementary material.

Fixed-size subsets. For some experiments we control for dataset size by creating
subsampled versions of each dataset with sizes: 1M, 500k, 250k, 125k, and 50k
images. We carry out this selection only once, and the images are chosen uniformly
at random. We refer to these datasets using the name of the parent dataset followed
by the number of images in parentheses, e.g. ImageNet (500k). Note that subsets
of increasing size are nested, so e.g. ImageNet (500k) includes all of the images
in ImageNet (250k). These subsets are also static across experiments, e.g. Ima-
geNet (500k) always refers to the same set of 500k images. With the exception
of Figures 3.2 and 3.3, we use the full dataset for any type of supervised training
(i.e. linear evaluation, fine tuning, or supervised training from scratch). We always
report results on the same test set for a given dataset, regardless of the training subset
used.
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Training details. All experiments in this paper are based on a ResNet-50 [25]
backbone, which is standard in the contrastive learning literature [9, 7, 26]. We pri-
marily perform experiments on SimCLR [9], a simple and popular contrastive learn-
ing method that contains all the building blocks for state-of-the-art self-supervised
algorithms. We follow the standard protocol of first training with self-supervision
alone and then evaluating the learned features using linear classifiers or end-to-end
fine-tuning. Unless otherwise specified, we use hyperparameter settings based on
[9] for all methods and datasets. While this may not lead to maximal performance,
it is likely to be representative of how these methods are used in practice. Due
to the high computational cost of contrastive pretraining, extensive hyperparameter
tuning is not feasible for most users. We also consider MoCo [26] and BYOL [24]
in Figure 3.3. Full training details are provided in the supplementary material.

3.5 Experiments
We now describe our experiments in which we investigate the impact of data quantity,
data domain, data quality, and task granularity on the success of contrastive learning.

Data quantity
First we consider the question of how much data is required to learn a "good"
representation using SSL. There are two important notions of data quantity: (i) the
number of unlabeled images used for pretraining and (ii) the number of labeled
images used to subsequently train a classifier. Since labels are expensive, we would
like to learn representations that generalize well with as few labeled images as
possible. While unlabeled images are cheap to acquire, they still incur a cost because
pretraining time is proportional to the size of the pretraining set. To understand when
SSL is cost-effective, we need to understand how performance depends on these two
notions of data quantity.

To study this question, we pretrain SimCLR using different numbers of unlabeled
images. Each pretrained representation is then evaluated using different numbers
of labeled images. In Figure 3.2 we present these results for iNat21 (left column),
ImageNet (center column), and Places365 (right column). We also include results
for supervised training from scratch (in black). We show linear evaluation results
in the top row and corresponding fine-tuned results in the bottom row. Each curve
in a figure corresponds to a different pretrained representation. The points along a
curve correspond to different amounts of supervision used to train a linear classifier
or fine-tune the network.
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There is little benefit beyond 500k pretraining images. The gap between the 500k
(blue) and 1M (orange) pretraining image curves is typically less than 1-2% in top-1
accuracy. This means that for a dataset with one million images, we can trade a small
decrease in accuracy for a 50% decrease in pretraining time. If a 2-4% top-1 accuracy
drop is acceptable, then the pretraining set size can be reduced by a factor of four
(from 1M to 250k). However, the difference between 50k (pink) pretraining images
and 250k (green) pretraining images is substantial for each dataset, often in excess
of 10% top-1 accuracy. We conclude that SimCLR seems to saturate well before we
get to ImageNet-sized pretraining sets. This is consistent with observations from the
supervised learning literature, though more images are required to reach saturation
[34].

Self-supervised pretraining can be a good initializer when there is limited
supervision available. In the bottom row of Figure 3.2 we see that when only
10k or 50k labeled images are available, fine-tuning a SimCLR representation is
significantly better than training from scratch. When supervision is plentiful, fine-
tuned SimCLR representations achieve performance similar to supervised training
from scratch. It is interesting to compare this to findings from the supervised setting
which suggest that networks which are initially trained on distorted (i.e. augmented)
images are unable to recover when subsequently trained with undistorted ones [1].

Self-supervised representations can approach fully supervised performance for
some datasets, but only by using lots of labeled images. The ultimate goal of
SSL is to match supervised performance without the need for large amounts of
labeled data. Suppose we consider the right-most point on the black curves in
Figure 3.2 as a proxy for "good" supervised performance. Then in both the linear
and fine-tuned cases, the gap between SimCLR (pretrained on 1M images) and
"good" supervised performance is quite large unless well over 100k labeled images
are used. For instance, the gap between "good" supervised performance and a
classifier trained using 50k labeled images on top of SimCLR (1M) is around 11%
(11%) for Places365, 23% (21%) for ImageNet, and 58% (56%) for iNat21 in the
linear (and fine-tuned) case. Although SSL works well when lots of supervision
is available, further innovation is needed to improve the utility of self-supervised
representations in the low-to-moderate supervision regime.

iNat21 is a valuable SSL benchmark. Figure 3.2 shows a surprisingly large gap
(∼ 30%) between supervised and self-supervised performance on iNat21 in the high
supervision regime. In Figure 3.3 we see that other SSL methods exhibit similar
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(a) Linear Evaluation

(b) Fine-Tuning

Figure 3.2: How much data does SimCLR need? Linear evaluation results (top
row) and fine-tuning results (bottom row) as a function of the number of unlabeled
images used for pretraining and the number of labeled images used for downstream
supervised training. The "Supervised" curve (black) corresponds to training from
scratch on different numbers of labeled images. It is the same for the top and bottom
plots in each column. Most SSL papers focus on the "high data" regime, using∼ 106

images (e.g. all of ImageNet) for both pretraining and classifier supervision, but
there are significant opportunities for improvement in the "low-data" regime. Even
with 106 labeled images for linear classifier training, SimCLR performs far worse
than supervised learning on iNat21, suggesting that iNat21 could be a more useful
SSL benchmark than ImageNet in future.

limitations. The newer BYOL outperforms MoCo and SimCLR, but a considerable
gap (∼ 25%) remains. The high supervised performance shows that the task is
possible, yet the self-supervised performance remains low. It seems that iNat21
reveals challenges for SSL that are not apparent in ImageNet, and we believe it is a
valuable benchmark for future SSL research.

Data domain
In the previous section we observed that increasing the pretraining set size yields
rapidly diminishing returns. In this section we consider a different design choice:
what kind of images should we use for pretraining? Since most contrastive learning
papers only pretrain on ImageNet, this question has not received much attention.
We take an initial step towards an answer by studying the properties of SimCLR
representations derived from four pretraining sets drawn from different domains.
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Figure 3.3: How does SimCLR compare to other self-supervised methods?
Linear evaluation results on iNat21 for SimCLR, MoCo, and BYOL. All methods
are pretrained on 1M images for 1000 epochs and follow the same linear evaluation
protocol. The more recent BYOL performs better than the others, but a large gap
remains to supervised performance.

We train SimCLR on iNat21 (1M), ImageNet (1M), Places365 (1M), and GLC20
(1M). By holding the pretraining set size constant, we aim to isolate the impact of the
different visual domains. We present in-domain and cross-domain linear evaluation
results for each representation in Table 3.1. In Table 3.2 we consider the effect of
pretraining on pooled datasets, i.e. new image collections built by shuffling together
existing datasets. Finally, in Table 3.3 we study different fused representations,
which are formed by concatenating the outputs of different feature extractors.

Pretraining domain matters. In Table 3.1 we see that in-domain pretraining
(diagonal entries) consistently beats cross-domain pretraining (off-diagonal entries).
The gap can be surprisingly large, e.g. in-domain pretraining provides a 12% boost
on iNat21 compared to the best cross-domain pretraining (ImageNet). One might
have expected that a visually diverse dataset like ImageNet would lead to a better
self-supervised representation than a more homogeneous dataset like GLC20 (even
when evaluating on GLC20) but this is not what we observe.

The off-diagonal entries of Table 3.1 show that training SimCLR on ImageNet leads
to the best cross-domain performance, while GLC20 leads to the worst cross-domain
performance. Since the pretraining protocols and dataset sizes are held constant,
we suggest that the characteristics of the image sets themselves are responsible
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Pretraining iNat21 ImageNet Places365 GLC20
iNat21 (1M) SimCLR 0.493 0.519 0.416 0.707
ImageNet (1M) SimCLR 0.373 0.644 0.486 0.716
Places365 (1M) SimCLR 0.292 0.491 0.501 0.693
GLC20 (1M) SimCLR 0.187 0.372 0.329 0.769
Supervised (All Images) 0.791 0.741 0.539 0.826

Table 3.1: Does pretraining domain matter? Linear evaluation results for rep-
resentations derived from different million-image datasets. We train the linear
classifiers using the full training sets. The results in the "Supervised" row corre-
spond to supervised training from scratch on the full training set. We report MAP
for GLC20 and top-1 accuracy for other datasets. In all cases, in-domain pretraining
outperforms cross-domain pretraining. In each column we highlight the best and
second-best results.

for the differences we observe. The strong cross-domain performance of SimCLR
pretrained on ImageNet may be due to semantic similarity — perhaps it is better to
pretrain on a dataset that is semantically similar to the downstream task, even in a
self-supervised context. This makes sense because there are classes in ImageNet
that are similar to classes in iNat21 (animals) and Places365 (scenes). This also
explains the weak performance of GLC20, since remote sensing imagery is not
similar to the other datasets.

Adding cross-domain pretraining data does not necessarily lead to more general
representations. We have seen that pretraining on different domains leads to
representations with significantly differing capabilities. This leads to a natural
question: what happens if we combine our datasets and then learn a representation?

Table 3.2 gives linear evaluation results for SimCLR pretrained on different "pooled"
datasets. In each row, 𝑛 images from dataset 𝐴 and 𝑚 images from dataset 𝐵 are
shuffled together to produce a pretraining set of size 𝑛 + 𝑚. For instance, the
pretraining dataset in the first row of Table 3.2 consists of 250k iNat21 images and
250k ImageNet images shuffled together.

If we compare the "In-Domain (500k)" row against the (equally sized) pooled
datasets in the first three rows of Table 3.2, we see that the in-domain pretraining
on 500k images is always better. Similarly, the "In-Domain (1M)" row beats the
1M-image pooled dataset (consisting of 250k images from the four datasets). The
more diverse pooled pretraining sets always lead to worse performance compared
to the more homogeneous pretraining sets of the same size.

Table 3.2 also allows us to say whether it is worthwhile to add pretraining data
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250k 250k - - 0.444 0.597 0.467
- 250k 250k - 0.334 0.596 0.490

250k - 250k - 0.428 0.531 0.483
250k 250k 250k 250k 0.410 0.574 0.482
In-Domain (250k) 0.451 0.608 0.485
In-Domain (500k) 0.477 0.629 0.499
In-Domain (1M) 0.493 0.644 0.501

Table 3.2: The effect of dataset pooling. Linear evaluation results for self-
supervised representations derived from pooled datasets, where two or more datasets
are shuffled together. We train the linear classifiers using the full training sets. The
"In-Domain" results correspond to pretraining on subsets of the dataset named at the
top of the column. Pooling datasets increases pretraining set size and diversity, but
we find that performance decreases relative to comparable in-domain pretraining.
The "In-Domain (1M)" row corresponds to the diagonal entries of Table 3.1.

from a different domain (as opposed to swapping out some in-domain data for
some data from a different domain, as we have been discussing so far). The "In-
Domain (250k)" row is better than the 1M-image pooled dataset and almost all of the
500k-image pooled datasets. It seems that adding pretraining data from a different
domain typically hurts performance. In contrast, Figure 3.2 shows that increasing
the amount of in-domain pretraining data consistently improves performance.

We hypothesize that the reason for this lackluster performance is that diverse images
are easier to tell apart, which makes the contrastive pretext task easier. If the
contrastive task is too easy, the quality of the representation suffers [4, 8]. While
more investigation is needed, the fact that increasing pretraining data diversity can
hurt performance suggests a "diversity-difficulty trade-off" that should be considered
when creating pretraining sets for SSL.

Self-supervised representations can be largely redundant. From Table 3.1 it
is clear that pretraining on different datasets leads to representations that differ
significantly. For instance, iNat21 SimCLR beats ImageNet SimCLR on iNat21
(+12.4% ) and ImageNet SimCLR beats iNat21 SimCLR on ImageNet (+12.7%).
Do these representations learn complementary information, or do they just capture
the same information to different degrees?

To probe this question we concatenate features from different pretrained networks
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ImageNet iNat21 Dim. ImageNet iNat21
SimCLR - 2048 0.647 0.380
- SimCLR 2048 0.520 0.506
Sup. - 2048 0.711 0.434
- Sup. 2048 0.490 0.769
Sup. Sup. 4096 0.712 0.772
SimCLR SimCLR 4096 0.641 0.520
SimCLR & Sup. - 4096 0.720 0.472
- SimCLR & Sup. 4096 0.527 0.772
SimCLR Sup. 4096 0.605 0.769
Sup. SimCLR 4096 0.717 0.553

Table 3.3: The effect of representation fusion. Linear evaluation results for dif-
ferent combinations of supervised and self-supervised representations on ImageNet
and iNat21. We train the linear classifiers using the full training sets. For compa-
rability, the in-domain supervised results in this table (ImageNet Sup. evaluated on
ImageNet and iNat21 Sup. evaluated on iNat21) are for linear classifiers trained on
representations learned from full supervision. "Dim." is the representation dimen-
sionality. In each column we highlight the best and second-best results.

and carry out linear evaluation on these "fused" representations. In Table 3.3
we present linear evaluation results for fused representations on ImageNet and
iNat21. Combining ImageNet SimCLR and iNat21 SimCLR is worse than ImageNet
SimCLR alone on ImageNet (-0.6%), but better than iNat21 SimCLR alone on
iNat21 (+1.4%). These effects are small relative to the > 12% difference between
ImageNet SimCLR and iNat21 SimCLR. This suggests that the two self-supervised
representations are largely redundant.

There is a larger effect when combining supervised and self-supervised representa-
tions. For iNat21, adding ImageNet Sup. (i.e. supervised ImageNet features) on top
of iNat21 SimCLR improves performance significantly (+4.7%). However, adding
iNat21 Sup. on top of ImageNet SimCLR actually decreases performance (-4.2%).
These results are consistent with the hypothesis that dataset semantics are impor-
tant even for SSL. Since ImageNet is semantically broader than iNat21 (ImageNet
has animal classes, but also many other things), features learned from ImageNet
(supervised or self-supervised) should be more helpful for iNat21 than vice-versa.

Data quality
We have seen that the characteristics of the pretraining data can have a significant
impact on the quality of self-supervised representations. In this section we dig deeper
into this question by studying the impact of pretraining on artificially degraded
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images. This serves two purposes. First, this is a practical question since there are
many settings where image quality issues are pervasive e.g. medical imaging [45]
or camera trap data [3]. Second, it can help us understand the robustness properties
of SSL.

To create a corrupted dataset we apply a particular image corruption to each image
in the dataset. This is a one-time offline preprocessing step, so corruptions that have
a random component are realized only once per image. Given a corrupted dataset we
then pretrain as normal. During linear evaluation, we use the original clean images
for training and testing, i.e. the corrupted images are only used for pretraining.

In Figure 3.4 we present linear evaluation results on ImageNet for a simple but
diverse set of corruptions. The zero point corresponds to pretraining on uncor-
rupted images, and we measure how much performance drops when pretraining
on corrupted images. The "Salt and Pepper" corruption is salt and pepper noise
applied independently to each pixel, in each channel, with probability 0.01. The
"JPEG" corruption is JPEG compression with a very low quality level of 10. For
"Resize", we resize each image so that the short side is 256 pixels while preserving
the aspect ratio. This reduces the resolution of the crops used for training. For our
downsampling corruptions, we follow the resize operation with downsampling by
2x or 4x and then upsampling by the same factor. This holds constant the image
size and the fraction of the image occupied by each object, but reduces resolution.
Implementation details and examples can be found in the supplementary.

Image resolution is critical for SSL. "Downsample (2x)" and "Downsample (4x)"
are by far the most damaging corruptions for SimCLR, reducing accuracy by around
15% and 34%, respectively. Since SimCLR already involves extreme cropping, we
might expect more robustness to changes in image resolution. This finding could
be partially explained by the difficulty of generalizing to higher-resolution images
during linear classifier training [49]. However, supervised pretraining faces the
same challenge but the effect of downsampling is much less dramatic. This suggests
that the performance drop is due to deficiencies in the features learned by SimCLR.

SSL is relatively robust to high-frequency noise. "JPEG" and "Salt & Pepper"
both add high-frequency noise to the image. For SimCLR, these corruptions have
a much milder impact than the downsampling corruptions. One possible expla-
nation is that downsampling destroys texture information, which is known to be a
particularly important signal for convolutional neural networks [19, 29]. For super-
vised pretraining the ranking of corruptions is very different, with "JPEG" landing
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Figure 3.4: What is the effect of pretraining image corruption? Decrease in
linear evaluation accuracy on ImageNet due to pretraining on corrupted versions of
the ImageNet training set. The zero point corresponds to pretraining (supervised or
SimCLR) on uncorrupted images followed by linear evaluation. "Supervised" and
"SimCLR" have different zero points. All linear classifiers are trained using the full
uncorrupted ImageNet training set.

Figure 3.5: How does performance depend on label granularity? Linear eval-
uation at different levels of label granularity for iNat21, ImageNet, and Places365.
Each plot compares supervised learning from scratch against a linear classifier
trained on top of in-domain SimCLR. Both are trained using the full training sets.
We plot top-1 accuracy against label granularity, which is more fine-grained as we
move from left to right. The numbers on the 𝑥-axis are the class counts at a given
level of the label hierarchy. We do not re-train at coarser granularity levels, we just
change the evaluation label set. The definitions of the hierarchy levels are given in
the supplementary material.

between 2x and 4x downsampling.

Task granularity
We have seen that the properties of pretraining datasets are important for determin-
ing the utility of self-supervised representations. But are there downstream tasks
for which self-supervised representations are particularly well or poorly suited?
We consider fine-grained classification and show that classification performance
depends on task granularity, i.e. how fine or coarse the labels are. While there
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are formal methods for measuring dataset granularity [14], we claim by intuition
that iNat21 is more fine-grained than ImageNet, which is more fine-grained than
Places365.

In Figure 3.5 we use label hierarchies (which are available for ImageNet, iNat21,
and Places365) to explicitly study how performance depends on label granularity.
We treat "distance from the root of the hierarchy" as a proxy for granularity, so
labels further from the root are considered to be more fine-grained. We perform (i)
linear classifier training (for SimCLR) and (ii) end-to-end training from scratch (for
"Supervised") using the labels at the finest level of the taxonomy and re-compute
accuracy values as we progressively coarsen the predictions and labels. We do not
re-train at each level of granularity. A complete description of this process can be
found in the supplementary materials.

The performance gap between SSL and supervised learning grows as task
granularity becomes finer. We start with the iNat21 results in Figure 3.5. The
supervised and SimCLR pretrained models perform similarly at the coarsest levels
of the label hierarchy ("Kingdom"). Both models perform worse as task granularity
increases, but the SimCLR model degrades much more rapidly ("Species"). This
suggests that SimCLR may fail to capture fine-grained semantic information as
effectively as supervised pretraining. We also observe a growing supervised/self-
supervised gap for ImageNet and Places365. The magnitude of this gap seems to
track dataset granularity, since iNat21 (most fine-grained) has the largest gap and
Places365 (least fine-grained) has the smallest gap. The fact that supervised learning
achieves high performance on iNat21 while SSL lags behind suggests that iNat21
could be a valuable benchmark dataset for the next phase of SSL research.

Are the augmentations destructive? State-of-the-art contrastive learning tech-
niques are designed for ImageNet, so the default augmentation policy may be poorly
tuned for other datasets [56]. For instance, if color is a key fine-grained feature
for species classification then the "color jitter" augmentation used by SimCLR may
destroy important information for iNat21 classification. Could this explain the rapid
drop in performance exhibited by iNat21 SimCLR for fine-grained classes? No-
tice that there is a similar, though less extreme, fine-grained performance drop for
ImageNet SimCLR in Figure 3.5. Since the ImageNet-tuned augmentations are pre-
sumably not destructive for ImageNet, it does not seem likely that this fully explains
our observations.

Does contrastive learning have a coarse-grained bias? We hypothesize that
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the contrastive loss tends to cluster images based on overall visual similarity. The
intuition is that fine-grained features are often subtle, and subtle features are unlikely
to be very useful for distinguishing between pairs of images in the contrastive pretext
task. If our hypothesis is correct then the boundaries between different clusters
would not be well-aligned with the boundaries between fine-grained classes. This
effect could be overlooked when evaluating on coarse-grained classes, but would
become apparent on a more fine-grained task. Additional analysis is required to
fully understand this "granularity gap" in SSL, which we leave to future work.

3.6 Conclusion
We have presented a comprehensive set of experiments to address several aspects
of the question: when does contrastive visual representation learning work? In
Section 3.5 we found that we need fewer than 500k pretraining images before
encountering severe diminishing returns. However, even the best self-supervised
representations are still much worse than peak supervised performance without
hundreds of thousands of labeled images for classifier training. In Section 3.5
we found that self-supervised pretraining on 1M images from different domains
results in representations with very different capabilities, and that simple methods
for combining different datasets do not lead to large gains. In Section 3.5 we showed
that image resolution is critical for contrastive learning and, more broadly, that
some image corruptions can degrade a self-supervised representation to the point
of unusability while others have almost no impact. Finally, in Section 3.5 we found
that supervised pretraining retains a substantial edge when it comes to fine-grained
classification. These experiments highlight several areas where further research is
needed to improve current SSL algorithms, most of which were not evident from
traditional evaluation protocols, i.e. top-1 accuracy on ImageNet.

Limitations. We mainly perform experiments using one self-supervised method.
We focus on SimCLR because it reflects the essence of state-of-the-art contrastive
learning methods without introducing additional architectural complexities. While
our MoCo and BYOL experiments are not much different from SimCLR, it is im-
portant to validate our results on other self-supervised methods. It would also
be interesting to explore alternative backbone architectures [17, 6], though after
controlling for training settings, ResNet-50 remains competitive with newer archi-
tectures [55, 54]. We study only classification tasks, so additional work is also
required to understand how these results translate to segmentation [53] or detec-
tion [63, 28]. Finally, we only consider datasets up to roughly ImageNet scale. We
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believe this is the most practical setting for most use cases, but it is possible that
some patterns may be different for significantly larger datasets and models [22, 23].
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C h a p t e r 4

ON LABEL GRANULARITY AND OBJECT LOCALIZATION

[1] Elĳah Cole, Kimberly Wilber, Grant Van Horn, Xuan Yang, Marco Fornoni,
Pietro Perona, Serge Belongie, Andrew Howard, and Oisin Mac Aodha. “On
Label Granularity and Object Localization”. In: Computer Vision–ECCV
2022: 17th European Conference, Tel Aviv, Israel, October 23–27, 2022,
Proceedings, Part X. Springer. 2022, pp. 604–620. doi: 10.48550/arXiv.
2207.10225.

4.1 Abstract
Weakly supervised object localization (WSOL) aims to learn representations that
encode object location using only image-level category labels. However, many
objects can be labeled at different levels of granularity. Is it an animal, a bird,
or a great horned owl? Which image-level labels should we use? In this paper
we study the role of label granularity in WSOL. To facilitate this investigation we
introduce iNatLoc500, a new large-scale fine-grained benchmark dataset for WSOL.
Surprisingly, we find that choosing the right training label granularity provides a
much larger performance boost than choosing the best WSOL algorithm. We also
show that changing the label granularity can significantly improve data efficiency.

4.2 Introduction
For many problems in computer vision, it is not enough to know what is in an
image, we also need to know where it is. Examples can be found in many domains,
including ecological conservation [19], autonomous driving [55], and medical image
analysis [30]. The most popular paradigm for locating objects in images is object
detection, which aims to predict a bounding box for every instance of every category
of interest. Object localization is special case of detection where each image is
assumed to contain exactly one object instance of interest, and the category of that
object is known.

Standard approaches to object detection and localization require bounding boxes
for training, which are expensive to collect at scale [37]. Weakly supervised object
localization (WSOL) methods aim to sidestep this obstacle by learning to localize
objects using only image-level labels at training time. The potential reduction in
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Figure 4.1: Label granularity is a critical but understudied factor in weakly
supervised object localization (WSOL). We show five hand-picked examples
from our iNatLoc500 dataset. Below each image we show class activation maps
(CAMs) [63] derived from training a classifier at different granularity levels, with
ground truth bounding boxes (red) and WSOL-based bounding boxes (yellow) su-
perimposed. Conventional training does not consider label granularity and can
lead to inferior localization performance (red line). Better WSOL results can be
achieved by training with coarse (i.e. "order") labels, as opposed to fine-grained (i.e.
"species") ones.

annotation cost which could result from effective weakly supervised methods has
stimulated significant interest in WSOL over the last few years [60].

In this paper we explore the role of label granularity in WSOL. The granularity
of a category is the degree to which it is specific, which can vary from coarse-
grained (e.g. "animal") to fine-grained (e.g. "great horned owl") [54]. When we
work with benchmark datasets in computer vision, we often take the given level of
label granularity for granted. However, it is usually possible to make those labels
more general or more specific. It is worth asking whether the label granularity we
are given is the best one to use for a certain task. Label granularity matters for
WSOL because the first step in most WSOL algorithms is to train a classifier using
image-level category labels. By choosing a label granularity we are choosing which
training images are grouped into categories. This affects the discriminative features
learned by the classifier and ultimately determines the bounding box predictions. Is
it possible to improve WSOL performance by controlling label granularity?

Unfortunately, it is difficult to explore label granularity in WSOL due to the lim-
itations of existing datasets. The field of WSOL largely relies on CUB [52] and
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ImageNet [41]. CUB has a consistent label hierarchy (i.e. one that can be used to
measure label granularity), but it is small (∼6k training images) and homogeneous
(only bird categories). ImageNet is large and diverse, but lacks a consistent label
hierarchy (see Sec. 4.5). Furthermore, [11] recently found that many purported
algorithmic advances in WSOL over the last few years (which were based on these
two datasets) perform no better than baselines when they are evaluated fairly. This
calls for the development of more diverse and challenging benchmarks for WSOL.

Our primary contributions are as follows:

1. We explore the effect of label granularity on WSOL, and show that training
at coarser levels of granularity leads to surprisingly large performance gains
across many different WSOL methods compared to conventional training
e.g. +5.1 MaxBoxAccV2 for CAM and +6.6 MaxBoxAccV2 for CutMix (see
Fig. 4.3)

2. We demonstrate that training on coarse labels is more data efficient than con-
ventional training. For instance, training at a coarser level achieves the same
performance as conventional CAM with ∼ 15× fewer labels (see Fig. 4.4).

3. We introduce the iNaturalist Localization 500 (iNatLoc500) dataset, which
consists of 138k images for weakly supervised training and 25k images with
manually verified bounding boxes for validation and testing. iNatLoc500
covers 500 diverse categories with a consistent hierarchical label space.

4.3 Related Work
Here we primarily focus on literature related to WSOL. See [60] for a broader
overview of related techniques such as weakly supervised object detection [5, 6,
47].

Weakly Supervised Object Localization. The goal of WSOL is to determine the
location of single objects in images using only image-level labels at training time.
Early attempts at WSOL explored a variety of different approaches, such as adapting
boosting-based methods [34], framing the problem as multiple instance learning [18,
20], and applying latent deformable part-based formulations [36].

Some foundational work in deep learning investigated the degree to which object
localization comes "for free" when training supervised CNNs for image classification
tasks [59, 35, 63]. In particular, the Class Activation Mapping (CAM) method of [63]
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showed that CNNs can capture some object location information even when they are
trained using only image-level class labels. This inspired a large body of work [61,
45, 62, 10, 26, 27] that attempted to address some of the shortcomings of CAM, e.g.
by preventing the underlying model from only focusing on the most discriminative
parts of an object [58] or increasing the spatial resolution of its outputs [43, 9].

Recently, [11] showed that when state-of-the-art WSOL methods are fairly com-
pared (e.g. by controlling for the backbone architecture and operating thresholds),
they are no better than the standard CAM [63] baseline. Thus, despite its simplicity,
CAM is still a surprisingly effective baseline for WSOL. Subsequent work has ex-
plored further techniques for improving CAM-based methods [1, 28] and alternative
approaches for estimating model coefficients [24].

Task Granularity and Localization. Despite the considerable interest in WSOL
in recent years, many open questions remain. Examples include the effect of label
granularity (e.g. coarse-grained labels like "bird" vs. fine-grained labels indicating
the specific species of bird) and the effect of training set size. In the context
of supervised object detection, [51] showed that coarsening category labels at
training time can improve the localization performance of object detectors. It is
unclear if the same phenomenon holds for WSOL. [53] explored the impact of label
granularity for object detection on the OpenImages [29] dataset and observed a small
performance improvement when training on finer labels. In the semi-supervised
detection setting, [57] trained object detectors on OpenImages and ImageNet using
both coarse-grained bounding box annotations and fine-grained image-level labels.
[49] also explored semi-supervised detection with an approach that generates object
proposals across multiple hierarchical levels. Unlike our work, these detection-
based methods require bounding box information at training time. In addition, the
label hierarchies for datasets like ImageNet and OpenImages are not necessarily
good proxies for visual similarity or concept granularity (see Sec. 4.5).

For WSOL, [27] showed that aggregating class attribution maps at coarser hierar-
chical levels (e.g. "dog") results in more spatial coverage of the objects of interest,
whereas maps for finer-scale concepts (e.g. "Afghan hound") only focus on subparts
of the object. However, their analysis does not explore the impact of training at
different granularity levels. It is also worth noting that their aggregation method
only improves performance on CUB. Regarding data quantity, [11] studied the num-
ber of supervised examples used to tune the hyperparameters of CAM, but did not
consider the impact of the number of examples used to train the image classifier.
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Though not directly related to our work, we note that label granularity has been
studied in many contexts other than object localization, including action recognition
[44], knowledge tracing [13], animal face alignment [25], and fashion attribute
recognition [21]. In the context of image classification, prior work has tackled
topics like analyzing the emergence of hierarchical structure in trained classifiers [4],
identifying patterns in visual concept generalization [42], and training finer-grained
image classifiers using only coarse-grained labels [46, 40, 56, 48].

Datasets for Object Localization. Early work in WSOL (e.g. [34, 18, 32]) focused
on relatively simple and small-scale datasets such as Caltech4 [17], the Weizmann
Horse Database [7], or subsets of PASCAL-VOC [16]. With the rise of deep
learning-based methods, CUB [52] and ImageNet [15, 41] became the standard
benchmarks for this task. CUB [52] consists of images of 200 different categories
of birds, where each image contains a single bird instance. ImageNet [15, 41]
contains 1000 diverse categories and has significantly more images than CUB (>1M
compared to ∼6k). [11] proposed OpenImages30k, a 100-category localization-
focused subset of the OpenImages V5 dataset [29]. An overview of these datasets
is presented in Table 4.1.

These existing datasets are valuable, but they have shortcomings. CUB is small and
homogeneous (only birds). OpenImages30k, as presented in [11], is not actually
evaluated as a bounding box localization task. It is instead a per-pixel foreground
object segmentation task where the ground truth also features some "ignore" regions
that are excluded from the evaluation. Finally, while both OpenImages30k and Im-
ageNet have label hierarchies, they do not reflect concept granularity in a consistent
way. As a result, it is difficult to use them to better understand the relationship
between concept granularity and localization. We discuss these issues in greater
detail in Sec. 4.5. To address these shortcomings we introduce iNatLoc500, a new
WSOL dataset composed of images from 500 fine-grained visual categories and
equipped with a consistent label hierarchy.

4.4 Background
Weakly Supervised Object Localization (WSOL)
We begin by formalizing the WSOL setting. Let 𝐷𝑤 be a set of weakly labeled
images, i.e. 𝐷𝑤 = {(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖)}𝑁𝑤

𝑖=1 where 𝑥𝑖 ∈ R𝐻×𝑊×3 is an image and 𝑦𝑖 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝐶}
is an image-level label corresponding to one of 𝐶 categories. Let 𝐷 𝑓 be a set of
fully labeled images, i.e. 𝐷 𝑓 = {(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖, b𝑖)}

𝑁 𝑓

𝑖=1 where 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖 are defined as before
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Table 4.1: Comparison of datasets for WSOL. The vast majority of WSOL papers
use only CUB and ImageNet. The OpenImages30k dataset was introduced by [11],
which also defines the splits we use for CUB and ImageNet. For each split we
provide the minimum, maximum, and mean number of images per category, along
with the total number of images in the split. Means are rounded to the nearest
integer. The properties of these four datasets are discussed in detail in Sec. 4.5.

train-weaksup (𝐷𝑤) train-fullsup (𝐷 𝑓 ) test (𝐷test)
Dataset # Cat. Min Max Mean Total Min Max Mean Total Min Max Mean Total
CUB [52] 200 29 30 30 6k 3 6 5 1k 11 30 29 5.8k
ImageNet [15] 1000 732 1300 1281 1.28M 10 10 10 10k 10 10 10 10k
OpenImages30k [2, 11] 100 230 300 298 30k 25 25 25 2.5k 50 50 50 5k
iNatLoc500 500 149 307 276 138k 25 25 25 12.5k 25 25 25 12.5k

and b𝑖 ∈ R4 is a bounding box for an instance of category 𝑦𝑖. In practice 𝑁𝑤 ≫ 𝑁 𝑓 .
WSOL approaches typically comprise three steps:

(1) Train. Use 𝐷𝑤 to train an image classifier ℎ\ : R𝐻×𝑊×3 → [0, 1]𝐶 by solving

\̂ (𝐷𝑤) = argmin\
1

|𝐷𝑤 |
∑︁

(𝑥𝑖 ,𝑦𝑖)∈𝐷𝑤

L(ℎ\ (𝑥𝑖), 𝑦𝑖),

where L is some training loss and \ represents the parameters of ℎ. Different WSOL
methods are primarily distinguished by the loss functions and training protocols they
use to train ℎ.

(2) Localize. For each (𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖, b𝑖) ∈ 𝐷 𝑓 , predict a bounding box

b̂𝑖 = 𝑔(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖 |ℎ\̂ (𝐷𝑤))

according to some procedure 𝑔 : R𝐻×𝑊×3 × {1, . . . , 𝐶} → R4. Typically 𝑔 is a
simple sequence of image processing operations applied to the feature maps of the
trained classifier ℎ\̂ (𝐷𝑤) .

(3) Evaluate. Let 𝐸 denote a suitable WSOL error metric which compares the
predicted boxes {b̂𝑖}

𝑁 𝑓

𝑖=1 against the ground-truth boxes {b𝑖}
𝑁 𝑓

𝑖=1. Use the validation
error 𝐸 (𝐷 𝑓 |𝐷𝑤) for model selection and hyperparameter tuning and then use a held-
out test set 𝐷test (which is fully labeled like 𝐷 𝑓 ) to measure test error 𝐸 (𝐷test |𝐷𝑤).
See [11] for a discussion of WSOL performance metrics.

The role of low-shot supervised localization.

Without the fully labeled images 𝐷 𝑓 , the WSOL problem becomes ill-posed [11].
Since WSOL therefore requires at least a small number of bounding box annota-
tions for validation, it is natural to ask how WSOL compares to few-shot object
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localization? For our purposes, we define few-shot object localization methods as
those which use only 𝐷 𝑓 for training and validation. Under this definition, the
few-shot methods (which use only 𝐷 𝑓 ) actually require strictly less data than WSOL
(which requires both 𝐷𝑤 and 𝐷 𝑓 ). Since WSOL and few-shot object localization
are practical alternatives, it is important to consider them together as in [11].

Label Hierarchies and Label Granularity
We define a label hierarchy (on a label set 𝐿) to be a directed rooted tree 𝐻 whose
leaf nodes (i.e. nodes 𝑣 ∈ 𝐻 with no children) correspond to the labels in 𝐿. Edges
in 𝐻 represent "is-a" relationships, so a directed edge from 𝑢 ∈ 𝐻 to 𝑣 ∈ 𝐻 means
that 𝑣 (e.g. "bird") is a kind of 𝑢 (e.g. "animal"). We overload 𝐿 to refer to the label
set and to the corresponding set of nodes in 𝐻. Let 𝑟 denote the root node of 𝐻 and
let 𝑑 (𝑢, 𝑣) denote the number of edges on the path from 𝑢 ∈ 𝐻 to 𝑣 ∈ 𝐻.

Coarsening a label. Because there is a unique path from the root node 𝑟 to any leaf
node ℓ ∈ 𝐿, we can "coarsen" the label ℓ in a well-defined way by merging it with
its parent node. We define the coarsening operator 𝑐𝑘 : 𝐻 → 𝐻, which takes any
node in the label hierarchy and returns the node which is 𝑘 edges closer to the root.
Thus, 𝑐0(ℓ) = ℓ, 𝑐1(ℓ) is the parent of ℓ, 𝑐2(ℓ) is the grandparent of ℓ, and so on,
with 𝑐𝑘 (ℓ) = 𝑟 for all 𝑘 ≥ 𝑑 (𝑟, ℓ).

Coarsening a dataset. We can describe a general "coarsened" version of 𝐷𝑤 =

{(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖)}𝑁𝑤

𝑖=1 as 𝐷k
𝑤 = {(𝑥𝑖, 𝑐𝑘𝑖 (𝑦𝑖))}

𝑁𝑤

𝑖=1 where k = (𝑘1, . . . , 𝑘 |𝐷𝑤 |). If we allow
the entries of k to be chosen completely independently, then we can encounter
problems e.g. images with multiple valid labels. To prevent these cases, we require
k to be chosen such that 𝑐𝑘𝑖 (𝑦𝑖) ∈ 𝐻 is not a descendant of 𝑐𝑘 𝑗

(𝑦 𝑗 ) ∈ 𝐻 for any
𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑁𝑤}.

Problem statement. We can now formalize our key questions: How does k affect
𝐸 (𝐷test |𝐷k

𝑤)? Are there choices of k such that 𝐸 (𝐷test |𝐷k
𝑤) < 𝐸 (𝐷test |𝐷𝑤)?

4.5 The iNatLoc500 Dataset
In this section we introduce the iNaturalist Localization 500 (iNatLoc500) dataset,
a large-scale fine-grained dataset for weakly supervised object localization. We first
detail the process of building the dataset and cleaning the localization annotations.
We then discuss the key properties of the dataset and highlight the advantages of
iNatLoc500 compared to three WSOL datasets that are currently commonly used
(CUB, ImageNet, and OpenImages30k).
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iNatLoc500 Label HierarchyiNatLoc500 Label Hierarchy

Fine-grainedFine-grained

Order: Lepidoptera

Family: Erebidae

Class: Insecta

Phylum: Arthropoda

Species: Ctenucha virginica

Genus: Ctenucha

Kingdom: Animalia

Coarse-grainedCoarse-grained

Figure 4.2: Sample images from iNatLoc500 at different levels of the label hierarchy,
from coarse ("kingdom") to fine ("species"). Random images from coarse levels
of the hierarchy tend to be much more varied than random images ones from finer
levels.

iNatLoc500 has three parts: train-weaksup (𝐷𝑤), train-fullsup (𝐷 𝑓 ), and
test (𝐷test). Each image in the weakly supervised training set (𝐷𝑤) has one image-
level category label. Each image in the fully supervised validation set (𝐷 𝑓 ) and
test set (𝐷test) has one image-level category label and one bounding box annotation.
All bounding boxes have been manually validated. Split statistics are presented in
Table 4.1 and sample images from the dataset can be found in Fig. 4.2. The dataset
is publicly available.1

Dataset Construction
The iNatLoc500 dataset is derived from two existing datasets: iNat17 [51] and
iNat21 [50]. Both datasets contain images of plants and animals collected by the
citizen science platform iNaturalist [23]. iNat21 is much larger than iNat17 (2.7M
images, 10k species vs. 675k images, 5k species), but iNat17 has crowdsourced
bounding box annotations. We draw from iNat21 for 𝐷𝑤 and we draw from iNat17
for 𝐷 𝑓 and 𝐷test.

Full details on the process of constructing iNatLoc500 can be found in the supple-
mentary material, but we note two important design choices here. First, iNat17 did
not collect bounding boxes for plant categories because it is often unclear how to
draw bounding boxes for plants. Consequently, iNatLoc500 does not contain any

1https://github.com/visipedia/inat_loc/
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plant categories. Second, we set very high quality standards for the bounding boxes.
Five computer vision researchers manually reviewed ∼ 65k images to ensure the
quality of the bounding boxes for 𝐷 𝑓 and 𝐷test, of which only 51% met our quality
standards. Explicit quality criteria and examples of removed images can be found
in the supplementary material.

Dataset Properties
iNatLoc500 is fine-grained, large-scale, and visually diverse. Moreover, iNatLoc500
has a consistent label hierarchy which serves as a reliable proxy for label granularity.
We now discuss the importance of each of these properties and contrast iNatLoc500
with existing WSOL datasets.

Fine-grained categories. Each category in iNatLoc500 corresponds to a differ-
ent species, and the differences between species can be so subtle as to require
expert-level knowledge [51]. While there are challenging images in ImageNet and
OpenImages30k, most of the categories are coarse-grained i.e. relatively few pairs of
categories are highly visually similar. For instance, the reptile categories in Open-
Images30k (lizard, snake, frog, crocodile) are typically easy to distinguish.
In iNatLoc-500 there are 107 reptile species, some of which are highly similar (e.g.
Chihuahuan spotted whiptail vs. Common spotted whiptail).

Consistent label hierarchy. The label hierarchy for iNatLoc500 consists of the
following seven tiers, ordered from coarsest to finest: kingdom, phylum, class,
order, family, genus, and species. All of the species in iNatLoc500 are animals, so
the "kingdom" tier only has one node (Animalia), which is the root node of the label
hierarchy. Every species lies at the same distance from the root. The iNatLoc500
label hierarchy is consistent in the sense that all nodes at a given level of the hierarchy
correspond to concepts with similar levels of specificity. This means that depth in
the label hierarchy measures label granularity. The label hierarchy for CUB is also
consistent. However, the taxonomies that underlie ImageNet and OpenImages30k
are considerably more arbitrary. For instance, in OpenImages30k some categories
are far from the root of the label hierarchy, e.g.

entity/vehicle/land_vehicle/car/limousine

entity/animal/mammal/carnivore/fox

while others are close to the root, e.g.
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entity/bicycle_wheel

entity/human_ear

despite the fact that there is no obvious difference in concept specificity.

Unambiguous label semantics. The categories in iNatLoc500 are well-defined in
the sense that (for most species) there is little room for debate about what "counts"
as an instance of that species. While the distinctions between species can be quite
subtle, each species is a well-defined category. CUB shares this advantage for the
most part, but ImageNet and OpenImages30k do not. For instance, OpenImages30k
contains the categories wine and bottle. To which category does a bottle of wine
belong? (In fact, we find bottles of wine in both categories.) ImageNet is known to
have similar issues with ambiguous and overlapping category definitions [3].

Visual diversity. Like ImageNet and OpenImages30k, iNatLoc500 has a category
set which exhibits a high degree of visual diversity. CUB is much more homoge-
neous, consisting of only birds. Combined with its consistent label hierarchy, the
visual diversity of iNatLoc500 enables future work on e.g. how localization ability
generalizes across categories as a function of taxonomic distance.

Large scale. iNatLoc500 is a large-scale dataset, both in terms of the number
of categories and the number of training images. CUB and OpenImages30k are
considerably smaller on both counts. Large training sets are valuable because they
simplify supervised learning. Large training sets also enable research on self-
supervised representation learning, which has received little attention thus far in
WSOL. We provide a summary of the key dataset statistics in Table 4.1.

4.6 Experiments
In this section we present WSOL results on iNatLoc500 as well as existing bench-
mark datasets. We also consider few-shot learning baselines based on segmentation
and detection architectures. Finally, we use the unique properties of iNatLoc500 to
study how label granularity affects localization performance and data efficiency. A
summary of the different WSOL datasets can be found in Table 4.1.

Implementation Details
Performance metrics. All WSOL performance numbers in this paper areMaxBoxAccV2,
which is defined in [11]. The only exceptions are the results for OpenImages30k in
Table 4.2, which are given in PxAP as defined in [11].
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Fixed-granularity training. In Sec. 4.6 we probe the effect of granularity on
WSOL by training on "coarsened" versions of 𝐷𝑤. In the notation of Sec. 4.4, these
can be written 𝐷𝑘 ·1

𝑤 for 𝑘 = 1, 2, . . ., where 1 denotes the "all ones" vector. This
corresponds to merging all leaves with their parent 𝑘 times. We then run the entire
WSOL pipeline from scratch to compute 𝐸 (𝐷test |𝐷𝑘 ·1

𝑤 ) for each 𝑘 . To the best of
our knowledge this is compatible with all existing WSOL methods.

Fixed-granularity CAM aggregation. We also consider a second method for using
label hierarchy information to improve WSOL, inspired by [27]. Just like traditional
CAM, the first step is to train an image classifier using the standard (most fine-
grained) label set. However, instead of returning only the CAM for the species
labeled in the input image, we return a CAM for each species in the same genus /
family / ... / phylum and average them. This "aggregated" CAM is then evaluated
as normal. We abbreviate this method as CAM-Agg.

Hyperparameter search for WSOL methods. Each time we train a WSOL method
we re-tune the learning rate over the set {10−1, 10−2, 10−3, 10−4, 10−5} and choose
the one that leads to the best MaxBoxAccV2 performance on the fully supervised
validation set 𝐷 𝑓 . We then report the MaxBoxAccV2 performance for the selected
model on 𝐷test. We leave all other hyperparameters fixed. Full training details can
be found in the supplementary material.

Non-WSOL methods. We provide results for the baselines proposed in [11] (Center,
FSL-Seg), as well as a new few-shot detection baseline (FSL-Det). "Center" is a
naive baseline that simply assumes a centered Gaussian activation map for all images.
"FSL-Seg" is a supervised baseline that is trained on the 𝐷 𝑓 split of each dataset.
The architecture is based on models for saliency mask prediction [33]. Finally, we
introduce "FSL-Det", a few-shot detection baseline for WSOL that is also trained
on 𝐷 𝑓 . It uses Faster-RCNN [39] with the same backbone as other methods (i.e.
ImageNet-pretrained ResNet-50 [22]). Full implementation details can be found in
the supplementary material.

Baseline Results
We follow [11] and evaluate six recent WSOL methods and two non-WSOL methods
(Center and FSL-Seg) on iNatLoc500. The results can be found in Table 4.2. We
focus our observations on ImageNet, CUB, and iNatLoc500 since OpenImages30k
is evaluated using a different task and evaluation metric. We first note that our
findings on iNatLoc500 reinforce the main results from [11], namely that (a) none
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Table 4.2: Comparison of WSOL methods. Numbers are MaxBoxAccV2 for Im-
ageNet, CUB, and iNatLoc500 and PxAP for OpenImages30k. All results use an
ImageNet-pretrained ResNet-50 [22] backbone with an input resolution of 224x224.
WSOL numbers for ImageNet, CUB, and OpenImages30k are the updated results
from [12]. WSOL numbers for iNatLoc500 are our own, as are the numbers for
the baselines (Center, FSL-Seg, FSL-Det). FSL baselines use 10 images / class for
ImageNet, 5 images / class for CUB, 25 images / class for OpenImages30k, and
25 images / class for iNatLoc500. We do not report FSL-Det for OpenImages30k
because the evaluation protocol for that dataset requires segmentation masks.

Method ImageNet CUB OpenImages30k iNatLoc500
CAM [63] 63.7 63.0 58.5 60.2
HaS [45] 63.4 64.7 55.9 60.0
ACoL [61] 62.3 66.5 57.3 55.3
SPG [62] 63.3 60.4 56.7 60.7
ADL [10] 63.7 58.4 55.2 58.9
CutMix [58] 63.3 62.8 57.7 60.1
Center 53.4 56.8 46.0 42.8
FSL-Seg 68.7 89.4 75.2 78.6
FSL-Det 70.4 95.4 - 83.6

of the WSOL methods performs substantially better than CAM and (b) FSL-Seg
significantly outperforms all WSOL methods. Second, if we consider the perfor-
mance gap between CAM and the Center baseline, we see that simple centered
boxes are not as successful on iNatLoc500 (-17.2 MaxBoxAccV2) as they are on
CUB (-6.2 MaxBoxAccV2) and ImageNet (-10.3 MaxBoxAccV2). This indicates that
iNatLoc500 is a more challenging dataset for benchmarking WSOL. Finally, we
provide results for our few-shot detection baseline (FSL-Det). For ImageNet, CUB,
and iNatLoc500 we find that FSL-Det is a stronger baseline than FSL-Seg. Like
FSL-Seg, FSL-Det directly trains on the boxes in 𝐷 𝑓 , whereas the WSOL methods
only use those boxes to tune their hyperparameters. However, FSL-Det sets a new
ceiling for localization performance on these datasets, indicating that current WSOL
methods have considerable room for improvement.

Label Granularity and Localization Performance
iNatLoc500 is equipped with a consistent label hierarchy which allows us to directly
study the relationship between label granularity and localization performance. The
traditional approach to WSOL on iNatLoc500 would begin by training a classifier
on the species-level labels, i.e. the finest level in the label hierarchy. However,
our hypothesis is that training at the most fine-grained level may not lead to the
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best localization performance. To study this, we use the fixed-granularity training
method discussed in Sec. 4.6. In particular, we "re-label" 𝐷𝑤 at each level of the
label hierarchy using successively coarser categories. We then use each of these
re-labeled datasets to train and evaluate different WSOL methods. The results in
Fig. 4.3(left) show that coarsening the labels of 𝐷𝑤 can significantly boost WSOL
performance (e.g. up to +5.1 MaxBoxAccV2 for CAM). The numerical values plotted
in Fig. 4.3(left) can be found in the supplementary materials. Note that it would
be difficult to draw similar conclusions by studying ImageNet or OpenImages30k
because their label hierarchies do not measure how fine-grained different categories
are; see Sec. 4.5 for a discussion. Our conceptually simple coarsening approach
results in large performance improvements across five different WSOL methods,
without any modifications to the model architectures or training losses.

Coarse training beyond iNatLoc500. Fig. 4.3(left) shows that coarse training
significantly improves WSOL performance on iNatLoc500. We study the effect of
coarse training on FGVC-Aircraft [31], CUB [52], and ImageNet [15] in the sup-
plementary material. As expected, FGVC-Aircraft and CUB (which have consistent
label hierarchies) both benefit from coarse training while ImageNet (which lacks a
consistent label hierarchy) does not.

Localization performance vs. classification performance. In Fig. 4.3(right) we
show the image classification performance for each WSOL method in Fig. 4.3(left)
at each granularity level. We see that classification performance and WSOL per-
formance are not necessarily correlated. WSOL performance increases before de-
creasing at the coarsest level of granularity. Classification performance increases
with label coarsening, even at the coarsest level of granularity.

An alternative method for incorporating label granularity. We also present
the performance of CAM-Agg, an alternative method for incorporating granularity
information in WSOL (see Sec. 4.6). In our experiments, CAM-Agg underperforms
vanilla CAM at every granularity level. As a point of comparison, [27] finds that
CAM-Agg is better than CAM for CUB but worse than CAM for ImageNet. Our
findings suggest that training the model with coarse categories leads to much better
localization performance when compared to aggregating the localization outputs for
multiple similar fine-grained categories.
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Figure 4.3: Effect of label granularity of 𝐷𝑤 on WSOL performance (left) and
classification accuracy (right) for iNatLoc500. The number of categories at each
tier is given in parentheses. (Left) Localization performance suffers when the
category labels are either too fine (e.g. Species) or too coarse (e.g. Phylum). The
results on the very left of the plot are the same as those in Table 4.2. Note that
ACoL is excluded due to poor performance — we suspect it requires more epochs of
training than the standard protocol allows for iNatLoc500. We also show results for
CAM-Agg (Sec. 4.6), an alternative method for aggregating hierarchy information
in WSOL. (Right) Each WSOL method trains the image classifier in a different way,
but classification accuracy generally increases as the labels become more coarse.
Naturally it is easier to distinguish between coarser categories, but it is interesting
to note that classification performance is excellent at the phylum level, despite poor
localization performance.

Label Granularity and Data Efficiency
Most WSOL work makes 𝐷𝑤 as large as possible by default, so there has been little
attention paid to how the size of 𝐷𝑤 trades off against localization performance.
In this section we analyze the performance of CAM-based WSOL as a function of
the size of 𝐷𝑤. We are particularly interested in how label granularity interacts
with data efficiency. To study this question, we first pick a granularity level and
generate subsampled versions of 𝐷𝑤 by choosing, uniformly at random, 50, 100,
or 200 images from each category. Note that the size of each subsampled version
of 𝐷𝑤 depends on the granularity level. For instance, if the categories are the
317 genera, then 50 images per category is 50 × 317 = 15, 850, compared to
50 × 61 = 3, 050 images if the categories are the 61 orders. We present WSOL
results for four granularity levels in Fig. 4.4. We find that by training at a coarser
level, we can obtain better performance with fewer labels. All of the square markers
above the dashed line in Fig. 4.4 correspond to cases where we can achieve better
performance than the standard species-level CAM approach using fewer labels. To
take one example, by training at the family level we can match the performance of
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Figure 4.4: Effect of the number of training images (𝑁𝑤) on CAM performance for
iNatLoc500. The dashed line corresponds to the performance of species-level CAM
with the entirety of 𝐷𝑤. Each color corresponds to a different label granularity for
𝐷𝑤. Circles at the right of the graph indicate performance using all of 𝐷𝑤. Squares
represent subsampled datasets which use a fixed number of images per category:
50, 100, or 200. All squares have error bars indicating the standard deviation over
5 runs with different randomly sampled subsets of 𝐷𝑤.

the standard CAM approach by training with 50 images per family (9200 images),
a training set reduction of ∼15×.

4.7 Discussion
Why does performance increase as we coarsen the labels? In Fig. 4.3(left) we
see that five different WSOL algorithms perform better as we coarsen the labels in
𝐷𝑤, up until the coarsest level when performance drops. What accounts for this
behavior? Our analysis of CAM in Fig. 4.5 provides some clues. Fig. 4.5(left)
shows that the area of the predicted box tends to be larger than the area of the ground
truth box, and that their ratio decreases towards unity as we coarsen the labels (black
curve). That is, the predicted box size gets closer to the true box size as we coarsen
the labels. This casts doubt on a common intuition (which as far as we know has
not been empirically investigated before now) that WSOL methods predict smaller
boxes for more fine-grained categories [27].

Why does performance drop at the coarsest level of granularity? In Fig. 4.5(left)
we see that as we coarsen the labels the concentration of activation in the ground
truth box increases before collapsing at the coarsest level (red curve). Fig. 4.5(right)
shows that the activation maps become highly fragmented at coarser levels. Taken
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together, these two findings suggest that at the coarsest level the activation maps
tend to focus more on global image characteristics (e.g. land vs. water) than the
properties of the foreground object. Note that these features are still useful for image
classification, as is shown in Fig. 4.3(right).
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Figure 4.5: Analysis of CAM-based WSOL on the 𝐷 𝑓 split of iNatLoc500. (Left)
Black: Ratio of the area of the predicted box to the area of the ground truth box. Red:
Ratio of the activation inside the ground truth box to the activation of background
pixels. Both curves show medians over the 12.5k images in 𝐷 𝑓 at each granularity
level. (Right) Number of connected components in the binarized activation maps at
each granularity level. Each box plot shows the distribution over the 12.5k images
in 𝐷 𝑓 . See the supplementary material for full details on the construction of these
plots.

Limitations. The iNatLoc500 dataset has several limitations. First, it contains
only animal categories. These categories are highly diverse, but they are not rep-
resentative of all visual domains. Second, it is possible that there are errors in the
image-level labels provided by the iNaturalist community, though this is expected
to be rare as each image has been labeled by multiple people [50]. Third, many real
fine-grained problems have a long-tailed class distribution but, like other localiza-
tion datasets, iNatLoc500 is approximately balanced (at the species level). Finally,
there is a conceptual limitation in our experiments: the use of a single granularity
level across the entire dataset. In fact, it is likely that different images are best treated
at different granularity levels. Our work does not address this important topic which
we leave for future work.

iNatLoc500 can be used to investigate numerous research agendas beyond
traditional WSOL. For example, 𝐷𝑤 was designed to be large enough for self-
supervised learning, which has received surprisingly little attention in the WSOL
community [8]. We are also interested in using iNatLoc500 to study whether self-
supervised learning methods can be improved by using WSOL methods to select
crops [38], especially in the context of fine-grained data [14]. For the object de-
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tection community, the clean boxes in iNatLoc500 can (i) serve as a test set for
object detectors trained on the noisy iNat17 boxes, (ii) be used to study the problem
of learning multi-instance detectors from one box per image, and (iii) be used to
analyze the role of label granularity in object detection. Finally, we have seen that
hierarchical reasoning can significantly improve localization performance. In the
future, we aim to explore methods for automatically determining the most appro-
priate level of coarseness required for generating representations that best encode
object location.

4.8 Conclusion
We have shown that substantial improvements in WSOL performance can be achieved
by modulating the granularity of the training labels, and that coarser-grained training
leads to more data-efficient WSOL. We also presented iNatLoc500, a new large-scale
fine-grained dataset for WSOL. Despite the gains in performance from coarse-level
training, iNatLoc500 remains a challenging localization task which we hope will
motivate additional progress in WSOL.
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C h a p t e r 5

MULTI-LABEL LEARNING FROM SINGLE POSITIVE LABELS

[1] Elĳah Cole, Oisin Mac Aodha, Titouan Lorieul, Pietro Perona, Dan Morris,
and Nebojsa Jojic. “Multi-label learning from single positive labels”. In:
Proceedings of the IEEE/CVF Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern
Recognition. 2021, pp. 933–942. doi: 10.48550/arXiv.2106.09708.

5.1 Abstract
Predicting all applicable labels for a given image is known as multi-label classifi-
cation. Compared to the standard multi-class case (where each image has only one
label), it is considerably more challenging to annotate training data for multi-label
classification. When the number of potential labels is large, human annotators find
it difficult to mention all applicable labels for each training image. Furthermore, in
some settings detection is intrinsically difficult, e.g. finding small object instances
in high resolution images. As a result, multi-label training data is often plagued
by false negatives. We consider the hardest version of this problem, where annota-
tors provide only one relevant label for each image. As a result, training sets will
have only one positive label per image and no confirmed negatives. We explore
this special case of learning from missing labels across four different multi-label
image classification datasets for both linear classifiers and end-to-end fine-tuned
deep networks. We extend existing multi-label losses to this setting and propose
novel variants that constrain the number of expected positive labels during training.
Surprisingly, we show that in some cases it is possible to approach the performance
of fully labeled classifiers despite training with significantly fewer confirmed labels.

5.2 Introduction
The majority of work in visual classification is focused on the multi-class setting,
where each image is assumed to belong to one of 𝐿 classes. However, the world is
intrinsically multi-label: scenes contain multiple objects, CT scans reveal multiple
health conditions, satellite images show multiple terrain types, etc. Unfortunately,
it can be prohibitively expensive to obtain the large number of accurate multi-label
annotations required to train deep neural networks [10]. Heuristics can be used to
reduce the required annotation effort [34, 18], but this runs the risk of increasing
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Figure 5.1: It is possible to approach the performance of full supervision (LBCE)
using only one positive label per image. Here we show test MAP as a function
of the number of training labels for PASCAL VOC 2012 [13]. Each curve is
generated by randomly subsampling 𝑚% of the images from the training set for
𝑚 ∈ {10, 20, . . . , 100}. The number of labels per image then determines the
number of observed label on the horizontal axis: LBCE receives all 20 labels per
image, while the other methods only receive one positive label per training image.
Despite having a factor of 20 times fewer labels, our LROLE approach achieves
comparable performance to the fully labeled case (LBCE).

error in the labels. Even without heuristics, false negatives are common because
(i) rare classes are often missed by human annotators [60, 59] and (ii) detecting
absence can be more difficult than detecting presence [60]. This may explain why
even flagship multi-class datasets like ImageNet have been found to include images
that actually belong to multiple classes [61]. Since it is generally infeasible to
exhaustively annotate every image for all classes that could be present, there is a
natural trade-off between how many images receive annotations and how completely
each image is annotated. On one extreme, we could fully annotate images until the
labeling budget is exhausted. In this paper we are interested in the other extreme, in
which our dataset consists of many images, but each individual image has minimal
supervision.

We explore the problem of single positive multi-label learning, where only a single
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positive label (and no other true positives or true negative labels) is observed for
each training image. This is a worthwhile problem for at least three reasons: First,
an effective method for this setting could allow for significantly reduced annotations
costs for future datasets. Second, multi-class datasets may have images that actually
contain more than one class. For instance, the iNaturalist dataset has many images
of insects on plants, but only one is annotated as the true class [53]. Finally, it is
of scientific interest to understand how well multi-label classifiers can be made to
perform at the minimal limit of supervision. This is particularly interesting because
many standard approaches for dealing with missing labels, e.g. learning positive
label correlations [6], performing label matrix completion [4], or learning to infer
missing labels [54] break down in the single positive only setting.

We direct attention to this important but underexplored variant of multi-label learn-
ing. Our experiments show that training with a single positive label per image allows
us to drastically reduce the amount of supervision required to train multi-label image
classifiers, while only incurring a tolerable drop in classification performance (see
Figure 5.1). We make three contributions: (i) A unified presentation and extension
of existing multi-label approaches to the single positive multi-label learning setting;
(ii) a novel single positive multi-label loss that estimates missing labels during train-
ing; and (iii) a detailed experimental evaluation that compares the performance of
multiple different losses across four multi-label image classification datasets.

5.3 Related Work
Multi-label classification is an important and well studied problem [65, 62, 36]
with applications in natural language processing [27, 28], audio classification [2,
5], information retrieval [46], and computer vision [66, 22, 15, 58, 57]. The
conventional approach in vision is to train deep convolution neural networks with
multiple output predictions — one for each concept/class of interest. When there are
no missing labels (i.e. for each image we have complete observations of the presence
and absence of each class), standard binary cross-entropy or softmax cross-entropy
losses are typically used, e.g. [35, 40].

In practice, label information is often incomplete at training time because it can
be extremely difficult to acquire exhaustive supervision [10]. Different approaches
have been proposed to address the partially labeled setting including: assuming the
missing labels are negative [51, 3, 39], ignoring missing labels [12], performing label
matrix reconstruction [4, 63], learning label correlations [6, 12, 45, 25], learning
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generative probabilistic models [31, 7], and training label cleaning networks [54].
It is worth noting that semi-supervised multi-label classification [37, 17, 56, 43]
can be viewed as a special case of training with missing labels, where here we have
entire images with no labels. The partially labelled setting is also related to methods
that address label noise, e.g. [23, 24]. Label noise is also encountered in the related
area of image tagging [50, 14], where only a small faction of the potentially relevant
tags are known for each image. We are interested in one special kind of label noise,
where some unobserved labels are incorrectly treated as being absent. This "noise”
is the result of a strong assumption, and is not label noise in the traditional sense.
With the exception of the some simple approaches (e.g. assuming missing labels are
negative [40]), most existing approaches assume that they have access to a subset
of exhaustively labelled images, or at the very least, images with more than one
confirmed positive or negative label.

We consider a setting where annotators are only asked to provide a single positive
label for each training image and no additional negative or positive labels. This arises
in multi-class image classification where multiple relevant objects may appear in
each image but only a single class is annotated [49]. This same problem also occurs
in non-vision domains such as species distribution modeling [44] where the training
data are records of real-world (positive) observations for a given location, and there
are no negatives. The single positive setting has advantages. When collecting multi-
label annotations, it may be more efficient for a crowd worker to mark the presence
of a specific class as opposed to confirming its absence.

Our setting is most closely related to positive-unlabeled (PU) learning [33]; see [1]
for a recent survey focused on binary classification, which is the most commonly
studied formulation of PU learning. In PU learning we only have access to a set of
positive items and an additional set of unlabeled items, which may be either positive
or negative. Compared to the classification setting, there are relatively few works
that explore PU learning for multi-label tasks [51, 21, 30, 19], and to the best of
our knowledge, there are no works that explicitly explore the single positive case
in-depth. [47] and [11] address the setting where there is only a single label available
for each item at training time. However, unlike in our setting, these labels can be
positive or negative. Furthermore, when more than one positive label is available for
each image, it is possible to infer class level co-occurrence information — something
which is not directly possible with only single positive labels. In the multi-class
setting, [26] proposes to learn from complementary labels, i.e. they assume access to
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a single negative label per item that specifies that the item does not belong to a given
class. Their solution falls under the "assume negative” set of approaches mentioned
earlier, except that the positives and negative labels are reversed. Another related
multi-class setting is set-valued classification, where each image has one label and
the goal is to learn to predict a set of labels as a way to represent uncertainty [9]. In
Section 5.5 we discuss several existing multi-label approaches in a unified context
and adapt these methods for the single positive setting in Section 5.6.

5.4 Problem Statement
In the standard multi-class classification setting, each x from the input space X is
assigned a single label from {1, . . . , 𝐿}, where 𝐿 is the number of classes. In the
multi-label classification setting, each x is associated with a vector of labels y from
the label space Y = {0, 1}𝐿 , where an entry 𝑦𝑖 = 1 if the 𝑖th class is relevant to x
and 𝑦𝑖 = 0 if the 𝑖th class is not relevant.

The goal is to find a function 𝑓 : X → [0, 1]𝐿 that predicts the applicable labels for
each x ∈ X. The formal objective is to find an 𝑓 that minimizes the risk

𝑅( 𝑓 ) = E(x,y)∼𝑝(x,y)L( 𝑓 (x), y), (5.1)

where L : [0, 1]𝐿 × Y → R reflects some multi-label metric e.g. mean average
precision or 0-1 error. In practice, we define 𝑓 to be a neural network with parameters
\ and we replace L with a surrogate L that is easier to optimize. Given an observed
dataset {(x𝑛, y𝑛)}𝑁𝑛=1, we can use standard techniques to approximately solve

\̂full = argmin\
1
𝑁

𝑁∑︁
𝑛=1

L( 𝑓 (x𝑛; \), y𝑛), (5.2)

where L : [0, 1]𝐿 × Y → R is a suitable multi-label loss function, e.g. binary
cross-entropy or softmax cross-entropy. However, this formulation assumes that we
have access to a fully observed label vector y𝑛 for each input x𝑛. In this work we
explore the setting where the true label vectors are not directly accessible. Instead,
during training we observe z𝑛 ∈ Z = {0, 1,∅}𝐿 , where 𝑧𝑛𝑖 ∈ {0, 1} is interpreted
as before, but 𝑧𝑛𝑖 = ∅ indicates that the 𝑖th label is unobserved for x𝑛. That is,
if 𝑧𝑛𝑖 = ∅ then the corresponding 𝑦𝑛𝑖 could be either 0 or 1. This is the partially
observed setting, where we can use our training set {(x𝑛, z𝑛)}𝑁𝑛=1 to approximately
solve

\̂partial = argmin\
1
𝑁

𝑁∑︁
𝑛=1

L( 𝑓 (x𝑛; \), z𝑛), (5.3)
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where L : [0, 1]𝐿 × Z → R is a multi-label loss function that can handle partially
observed labels — see Section 5.5 for examples. Specifically, we focus on a partic-
ular instance of the partially observed setting which we call the single positive only
case, where we observe one single positive label per training example and all the
other labels are unknown. Formally, the single positive case is characterized by

𝑧𝑛𝑖 ∈ {1,∅} for all 𝑛 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑁}, 𝑖 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝐿}
𝐿∑︁
𝑖=1

1[𝑧𝑛𝑖=1] = 1 for all 𝑛 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑁}, (5.4)

where 1[·] denotes the indicator function, i.e. 1[𝑧𝑛𝑖=1] = 1 if 𝑧𝑛𝑖 = 1, and 0 otherwise.
Intuitively we expect a lower risk for the function 𝑓 learned from fully observed
data, i.e. 𝑅( 𝑓 (·; \̂full)) ≤ 𝑅( 𝑓 (·; \̂partial)). The key question is: how can we design
a loss L to minimize 𝑅( 𝑓 (·; \̂partial)) − 𝑅( 𝑓 (·; \̂full))?

5.5 Multi-Label Learning
In this section we compare and contrast three multi-label settings: fully observed la-
bels, partially observed labels (i.e. some positives and some negatives are observed),
and positive only labels (i.e. all observed labels are positive and there are no con-
firmed negatives). In the fully observed setting we cover the binary cross-entropy
(BCE) loss. We then discuss how the standard BCE loss is modified to accommodate
the partially observed and positive only settings. We focus on BCE because it is
ubiquitous in multi-label classification, e.g. [54, 12], but one could carry out a sim-
ilar exercise using other multi-label losses. We also compare the different variants
in terms of the implicit assumptions each makes regarding unobserved labels.

First we introduce some additional notation. Let f𝑛 = 𝑓 (x𝑛; \) ∈ [0, 1]𝐿 be the
vector of class probabilities predicted for x𝑛 by our multi-label classifier 𝑓 (·; \), and
let 𝑓𝑛𝑖 be the 𝑖th entry of f𝑛. Note that since we are using the binary cross-entropy
loss, the class probabilities 𝑓𝑛𝑖 do not sum to one over classes 𝑖.

Fully Observed Labels
The binary cross-entropy (BCE) loss is one of the simplest and most commonly
used multi-label losses [42, 12]. For a fully observed data point (x𝑛, y𝑛), the BCE
loss is

LBCE(f𝑛, y𝑛) = − 1
𝐿

𝐿∑︁
𝑖=1

[1[𝑦𝑛𝑖=1] log( 𝑓𝑛𝑖) (5.5)

+1[𝑦𝑛𝑖=0] log(1 − 𝑓𝑛𝑖)],
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where we have substituted 1[𝑦𝑛𝑖=1] for 𝑃(𝑦𝑖 = 1|x𝑛) and 1[𝑦𝑛𝑖=0] for 𝑃(𝑦𝑖 = 0|x𝑛).
In the following sections, we present simple variants of LBCE that do not require
fully observed data. The trade-off is that these variants make stronger implicit
assumptions about the distribution 𝑃(𝑦𝑖 |x𝑛).

Partially Observed Labels
Suppose that we have a partially observed data point (x𝑛, z𝑛). For observed labels
we can simply let 𝑃(𝑦𝑖 = 1|x𝑛) = 1[𝑧𝑛𝑖=1] and 𝑃(𝑦𝑖 = 0|x𝑛) = 1[𝑧𝑛𝑖=0] just like
we did for LBCE. However, it is not clear what to do if a label is unobserved (i.e.
𝑧𝑛𝑖 = ∅). One idea is to simply set the loss terms corresponding to unobserved
labels to zero, resulting in the "ignore unobserved" (IU) loss

LIU(f𝑛, z𝑛) = − 1
𝐿

𝐿∑︁
𝑖=1

[1[𝑧𝑛𝑖=1] log( 𝑓𝑛𝑖)

+1[𝑧𝑛𝑖=0] log(1 − 𝑓𝑛𝑖)] . (5.6)

This loss implicitly assumes that unobserved labels are perfectly predicted, i.e.
𝑓𝑛𝑖 = 𝑃(𝑦𝑖 = 1|x𝑛) if 𝑧𝑛𝑖 = ∅. If we additionally weight LIU(f𝑛, z𝑛) by the number
of observed labels in z𝑛 then we obtain the loss used in [12] (up to scaling).

The LIU loss allows for missing labels, but it requires both positive and negative
labels. Our focus is the positive-only setting, in which these losses collapse to the
trivial "always predict positive" solution due to the absence of any negative training
examples. Though these losses are inapplicable in our setting, we discuss them to
clarify the relationship between our work and [12]. In addition, we use variants
of LIU as conceptual tools in our experiments. In particular, we use a version that
"ignores unobserved negatives" (IUN), given by

LIUN(f𝑛, z𝑛, y𝑛) = − 1
𝐿

𝐿∑︁
𝑖=1

[1[𝑧𝑛𝑖=1] log( 𝑓𝑛𝑖)

+1[𝑦𝑛𝑖=0] log(1 − 𝑓𝑛𝑖)] . (5.7)

This is similar to LIU except with unrealistic access to all of the true negative labels.
This hypothetical loss provides an intermediate step between the fully labeled setting
and the positive only setting.

Positive Only Labels
Suppose that we have partially observed data (x𝑛, z𝑛) and suppose that all of the
observed labels are positive i.e. 𝑧𝑛𝑖 ≠ ∅ =⇒ 𝑧𝑛𝑖 = 1. We know what to do with
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observed labels, i.e. we set 𝑃(𝑦𝑖 = 1|x𝑛) = 1[𝑧𝑛𝑖=1] . However, we cannot simply
ignore the unobserved labels because that would lead to the degenerate "always
predict positive" solution. The simplest approach is to assume unobserved labels
are negative, i.e. 𝑃(𝑦𝑛𝑖 = 1|x𝑛) = 0 if 𝑧𝑛𝑖 = ∅. The resulting "assume negative”
(AN) loss is given by

LAN(f𝑛, z𝑛) = − 1
𝐿

𝐿∑︁
𝑖=1

[1[𝑧𝑛𝑖=1] log( 𝑓𝑛𝑖) + 1[𝑧𝑛𝑖≠1] log(1 − 𝑓𝑛𝑖)] . (5.8)

This is perhaps the most common approach to the positive only setting, and is
explored as "noisy+" in [12], among others [29, 40, 32]. The drawback is that LAN

will introduce some number of false negatives. Note that if the role of positive and
negative labels are reversed, then this formulation is equivalent to complementary
label learning [26].

5.6 Learning From Only Positive Labels
In typical multi-label datasets there are far more negative labels than positive labels.
This means that in the single positive setting, LAN will actually get almost all of
the unobserved labels correct. However, as we demonstrate in our experiments
later, even these few false negatives can significantly reduce performance. An ideal
solution to this problem would (i) reduce the damaging effects of false negatives
while (ii) retaining as much of the simplicity of LAN as possible. With these
goals in mind, we propose four ideas for mitigating the impact of false negatives:
weak negatives, label smoothing, expected positive regularization, and online label
estimation.

Weak Negatives
A simple way to reduce the impact of false negatives is to down-weight terms in the
loss corresponding to negative labels. We introduce a weight parameter 𝛾 ∈ [0, 1]
and define the "weak assume negative" (WAN) loss as

LWAN(f𝑛, z𝑛) = − 1
𝐿

𝐿∑︁
𝑖=1

[1[𝑧𝑛𝑖=1] log( 𝑓𝑛𝑖)

+1[𝑧𝑛𝑖≠1]𝛾 log(1 − 𝑓𝑛𝑖)] .

The "interesting" values of 𝛾 lie strictly between 0 and 1, since 𝛾 = 1 recovers the
standard BCE loss and 𝛾 = 0 admits a trivial solution ("always predict positive").
In the single positive setting, if we choose 𝛾 = 1

𝐿−1 then the single positive has the
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same influence on the loss as the 𝐿 − 1 assumed negatives. This is similar to the
loss used by [39], which uses single positive labels to learn spatio-temporal priors
for image classification. Throughout this paper we use 𝛾 = 1/(𝐿 − 1).

Connection to pseudo-negative sampling. LWAN(𝛾) has a probabilistic interpre-
tation based on sampling negatives at random. Consider the following procedure:
each time (x𝑛, z𝑛) occurs in a batch, choose one of the 𝐿 − 1 unobserved labels
uniformly at random and treat it as negative. We repeat this step each time the
pair (x𝑛, z𝑛) appears in a batch. Since there are typically many more negatives than
positives for a given image, our randomly chosen pseudo-negative will be a true
negative more often than not. Since we now have both positive and negative labels,
we can use the LIU loss, resulting in

− 1
𝐿

𝐿∑︁
𝑖=1

[1[𝑧𝑛𝑖=1] log( 𝑓𝑛𝑖) + 1[𝑧𝑛𝑖≠1][𝑛𝑖 log(1 − 𝑓𝑛𝑖)],

where [𝑛𝑖 is a random variable which is 1 if 𝑧𝑛𝑖 is chosen as the pseudo-negative and 0
otherwise. If we take the expectation with respect to the pseudo-negative sampling
then we recover LWAN with 𝛾 = 1

𝐿−1 . Though the two losses are equivalent in
expectation, they may differ significantly in practice.

Label Smoothing
Label smoothing was proposed in [52] as a way to reduce overfitting when training
multi-class classifiers with the categorical cross-entropy loss. Label smoothing has
since been shown to mitigate the effects of label noise in the multi-class setting [41].
If we reframe LAN as LBCE with some "noisy” labels (i.e. those labels incorrectly
assumed to be negative), then it is natural to ask whether label smoothing could help
to reduce the impact of those incorrect labels.

In a multi-class context, the target distribution y𝑛 is a delta distribution supported
on the correct class label. Label smoothing replaces y𝑛 with (1 − 𝜖)y𝑛 + 𝜖u where
u = [1/𝐿, . . . , 1/𝐿] is the discrete uniform distribution with support size 𝐿 and
𝜖 ∈ (0, 1) is a hyperparameter. It is possible to generalize traditional multi-class
label smoothing to the binary cross-entropy loss, by simply applying label smoothing
independently to each of the 𝐿 binary target distributions (1[𝑧𝑛𝑖≠1] , 1[𝑧𝑛𝑖 ,=1]). We
refer to the combination of the "assume negative” loss from Eqn. 5.8 with label
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smoothing as

LAN−LS(f𝑛, z𝑛) = − 1
𝐿

𝐿∑︁
𝑖=1

[1
𝜖
2
[𝑧𝑛𝑖=1] log( 𝑓𝑛𝑖)

+1
𝜖
2
[𝑧𝑛𝑖≠1] log(1 − 𝑓𝑛𝑖)], (5.9)

where 𝜖 is the label smoothing parameter and 1𝛼[𝑄] = (1 − 𝛼)1[𝑄] + 𝛼1[¬𝑄] for any
logical proposition 𝑄. Throughout this paper we use 𝜖 = 0.1.

Expected Positive Regularization
Another way to avoid the label noise introduced by assuming unobserved labels are
negative is to apply a loss to only the observed labels as in [12]. However, in the
positive-only case the loss would be

L+
BCE(f𝑛, z𝑛) = −

𝐿∑︁
𝑖=1

1[𝑧𝑛𝑖=1] log( 𝑓𝑛𝑖),

which has a trivial solution, i.e. predict that every label is positive. We propose to
build some domain knowledge into the loss to avoid this problem. Let us assume
we have access to a scalar 𝑘 , which is defined as the expected number of positive
labels per image:

𝑘 = E(x,y)∼𝑝data (x,y)

𝐿∑︁
𝑖=1

1[𝑦𝑖=1] .

We can estimate 𝑘 from data or treat it as a hyperparameter.

Suppose we draw a batch of images with indices 𝐵 ⊂ {1, . . . , 𝑁}. We define
F𝐵 = [ 𝑓𝑛𝑖]𝑛∈𝐵,𝑖∈{1,...,𝐿} to be the matrix of predictions 𝑓𝑛𝑖 ∈ [0, 1] for every image
in the batch and category in the dataset. We can use the batch predictions F𝐵 to
compute

�̂� (F𝐵) =
∑

𝑛∈𝐵
∑𝐿

𝑖=1 f𝑛𝑖
|𝐵 | .

Ideally we would make perfect predictions, i.e. F𝐵 = Y𝐵 where Y𝐵 = [𝑦𝑛𝑖]𝑛∈𝐵,𝑖∈{1,...,𝐿}
is the matrix of true labels. A necessary condition for F𝐵 = Y𝐵 is E[ �̂� (F𝐵)] =

E[ �̂� (Y𝐵)], where the expectation is taken over batch sampling. SinceE[ �̂� (Y𝐵)] = 𝑘

by the definition of 𝑘 , it makes sense to introduce a regularization term 𝑅𝑘 (F𝐵) that
encourages �̂� (F𝐵) to be close to 𝑘 . We can use this regularizer to implicitly penalize
negatives and avoid the trivial "always predict positive" solution, leading to the loss

LEPR(F𝐵,Z𝐵) =
1
|𝐵|

∑︁
𝑛∈𝐵

L+
BCE(f𝑛, z𝑛) + _𝑅𝑘 (F𝐵),
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where _ is a hyperparameter. Regularizing at the batch level (instead of the image
level) respects the fact that some images will have more than 𝑘 positive labels and
some will have fewer.

How should we define 𝑅𝑘 (F𝐵)? Since the number of classes 𝐿 can vary widely
depending on the dataset, we propose to work with the normalized deviation
( �̂� (F𝐵) − 𝑘)/𝐿 ∈ [−1, 1]. Penalizing this relative deviation makes sense in contexts
where, e.g. , an absolute deviation of 1 matters more if 𝐿 = 10 than it does if
𝐿 = 100. We can then define a variety of regularizers with any standard functional
form. We use the squared error, leading to

𝑅𝑘 (F𝐵) =
(
�̂� (F𝐵) − 𝑘

𝐿

)2

. (5.10)

Online Estimation of Unobserved Labels
While the idea behind LEPR seems reasonable, we find that it does not work well
in our experiments (see Section 5.7). In this section we combine LEPR with a sec-
ond module which maintains online estimates of the unobserved labels throughout
training. The resulting method is similar to an expectation-maximization algorithm
which jointly trains the image classifier and estimates the labels subject to constraints
imposed by LEPR. We refer to this technique as regularized online label estimation
(ROLE).

To make this more precise we will need some additional notation. We write the
estimated labels as Ỹ ∈ [0, 1]𝑁×𝐿 in analogy with the matrix of true labels Y ∈
{0, 1}𝑁×𝐿 and the matrix of classifier predictions F ∈ [0, 1]𝑁×𝐿 . We carry through
the derived notation: Ỹ𝐵 ∈ [0, 1] |𝐵|×𝐿 for a batch 𝐵, ỹ𝑛 ∈ [0, 1]𝐿 for a row, and
�̃�𝑛𝑖 ∈ [0, 1] for a single entry. Finally, we make the (non-restrictive) assumption
that ỹ𝑛 = 𝑔(x𝑛; 𝜙) where the label estimator 𝑔 : X → [0, 1]𝐿 is some function with
parameters 𝜙. We discuss our implementation of 𝑔 later.

With this notation, our goal is to jointly train the label estimator 𝑔(·; 𝜙) and the
image classifier 𝑓 (·; \). We first consider the intermediate loss

L′(F𝐵 |Ỹ𝐵) =
1
|𝐵 |

∑︁
𝑛∈𝐵

LBCE(f𝑛, sg(ỹ𝑛))

+ LEPR(F𝐵,Z𝐵), (5.11)

where sg is the stop-gradient function which prevents its argument from backpropa-
gating gradients [16] and we have suppressed the dependence on Z𝐵 on the left-hand
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side because Z is fixed throughout training. The LBCE term encourages the image
classifier predictions F𝐵 to match the estimated labels Ỹ𝐵, while the LEPR term
pushes F𝐵 to correctly predict known positives and respect the expected number of
positives per image. We can use this loss to update \ while assuming that 𝜙 is fixed.
By switching the arguments in Eqn. 5.11 we obtain an analogous loss which allows
us to update 𝜙 while assuming \ is fixed. Then our final loss is simply

LROLE(F𝐵, Ỹ𝐵) =
L′(F𝐵 |Ỹ𝐵) + L′(Ỹ𝐵 |F𝐵)

2

through which we can update F𝐵 and Ỹ𝐵 simultaneously.

We now give some intuition for why this might work. We start with an informal
proposition: all else being equal, a convolutional network will more readily train on
informative labels than on uninformative labels. Concretely, it has been observed
that convolutional neural networks can be trained to accurately predict completely
random labels, but the same network will fit to the correct labels much faster [64].
How does this relate to our context? LROLE allows the labels to be set arbitrarily,
as long as they are consistent with the known labels and the expected number of
positive labels. Since it is easier to train image classifiers on informative labels than
uninformative ones, we hypothesize that correct labels are a "good choice" from the
algorithm’s perspective. While it is possible to learn to predict labels unrelated to
the image content, in many cases it may be easier to predict the correct ones.

5.7 Experiments
Here we present multi-label image classification results on four standard benchmark
datasets: PASCAL VOC 2012 (VOC12) [13], MS-COCO 2014 (COCO) [34], NUS-
WIDE (NUS) [8], and CUB-200-2011 (CUB) [55]. For each dataset we present
results for both (i) linear classification on fixed features and (ii) end-to-end fine-
tuning.

Implementation Details
Data preparation. Our goal is to evaluate the performance of different single
positive multi-label learning losses. To do this, we begin with fully labeled multi-
label image datasets and corrupt them by discarding annotations. Specifically, we
simulate single positive training data by randomly selecting one positive label to
keep for each training example. This is performed once for each dataset and the same
label set is used for all comparisons on that dataset, i.e. every time an image appears
in a batch it has the same single positive label. For each dataset, we withhold 20% of
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of predicted probabilities for unobserved positives when
training with a single positive per image for COCO. Each column represents a
normalized histogram and white pixels indicate a frequency of zero. Training
with LROLE (right) results in the recovery of a significant number of the unlabeled
positives as evident by the majority of the probability correctly being concentrated at
1.0 (top right) by the end of training. LAN (left) does not exhibit the same behavior.

the training set for validation. The validation and test sets are always fully labeled.
VOC12 contains 5,717 training images and 20 classes, and we report results on the
official validation set (5,823 images). COCO consists of 82,081 training images
and 80 classes, and we also report results on the official validation set (40,137
images). The complete NUS dataset is not available online so we re-scraped it
from Flickr. As a result, it was not possible to obtain all of the original images.
In total, we collected 126,034 and 84,226 images from the official training and test
sets respectively, consisting of 81 classes. In accordance with standard practice [15,
12], we merged the training and test sets and randomly selected 150,000 images
for training and used the remaining 60,260 for testing. CUB is divided into 5,994
training images and 5,794 test images. Each CUB image is associated with a vector
indicating the presence or absence of 312 binary attributes. Note that subsets of
these attributes are known to be mutually exclusive, but we do not make use of that
information. We provide additional statistics on the datasets in the supplementary
material.

Hyperparameters. For each method, we conducted a hyperparameter search and
selected the hyperparameters with the best mean average precision (MAP) on the
validation set. We considered learning rates in {1𝑒 − 2, 1𝑒 − 3, 1𝑒 − 4, 1𝑒 − 5} and
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Linear Fine-Tuned

Loss Labels Per Image VOC12 COCO NUS CUB VOC12 COCO NUS CUB
LBCE All Pos. & All Neg. 86.7 70.0 50.7 29.1 89.1 75.8 52.6 32.1
LBCE−LS All Pos. & All Neg. 87.6 70.2 51.7 29.3 90.0 76.8 53.5 32.6
LIUN 1 Pos. & All Neg. 86.4 67.0 49.0 19.4 87.1 70.5 46.9 21.3
LIU 1 Pos. & 1 Neg. 82.6 60.8 43.6 16.1 83.2 59.7 42.9 17.9
LAN 1 Pos. & 0 Neg. 84.2 62.3 46.2 17.2 85.1 64.1 42.0 19.1
LAN−LS 1 Pos. & 0 Neg. 85.3 64.8 48.5 15.4 86.7 66.9 44.9 17.9
LWAN 1 Pos. & 0 Neg. 84.1 63.1 45.8 17.9 86.5 64.8 46.3 20.3
LEPR 1 Pos. & 0 Neg. 83.8 62.6 46.4 18.0 85.5 63.3 46.0 20.0
LROLE 1 Pos. & 0 Neg. 86.5 66.3 49.5 16.2 87.9 66.3 43.1 15.0
LAN−LS +LinearInit. 1 Pos. & 0 Neg. - - - - 86.5 69.2 50.5 16.6
LROLE +LinearInit. 1 Pos. & 0 Neg. - - - - 88.2 69.0 51.0 16.8

Table 5.1: Multi-label test set mean average precision (MAP) for different multi-
label losses on four different image classification datasets. We present results for
two scenarios: (i) training a linear classifier on fixed features and (ii) fine-tuning
the entire network end-to-end. In all cases the backbone network is an ImageNet
pre-trained ResNet-50. All methods below the break use only one positive per image
(i.e. 1 Pos. & 0 Neg.), while methods above the break use additional supervision.
In each column we bold the best performing single positive method and underline
the second-best. For each method and we select the hyperparameters that perform
the best on the held-out validation set. For losses labeled with "LinearInit." we
freeze the weights of the backbone network for the initial epochs of training and
then fine-tune the entire network end-to-end for the remaining epochs. Note that
this linear initialization phase is identical to the training protocol for the "Linear"
results.

Loss VOC12 COCO NUS CUB
LAN 85.8 63.8 49.3 16.8
LAN−LS 86.9 65.4 49.7 17.4
LROLE 90.3 69.5 56.0 19.6

Table 5.2: Training set MAP for multi-label predictions evaluated with respect to
the full ground truth labels. These values measure how well each method recovers
the true training labels despite being trained with one positive label per image. Note
that all results are for the linear case. Hyperparameters and stopping epoch are
selected using the validation set as before.

batch sizes in {8, 16}. We train for 25 epochs in the linear case and 10 epochs in
the fine-tuned case. The rows tagged with "+LinearInit" are fine-tuned for 5 epochs
starting from the best weights found during linear training. For LROLE we set the
learning rate for the label estimate parameters 𝜙 to be 10× larger than the learning
rate for the image classifier parameters \. For LEPR and LROLE we compute 𝑘

based on the fully labeled training set - we give these values and study the effect
of mis-specifying 𝑘 in the supplementary material. All experiments are based on a
ResNet-50 [20] pre-trained on ImageNet [49].
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Implementation of 𝑔 forLROLE. We let 𝜙 ∈ [0, 1]𝑁×𝐿 and define Ỹ by �̃�𝑛𝑖 = 𝜎(𝜙𝑛𝑖)
where 𝜎 : R→ (0, 1) is the sigmoid function. As a result, 𝑔 is a simple "look-up"
operation given by 𝑔(x𝑛; 𝜙) = ỹ𝑛. We initialize 𝜙𝑛𝑖 from the uniform distribution on
[𝜎−1(0.4), 𝜎−1(0.6)] if 𝑧𝑛𝑖 = 0 or we initialize 𝜙𝑛𝑖 = 𝜎−1(0.995) if 𝑧𝑛𝑖 = 1. Note
that this does not apply to "LROLE+LinearInit." which starts from the 𝜙 parameters
found during linear training.

Single Positive Classification Results
In Table 5.1 we evaluate the different training losses outlined earlier in the paper in
the single positive case (i.e. "1 Pos. & 0 Neg.”) and compare their performance to
other labeling regimes (e.g. fully labeled, "All Pos. & All Neg.”). We also compare
against intermediate variants such as LIUN, which has access to one positive label
per image and all the negatives i.e. more labels than the single positive case, but
fewer than the fully labeled case. We find that LROLE is the strongest method in
the linear case, often approaching (and sometimes surpassing) the performance of
LIUN, which has access to many more labels at training time. In the fine-tuned case,
we see that better initialization provides substantial benefits to both LROLE and LAN

(see rows with "+LinearInit."). However, LAN−LS is also very effective, especially
in light of its simplicity.

Single positive training performs surprisingly well. One way to better understand
the overall performance is by comparing different losses in terms of the number of
training labels used. In Figure 5.1 we observe that in the linear case, LROLE achieves
test MAP comparable to the fully labelled loss (LBCE) on VOC12, despite using 20
times fewer labels.

The choice of single positive loss matters. While we have discussed the shortcom-
ings of the assume negative baseline LAN, we observe that it performs reasonably
well. However, we note that the gap between LAN and the fully supervised LBCE

is substantially wider in the end-to-end fine-tuned case. Presumably this is due to
the fact that the false negative labels can do much more damage when they are able
to corrupt the backbone feature extractor. This result adds to a broader conversa-
tion (which has mostly been focused on the multi-class setting) about whether, and
to what extent, deep learning is robust to label noise [48]. Our multi-label label
smoothing variant LAN−LS and our LROLE loss perform much better in most cases,
indicating that the widely used LAN baseline is a lower bound on performance. We
also note that although LEPR typically performs worse than LAN, it seems to work
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quite well for CUB. CUB is unusual among our datasets because the average number
of positive labels per image is over 30 (more than 10× higher than VOC12, COCO,
and NUS). We suspect that the relatively mild loss applied to unobserved labels
under LEPR may be beneficial when there are so many unobserved positives.

Label smoothing is a strong baseline. [38] showed that label smoothing mitigates
the damaging effects of label noise in the multi-class setting. We extend these results
to the multi-label setting. We see in Table 5.1 that LAN−LS (i.e. assume negative with
label smoothing) outperforms the basic assume negative LAN loss in nearly every
case. It is also worth noting that label smoothing provides a larger benefit in the
single positive case (LAN−LS vs. LAN) than it does in the fully labeled case (LBCE−LS

vs. LBCE). We therefore recommend LAN−LS as a strong and simple baseline for
the single positive multi-label setting. However, training with our LROLE loss still
performs best in most settings. LROLE requires more parameters to be estimated
at training time, but incurs no additional computational overhead at inference time.
In Table 5.2 we present MAP scores computed on the fully observed training set
for losses trained with only a single positive per image. Interestingly, we observe
that LROLE does a better job at recovering the full unobserved label matrix when
compared to LAN−LS. This is illustrated qualitatively in Figure 5.2, which shows
that LROLE can successfully recover many of the unobserved positive labels during
training. However, as seen in Table 5.1, this better recovery of the clean training
labels does not necessarily translate to comparable gains on the test set.

Initialization matters. LROLE is very effective in the linear setting i.e. when
training a randomly initialized linear classifier and label estimator on frozen back-
bone features. However, we find that starting from a randomly initialized classifier
and label estimator in the end-to-end setting results in an inferior model. This
is perhaps not too surprising given the additional degrees of freedom afforded by
end-to-end fine-tuning. However, as a simple remedy we recommend starting with
a frozen backbone for the first few epochs of end-to-end training, which is denoted
in Table 5.1 as LROLE + LinearInit. We observe that this procedure also provides
substantial benefits for LAN−LS, the label smoothed version of the assume negative
training loss.

5.8 Limitations
When creating our simulated training annotations, our single positive label gener-
ation process assumes that for a given image any positive label that is present is
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equally likely to be annotated. This is in line with similar assumptions made in
other related work e.g. [12]. However, in practice this is an oversimplification,
as human annotators are likely to have biases related to the object categories they
annotate. Depending on the specific dataset, this could be manifested as a preference
for annotating familiar object categories, or it could be based on factors related to
the saliency of the object instance in the image e.g. smaller objects may be less
likely to be annotated compared to larger ones. In this work we focus on better un-
derstanding the potential of single positive training, and leave modeling annotation
biases to future work.

OurLROLE loss requires the online estimation of an 𝑁×𝐿 label matrix. As presented,
we store the full label matrix in memory. For a dataset like ImageNet this would
require 4GB of memory, but would become infeasible for larger datasets or larger
numbers of labels. Possible alternative implementations of the label estimator 𝑔
(which would still be fully compatible with our loss) include learning a factorized
estimate of the matrix or using a small neural network to approximate it.

5.9 Conclusion
We have investigated an underexplored variant of partially observed multi-label
classification — that of single positive training. Perhaps surprisingly, we have
showed that in this supervision deprived setting it is possible to achieve classification
results that are competitive with full label supervision using an order of magnitude
fewer labels. This opens up future avenues of work related to efficient crowdsourcing
of annotations for large-scale multi-label datasets. In future work we intend to
further explore the connections to semi-supervised multi-label classification along
with applications in self-supervised representation learning where the problem of
how to address false negative labels often occurs. In addition, many of the ideas
discussed are applicable to the more general "partially observed multi-label" case
(i.e. not just positive labels), and we plan to consider extensions to that setting also.
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C h a p t e r 6

SPECIES DISTRIBUTION MODELING FOR MACHINE
LEARNING PRACTITIONERS: A REVIEW

[1] Sara Beery∗, Elĳah Cole∗, Joseph Parker, Pietro Perona, and Kevin Win-
ner. “Species distribution modeling for machine learning practitioners: A
review”. In: ACM SIGCAS conference on computing and sustainable soci-
eties. 2021, pp. 329–348. doi: 10.48550/arXiv.2107.10400.

6.1 Abstract
Conservation science depends on an accurate understanding of what’s happening
in a given ecosystem. How many species live there? What is the makeup of
the population? How is that changing over time? Species Distribution Modeling
(SDM) seeks to predict the spatial (and sometimes temporal) patterns of species
occurrence, i.e. where a species is likely to be found. The last few years have
seen a surge of interest in applying powerful machine learning tools to challenging
problems in ecology [2, 89, 55]. Despite its considerable importance, SDM has
received relatively little attention from the computer science community. Our goal
in this work is to provide computer scientists with the necessary background to read
the SDM literature and develop ecologically useful ML-based SDM algorithms.
In particular, we introduce key SDM concepts and terminology, review standard
models, discuss data availability, and highlight technical challenges and pitfalls.

6.2 Introduction
Ecological research helps us to understand ecosystems and how they respond to
climate change, human activity, and conservation policies. Much of this work starts
by deploying networks of sensors (often cameras or microphones) to monitor the
organisms living in a fixed study area. Ecologists must then invest significant effort
to filter, label, and analyze this data. This step is often a bottleneck for ecological
research. For example, it can take years for scientists to process and interpret a
single season of data from a network of camera traps. In another case, building real-
time estimates of salmonid escapement requires teams of field ecologists working
in shifts to watch streams of sonar data 24 hours a day. The challenge is even greater
for taxa that are studied by trapping specimens, such as beetles and other insects.
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Figure 6.1: Species distribution models describe the relationship between environ-
mental conditions and (actual or potential) species presence. However, the link
between the environment and species distribution data can be complex, particularly
since distributional data comes in many different forms. Above are four different
sources of distribution data for the Von Der Decken’s Hornbill [113]: (from left to
right) raw point observations, regional checklists, gridded ecological surveys, and
data-driven expert range maps. All images are from Map of Life [91].

Data collection method Example Observation type
Community science observations iNaturalist Presence-only

Community science checklists eBird Presence-absence
Static sensors Camera traps Presence-absence

Sample collection Insect trapping Presence-absence
Expert field surveys Line transects Presence-absence

Historic records, natural history collections Herbarium sheets Presence-only

Table 6.1: Sources of species observation data. Each of these examples repre-
sents a method of collecting or accessing observations of different species. One
important distinction is whether the observations are presence-only or presence-
absence. Presence-only data consists of locations where a species has been sighted.
Presence-absence data also includes locations where a species was checked for but
not observed.

Entomologists can collect thousands of beetles in a few days, but it may require
months or years for a suitable expert to exhaustively identify all of the specimens to
the species level.

Machine learning methods can significantly accelerate the processing and analysis
of large repositories of raw data [90, 201, 106, 18, 177], which can increase the
speed and geographic scope of ecological analysis. For instance, ongoing collabora-
tions between machine learning researchers and ecologists have lead to tremendous
progress in automating species identification from images in community science
data [190, 109] and camera trap data [13, 201]. However, unfamiliar ecological
concepts and terminology can present a barrier to entry for many computer scien-
tists who might otherwise be interested in contributing to ecological problems. This
is particularly true for more involved ecological problems which may not fit neatly
into existing machine learning paradigms.
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One such area is species distribution modeling (SDM): using species observations
and environmental data to estimate the geographic range of a species.1 This prob-
lem has received significant attention from ecologists and statisticians, and there
has been increasing interest in machine learning methods due to the large amounts
of available data and the highly complex relationships between species and their
environments. This document is meant to serve as an easy entry point for computer
scientists interested in SDM. In particular, we aim to highlight the exciting technical
challenges posed by SDM while also emphasizing the needs of end-users to encour-
age ecologically meaningful progress. Our hope is that this document can serve
as a quick resource for computer science researchers interested in getting started
working on conservation and sustainability applications.

The rest of this work is organized as follows. In Section 6.3 we discuss different ways
to represent the distribution of a species. We discuss species distribution modeling in
Section 6.4 and we consider other related ecological modeling problems in Section
6.5. In Section 6.6 we point out pitfalls and challenges in SDM. Finally, we provide
pointers to available data (Section 6.7) and discuss open problems (Section 6.8).

6.3 Representing the distribution of species
The distribution of a species is typically represented as a map which indicates the
spatial extent of the species. These maps can be created in a variety of ways,
ranging from highly labor-intensive expert range maps to fully automatic species
distribution models. We show four examples in Fig. 6.1. In this section we give
a high-level overview of three important sources of maps: raw species observation
data, predictions from statistical models, and expert knowledge.

Raw species observation data.
Any representation of the distribution of a species begins with some sort of species
observation data. In general, species observation data consists of records indicating
whether a species is present or absent at certain locations. Species observation data
can take many forms; see Table 6.1 for examples. Species observation data falls into
two general categories: presence-only data reports known sightings, or occurrences,
of a species, while presence-absence data also provides information on where a
species did not occur. Data collection strategies define whether absence data will be
available. For instance, iNaturalist collects opportunistic imagery of species from

1We will use the term "species distribution modeling" throughout this document, though some-
times the closely related term "ecological niche modeling" would be more appropriate [142].
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community scientists, which produces presence-only species observations. On the
other hand, eBird uses species checklists where all bird species seen and/or heard
within a time span at a given location are reported. Since exhaustive reporting is
expected from observers, any bird species not reported is assumed to be absent. In
this sense, checklists are treated as presence-absence data.

One of the simplest ways to convey the distribution of a species is to simply show
all of the locations where the species is known to be present or absent on a map.
However, this sort of highly simplified "species distribution" is not able to make any
predictions about whether a species might be present or absent at locations which
have not been sampled.

Statistical models.
To create species distributions that can extrapolate beyond sampled locations, we
can pair species observations with collections of environmental characteristics (al-
titude, land cover, humidity, temperature, etc.) and fit statistical models that use
the environmental characteristics to predict species presence or absence. These
models can make predictions at any place and time for which these environmental
characteristics are known. Species distribution models fall into this category, and
are our focus throughout this document.

Expert range maps.
Species range maps have traditionally been heavily influenced by the individual
scientists who study those species. These maps are often based on a complex
combination of heterogeneous information sources, including personal observa-
tions, understanding of the species’ habitat preferences, local knowledge/reports,
etc. From our discussions with practitioners, we find that these expert range maps
(ERMs) are often the most trusted source of distribution information. Perhaps the
most widely-known expert range maps are those published by IUCN [70] as part
of their Red List of vulnerable and endangered species. An example of the IUCN
range map for the caracal can be seen in Fig. 6.2. Studies have shown both agree-
ment [3] and disagreement [88, 66] between ERMs and species observation data.
Expert range maps have also been found to be highly scale-dependent, tending to
overestimate the occupancy area of individual species and ranges < 200km [87].
It is important to note that ERMs come in many forms, from hand-drawn maps to
data-driven maps that are slightly refined by experts. In the latter case, ERMs are
partially based on species observation data, so the two cannot be treated as indepen-
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Figure 6.2: The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) publishes
expert range maps for many species, particularly those on their "Red List of Threat-
ened Species" [195]. Here we show the IUCN Range Map for the Caracal caracal
[7].

dent sources. As we will discuss in more detail in Section 6.4, the lack of a solid
"ground truth” information about the true underlying distribution of species across
space and time makes it difficult to analyze the accuracy of any species distribution
model, including those drawn by experts.

6.4 Species Distribution Models
The terminology in this area can be confusing, so we will start with a definition and
a few clarifications.

Intuitive definition. A species distribution model is a function that uses the char-
acteristics of a location to predict whether or not a species is present at that location.
This can be understood as a supervised learning problem. The input is a vector of
environmental characteristics for a location and the output is species presence or
absence. In principle one could use almost any classification or regression technique
as the basis for an SDM.

Formal definition. The key components of a simple species distribution modeling
pipeline are: (1) species observation data, (2) a method for encoding locations, and
(3) a function which maps location encodings to predictions. Formally, we define
these components as follows:

1. A dataset of species observations. This is a collection of records indicating
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that a species is present or absent at given location and time. We write
this as {(x𝑖, 𝑦𝑖)}𝑁𝑖=1 where x𝑖 ∈ X is a spatiotemporal location and 𝑦𝑖 ∈
{0, 1} indicates presence (1) or absence (0). The spatiotemporal domain X
is typically something like X = [0, 180) × [0, 360) × [0, 1) which encodes
global longitude and latitude as well as the time of year.

2. A location representation ℎ : X → Z ⊂ R𝑘 . This is typically a simple "look-
up" operation, where x ∈ X is cross-referenced with 𝑘 pre-defined geospatial
data layers to produce a vector of location features ℎ(x) ∈ R𝑘 . That is, ℎ(x) is
a representation of the location x ∈ X in some environmental feature space.

3. A model 𝑓\ : Z → [0, 1] where \ is a parameter vector. The goal is to
find parameters \ of 𝑓 so that 𝑓\ (ℎ(x)) = 1 when the species is present and
𝑓\ (ℎ(x)) = 0 otherwise. This is usually framed as a supervised learning
problem on the dataset {(ℎ(x𝑖), 𝑦𝑖)}𝑁𝑖=1.

Note that this is a streamlined formalization meant to capture the essence of SDM.
While there are many variants in practice, almost any species distribution modeling
will include these core concepts.

What does an SDM actually predict? An SDM takes as input a vector of en-
vironmental features and predicts a numerical score (usually between 0 and 1) for
a location. An important distinction to note regarding SDMs is geographic space
vs. environmental space, elucidated in Fig. 6.3. This score is often interpreted as
a prediction of habitat suitability. Typically the score may not be interpreted as the
probability a species is present. Note that here we are only considering presence
vs. absence; predicting species abundance is a more challenging problem, which
we discuss in Section 6.5.

How is an SDM used? The most common end product is a map of the SDM
predictions, which is produced by simply visualizing the SDM predictions across
an area of interest. Binary predictions can be obtained by applying a threshold to
the continuous predictions of the SDM.

A brief history of species distribution modeling
Early predecessors for SDM include qualitative works that link patterns within
taxonomic groups to environmental or geographic factors, such as Joseph Grinnel’s
1904 study of the distribution of the chestnut-backed chickadee [69], among others
[124, 160, 198, 110].
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Modern SDMs are primarily statistical models fit to observed data. Early quanti-
tative approaches used multiple linear regression and linear discriminant function
analyses to associate species and habitat [26, 168]. The application of generalized
linear models (GLMs) [128, 5] provided more flexibility by allowing non-normal
error distributions, additive terms, and nonlinear relationships. The explosive prolif-
eration of large "presence-only" datasets (see Table 6.1) in recent years has led to the
development of new modeling approaches to SDMs such as the popular "Maximum
Entropy Modeling" (MaxEnt) approach [144] with roots in point process modeling
[152].

The first modern SDM computing package, BIOCLIM, was introduced in 1984 on
the CSIRO network [25, 20]. This package took observation information, such as
the species observed, location, elevation, and time, and used them to determine what
environmental variables correlated with that species’ occurrence. These variables
were then used to map possible distributions of the species under consideration. Cli-
mate interpolation techniques developed for BIOCLIM are the basis of the existing
WorldClim database [53] and are still widely used in SDMs today. Many different
implementations of various SDM methods are now publicly available. We would
like to highlight Wallace [98], which is a well-documented R implementation of
historic and modern techniques.

As earth observation technology has improved, the scope of what is possible to
include as an environmental covariate in a model has vastly increased. Improvements
in weather monitoring systems gave access to high-temporal-frequency temperature,
wind, and precipitation measurements. Recently, ecologists have turned to remote
sensing imagery to estimate high-spatial-coverage ecological variables such as soil
composition or density of sequestered carbon, as well as mapping land cover type
across regions [80]. Modern SDM methods pair these covariate estimates with
increasingly accurate global elevation maps, and selected high-quality but sparse
in-situ measurements [150, 103].

Several excellent, detailed reviews of SDMs have been published within the ecology
community [47, 75, 168, 74, 153, 163]. We direct the reader to the excellent
summary by Elith and Leathwick [47].

Covariates for species distribution modeling
In this section we discuss several environmental characteristics (often called co-
variates) that can be used for species distribution modeling. Here we are focused
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Figure 6.3: Geographic vs. environmental space. Observation data can be
associated with a geographical location, or mapped into a feature space based on
environmental covariates. Most SDMs operate under the assumption that with
the right set of environmental variables and an appropriate model, one could use
environmental characteristics to map species distribution. Figure reproduced with
permission, originally published in [47].

on describing the different categories of covariates; details on specific covariate
datasets are available in Section 6.7. Some of the covariates we discuss are widely
used in the species distribution modeling literature, while others are more recent or
speculative. It is also important to keep in mind that many covariates are themselves
based on sophisticated predictive models due to the cost of densely sampling any
property of the earth’s surface.

Climatic variables.

Temperature and precipitation are critical characteristics of an ecosystem. Perhaps
the most commonly used climate dataset for SDM is the WorldClim bioclimatic
variables [53] dataset, which provides 19 climate-related variables averaged over
the period from 1970 to 2000 at a spatial resolution of around 1km2. We show a
few examples of variables from this dataset in the top row of Fig. 6.5.

Pedologic (soil) variables.

Soil characteristics are intimately related to the plant life in an area, which naturally
influences the entire ecosystem. One example of a comprehensive pedologic dataset
is SoilGrids250m [83], which consists of soil properties like pH, density, and organic
carbon content at a 250m2 resolution globally. We show a few examples of variables
from this dataset in the bottom row of Fig. 6.5.
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Vegetation indices.

A vegetation index (VI) is a number used to measure something about the plant life
in an area, and is typically computed from remote sensing data like satellite imagery.
Many different VIs have been proposed. A review paper published in 1995 discussed
40 different vegetation indices that had been developed by different researchers [9].
One of the most popular examples is the normalized difference vegetation index
(NDVI). If a remote sensing image includes the red and near-infrared (NIR) bands,
then the corresponding NDVI image can be computed by applying the formula

NDVI =
NIR − Red
NIR + Red

(6.1)

independently at each pixel. NDVI is meant to indicate the presence of live green
plants. From a computer vision perspective, these VIs are essentially hand-designed
features for remote sensing data.

Land use / land cover.

The term land cover refers to the physical terrain at a location, while the closely
related term land use tends to emphasize the function of a location. For instance, an
area with the land cover label "dense urban" may have a land use label like "school"
or "hospital." We provide an example in Fig. 6.4, which shows RGB imagery and
land cover from two different sources for the same 1km2 area. It is not obvious what
the best label set would be for species prediction, but practically speaking many of
the available land use / land cover datasets are focused on relatively coarse categories
related to agriculture, natural resources, or urban development. For instance, the
U.S. National Land Cover Database assigns one of 20 land cover classes to every
30m2 patch of land in the United States at a temporal resolution of 2-3 years [85]. The
classes cover various general habitat types (water, snow, developed land, forests...)
but are not tuned for species prediction in particular.

Measures of human influence.

Humans have had a profound impact on the natural world, so it is reasonable to
include measures of human influence as environmental characteristics. For instance,
the Human Influence Index [159] uses eight factors (human population density,
railroads, roads, navigable rivers, coastlines, nighttime lights, urban footprint, and
land cover) to compute a score that is meant to quantify how much an environment
has been reshaped by humans.
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Figure 6.4: RGB imagery (left column) and land cover maps (right column) from
two different remote sensing sources covering the same 1km2 area, from [156]. RGB
imagery is manually or semi-automatically annotated to produce the land cover la-
bels. As this example demonstrates, the set of land cover labels can vary depending
on the organization doing the labeling. Figure reproduced with permission, origi-
nally published in [156].

Remote sensing imagery.

Imagery collected by satellites, planes, or drones can provide substantial information
about an environment. To start with, we note that vegetation indices, land cover,
land use, and many measures of human influence are all derived from some form
of overhead imagery like that in Fig. 6.4. In addition, there may be more abstract
patterns that can be extracted using modern computer vision techniques like convo-
lutional neural networks. Research on the use of raw overhead imagery (instead of
derived products) for SDM is in its early stages [175, 31, 38].

Properties of species distribution models
In this section we describe important properties that can be used to categorize
species distribution models. Any particular species distribution model may or may
not have any of these properties. The categories we describe are in general nested
or overlapping, not mutually exclusive.
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Figure 6.5: Visualizations of some of the bioclimatic variables (top row: bio_1 -
bio_6 from left to right) and pedologic variables (bottom row: orcdrc, phihox,
cecsol, bdticm, clyppt, sltppt from left to right) provided for the GeoLifeCLEF
2020 competition [31]. The area shown in each image is approximately 64 km2

centered in Montpellier, France. While we visualize each environmental variable
as a 2D raster, most species distribution modeling methods are only compatible
with relatively low-dimensional vectors of environmental variables (not "stacks" of
2D patches). As is typical in a collection of covariates, we see that the pedologic
variables have a different resolution than the bioclimatic variables.

Presence only vs. presence-absence models.

Species observation datasets may be either presence-absence or presence-only.
While presence-only data is easier to collect, the are limitations on what can be
estimated from such data [79]. Typically a species distribution model is designed
to handle either presence-absence or presence-only data, though there is growing
interest in developing methods that can use both [65, 138, 58].

Single vs. multi-species models.

Many SDMs are designed to model the distribution of a single species. This is
in contrast to multi-species models which are meant to capture information about
several species. Many of the earlier models are single-species models [144, 47],
though interest in multi-species models has grown over time [86, 78, 131].

Multi-species models: stacked vs. joint

Multi-species SDMs can be classified as either stacked or joint. In a stacked model,
a single-species SDM is fit for each species and the resulting maps are "stacked" on
top of one another to provide a multi-species map. This approach is simple, but it
cannot take advantage of patterns in how species co-occur. This is the motivation
for joint SDMs, in which the estimated distribution of each species also depends on
occurrence data for other species. Recent work has begun to systematically compare
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the results from stacked and joint species distribution models for different species
and regions [82, 131, 207].

Spatially explicit models.

Typically species distribution models use environmental characteristics to make
predictions about the presence or absence of species. Such models represent a
location in terms of these environmental features, so two different locations with the
same environmental characteristics will lead to the same predictions, even though the
two locations may be far apart. Models that mitigate this concern by incorporating
geographical location information directly are referred to as spatially explicit [40]
models.

Occupancy models.

It is easier to confirm that a species is present than it is to confirm that a species
is absent. One confident observation of a species suffices to confirm its presence
at a given location. However, failing to observe a species at a location does not
suffice to prove absence, since the species could have been present but not observed.
Occupancy models are meant to account for imperfect detection by modeling the
probability that a species is present but unobserved at a given location conditional
on the sampling effort that has been invested [111, 8].

Understanding uncertainty and error.

Species distribution models attempt to capture the behavior of a complex system
from data, which is a challenging and error-prone process. [157] describes 11
sources of uncertainty and error in species distribution models, and groups them
into two clusters: (i) uncertainty in the observation data itself and (ii) uncertainty due
to arbitrary modeling choices. [41] studies the effect of making different reasonable
modeling choices on final projections of species distribution under different future
climate scenarios. Similarly, [172] considers the uncertainty introduced by the
arbitrary choice of covariates while [167] analyzes the effect of uncertainty in the
values of the covariates themselves. [126] focuses on the effect of uncertainty
in the location of species observations. [11] reviews sources of uncertainty for
different types of species distribution models, as well as best practices for minimizing
uncertainty and methods for incorporating uncertainty directly into the model.
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Algorithms for species distribution modeling
In this section we provide a high-level overview of the space of algorithms commonly
used for species distribution modeling in the ecological community. This section
draws heavily from the organization of [131], which is an excellent comparative
study of different species distribution modeling techniques. We discuss several
commonly used models, and note that the different methods can have very different
properties, assumptions, and use cases. Unlike some classes of algorithms, different
species distribution modeling methods are generally not readily interchangeable.

Presence-only methods.

Perhaps the most popular approach for presence-only SDM is MaxEnt [144]. We
follow the description given in [49]. The basic idea is to estimate the probability
of observing a given species as a function of the environmental covariates. The
estimate is chosen to be (i) consistent with the available species observation data
and (ii) as close as possible (in KL divergence) to the marginal distribution of the
covariates. Criterion (ii) is necessary because there are typically many distributions
that satisfy criterion (i). Another simple approach for presence-only SDM is to
introduce artificial negative observations called pseudonegatives or pseudoabsences
based on some combination of domain knowledge and data. Once pseudonegatives
have been generated, they are combined with the presence-only data and traditional
presence/absence methods are applied.

Traditional statistical methods.

Perhaps the most common methods in species distribution modeling are workhorse
methods drawn from the statistics literature such as generalized linear models [61,
59, 196, 192, 135]. Important special cases include logistic regression [140] and
generalized additive models [205]. Some species distribution modeling algorithms
are better thought of as general frameworks whose particular realization depends
on the available data sources and modeling goals. As an example, the Hierarchical
Modeling of Species Communities (HMSC) framework [135] minimally requires
species occurrence data with corresponding environmental features. The species
occurrences are related to environmental features by a generalized linear model.
However, the framework can be extended to incorporate information on species
traits, evolutionary history, etc.
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Machine learning methods.

The relationship between species and their environment is complex and may not
satisfy traditional statistical assumptions such as linear dependence on covariates
or i.i.d. sampling. For this reason, machine learning approaches have also enjoyed
considerable popularity in the species distribution modeling literature. Examples
include boosted regression trees [48], random forests [33], and support vector ma-
chines [43]. In addition, neural networks have been used for species distribution
modeling since well before the deep learning era [22, 136, 206, 181]. Interest in
joint species distribution modeling with neural networks has only grown as deep
learning has come to maturity [78]. Convolutional neural networks in particular
have created a new opportunity: the ability to extract features from spatial arrays
of environmental features [28, 35] instead of using hand-selected environmental
feature vectors.

The challenge of evaluation
How can we tell whether a species distribution model is performing well or not?
The typical approach in machine learning is to use the model to make predictions on
a held-out set of data and compute an appropriate performance metric by comparing
the model predictions to ground-truth labels. But what is "ground truth" for a species
distribution model?

Notions of Ground Truth

We describe several common approaches to the challenging problem of how to
evaluate SDMs in practice. For further detail, [121] provides an excellent discussion
of different metrics for evaluating SDMs and the extent to which they are ecologically
meaningful.

Compare against presence-absence data. Ideally, for each location, an expert
observer would determine whether each species of interest is present or absent at
that location. Conducting this kind of survey for a single species in a limited area is
expensive, and the survey would need to be repeated periodically to monitor change
over time. These exhaustive surveys quickly become extraordinarily expensive as
we expand the number of species of interest or the geographic extent of the survey.
Even if the resources were available, the observations would have some degree of
noise - in particular, confirming that a species is absent from an area can typically
only be done up to some degree of certainty. (See the discussion of occupancy
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modeling in Section 6.4.) For most species and most locations on earth, this sort
of ideal ground truth data is just not available. However, this kind of evaluation is
possible for select species and locations at sparse time points. For instance, [50]
includes presence-absence data for 226 species from 6 parts of the world collected
at various time points.

Compare against presence-only data. Unfortunately, presence-absence data is
often unavailable. We describe a few simple methods for comparing predictions
against presence-only data along with their shortcomings.

• False negative rate: how often are locations which are known to be positive
predicted to be negative? The false negative rate measures whether the model
is consistent with the observed positives, but does not assess the model’s
behavior at other points.

• Top-𝑘 classification accuracy: how often is the observed species among the 𝑘

most likely species under the model? However, there is not an obvious way to
choose 𝑘 . Moreover, for any fixed 𝑘 it is likely that some locations will have
more than 𝑘 species while others will have fewer.

• Adaptive top-𝑘 classification accuracy: this is a variant of the top-𝑘 classi-
fication accuracy that assumes that the number of species is 𝑘 on average,
while allowing some locations to have more than 𝑘 species while others may
have fewer. See [31] for details. Like standard top-𝑘 classification accuracy,
choosing 𝑘 may be difficult.

Note that adaptive top-𝑘 and top-𝑘 are both metrics for multi-species models, while
the false negative rate can be computed for single species models as well.

Compare against community science data. Community science projects like
iNaturalist and eBird are generating species observation data at an extraordinary
rate and frequency. iNaturalist alone generates millions of species observations
per month [1]. However, the data produced by such projects can vary in terms of
how easy it is to use and interpret depending on the sampling protocol [102]. For
instance, iNaturalist accepts presence-only observations, which allows the user base
to scale broadly but limits the utility of the data for ground truthing. iNaturalist
data tells us where different species have been observed by humans, but not where
those species are either absent or present without human observation. eBird uses a
more rigorous sampling protocol that records both presences and absences, but their
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observations are limited to birds. The quality of these reports depends on the skill
of the user at identifying all bird species they see or hear. Citizen science data has
been found to produce results similar to those from (coarse) professional surveys
under the right circumstances [84, 184, 102].

Compare against expert range maps. Another possibility is to compare the model
predictions against one or more range maps that are hand-drawn by experts (see
Section 6.3). However, this raises the question: how do we validate those range
maps? A hand-drawn map may be biased by an individual’s experience or by the
data sources the expert prefers. In addition, it can be difficult to find a suitable
expert to generate a map for every species of interest. Another challenging question
relates to temporal progression: is each expert updating their maps according to the
latest data? If so, when was that data collected? The IUCN has a published set of
standards for creating species range maps [70], but not all creators of maps match
these standards.

In addition, there is the methodological question of how one should evaluate a model
against an expert range map, which is explored in [112]. Approaches range from
very qualitative (ask an expert whether the map looks reasonable to them) to very
quantitative (compute a well-defined error metric between the SDM predictions
and the expert range map). Important to note here, expert range maps are most
often categorical, with hard boundaries drawn representing temporal categories like
"breeding”, "non-breeding”, "year-round”, etc. On the other hand, SDM predictions
are often real-valued on [0, 1] over both space and time. While continuous predic-
tions can be converted to binary maps by applying a threshold, it can be unclear how
to choose this threshold if a robust validation method is not available.

Evaluation on downstream tasks. Instead of evaluating whether a species distri-
bution model produces a faithful map of species presence, we may instead check
whether it is useful for some other downstream task. For example, [109] builds a
simple SDM and demonstrates that it improves accuracy on an image-based species
classification task. However, it is certainly possible for an SDM to be useful whether
or not it accurately reflects the true species distribution.

Evaluation pitfalls

Even when suitable ground truth data is available, there are some pitfalls that can
hinder meaningful evaluation. In this section we discuss some of these pitfalls and
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make specific recommendations to the machine learning community for handling
them.

Performance overestimation due to spatial autocorrelation. In the machine
learning community it is common to sample a test set uniformly at random from
the available data. However, this strategy can lead to overestimation of algorithm
performance for spatial prediction tasks since it is possible to obtain high perfor-
mance on a uniformly sampled test set by simple interpolation [154]. This effect is
called spatial autocorrelation. Similar concerns are relevant for evaluating camera
trap image classifiers [15]. For ecological tasks, it is important to evaluate models
as they are intended to be used. In many cases, the more ecologically meaningful
question is whether the model generalizes to novel locations, unseen in the training
set. In these cases it is important to create a test set by holding out spatial areas. In
other cases, the ecologist seeks to build a model that will perform accurately in the
future at their set of monitoring sites. In these cases, instead of holding out data in
space, we can split the data to hold out a test set based on time. A randomly sampled
test set is not a good proxy for the use case of either scenario.

Hyperparameter selection. The performance of an algorithm typically depends
on several hyperparameters. In the machine learning community these are set using
cross-validation on held-out data. However, selecting and obtaining a useful valida-
tion set can be particularly challenging in SDM due to the data collection challenges
described elsewhere. Recent work has also studied the sensitivity of SDMs to hy-
perparameters [76] and developed techniques for hyperparameter selection in the
presence of spatial autocorrelation [162].

Spatial quantization. A natural first step when working with spatially distributed
species observations is to define a spatial quantization scheme. By "binning" ob-
servations in this way, we can associate many species observations with a single
vector of covariates. Additionally, spatially quantized data can be more natural from
the perspective of many machine learning algorithms since the domain becomes
discrete. However, the choice of quantization scheme (grid cell size) is difficult to
motivate in a rigorous way. This is a problem because different quantization choices
can result in vastly different outcomes: this is known as the modifiable areal unit
problem [134]. It is possible to cross-validate the quantization parameters, but only
in those limited cases where there is enough high-quality data for this to be a reliable
procedure. Furthermore, that process may be computationally expensive.

The long tail. Many real-world datasets exhibit a long tail: a few classes represent a
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large proportion of the observations, while many classes have very few observations
[188, 15]. Species observation data is no exception; for example, in the Snapshot
Serengeti camera trap dataset [169] there are fewer than 10 images of gorillas out out
of millions of images collected over 11 years. This presents at least two problems:
the first problem is that standard training procedures will typically result in a model
that perform well on the common classes and poorly on the rare classes; the second
is that many evaluation metrics are averaged over all examples in the dataset, which
means that the metric can be very high despite poor performance on almost all
species. It is much more informative to study the performance on each class or on
groups of classes (e.g. common classes vs. rare classes). One common solution
is to compute metrics separately for each class and then average over all classes to
help avoid bias towards common classes in evaluation.

Model trust

Once a model has been built, the previously discussed challenges of model evaluation
make it difficult to determine where, how much, and for how long a model is
sufficiently accurate to be used. The accuracy needed may also vary by use case and
subject species. In our discussions with ecologists, we find that this leads to a lack
of trust in SDMs. What verification and quality control is needed to ensure a model
is still valid over time? This is an open question, and an important one to answer if
our models are to be used in the real world.

6.5 Other types of ecological models
Species distribution modeling is only one of many ways that ecologists seek to
describe and understand the natural world. To give readers a sense of how SDM fits
into the broader scope of ecological modeling, we provide a high-level overview of
other common modeling tasks.

Mechanistic models
Mechanistic models make assumptions about how species depend on the environ-
ment or on other species. One example is to use an understanding of a plant’s
biology to predict the viable temperature range where the plant can grow [170].
Such models are useful but difficult to scale, as they require species-specific expert
knowledge. Our focus in this work is on correlative species distribution models,
which do not require mechanistic knowledge.
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Abundance modeling
Abundance modeling goes beyond species presence or absence, aiming to charac-
terize the absolute or relative number of individuals at a given location. We define
abundance and related concepts in Section 6.5.

Population estimation

Population estimation is concerned with counting the total number of individuals
of a species, typically within some defined area [161]. Population size is most
frequently estimated using capture-recapture models, which require the ability to
distinguish between individuals of the same species. Traditionally this individual
re-identification was based on physical tags or collars [67], but some recent efforts
have relied on the less invasive method of identifying visually distinctive features,
such as stripe patterns or the contour of an ear [18].

Density estimation

Density estimation seeks to model spatial abundance, the abundance of a species
per unit area, to understand where a species is densely versus sparsely populated
[158, 193].

Data collection procedures for abundance

As mentioned above, capture-recapture requires an individual to be re-identifiable.
In the absence of the ability to re-identify individuals, several other data collection
procedures are used. One that is frequently used for insects and fish populations is
the harvest method, where individuals are collected in traps which are open for a
set amount of time and then counted [148, 164]. Sampling strategies for other taxa
include:

• Quadrat sampling. A quadrat is a fixed-size area where species are to
be sampled. Within the quadrat, the observer exhaustively determines the
occurrence and relative abundance of the species of interest. Quadrat sampling
is most commonly used for stationary species like plants. The observer will
sample quadrats throughout the region of interest to derive sample variance
and conduct further statistical analysis [77].

• Line intercept sampling. A line intercept or line transect is a straight line
that is marked along the ground or the tree canopy, and is primarily used for
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stationary species [81]. The observer proceeds along the line and records all
of the specimens intercepted by the line. Each transect is regarded as one
sample unit, similar to a single quadrat.

• Cue counting. Cue counting is based on observing cues or signals that a
species is nearby, such as whale or bird calls. It is used primarily for species
that are underwater or similarly difficult to sight [114].

• Distance sampling. Distance sampling refers to a class of methods which
estimate the density of a population using measured distances to individuals
in the population [23]. Distance sampling can be added to line transects in
order to incorporate specimens that are off the transect line but still visible.
Appropriately calibrated camera traps can also benefit from distance sampling
[158].

• Environmental DNA (eDNA) sampling. Samples of water or excrement
collected in the field can be sequenced to provide species identifications.
The ratios of environmental DNA for each species can be used to estimate
abundance [108, 187].

Each of these procedures produces different types of data, and each method comes
with its own innate collection biases. These biases can add to the challenge of
evaluating ecological models, as discussed in Section 6.4.

Biodiversity measurement and prediction
While it is important to understand the distribution of particular species, in many
cases the ultimate goal is to understand the health of an ecosystem at a higher
level. Biodiversity is a common surrogate for ecosystem health, and there are many
different ways to measure it [199, 95, 96]. In this section we define and discuss
several biodiversity metrics and related concepts. Note that some sources give
different definitions than those presented here, so caution is warranted.

We now define some preliminary notation. We let 𝑅 denote an arbitrary spatial unit
such as a country. Many biodiversity metrics are computed based on a partition of
𝑅 into 𝑁 sub-units, which we denote by {𝑅𝑖}𝑁𝑖=1. The choice of partition can have a
significant impact on the value of some metrics, but for the purposes of this section
we simply assume a partition has been provided.
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Species richness. The species richness of 𝑅 is the number of unique species in 𝑅,
which we write as 𝑆(𝑅).

Absolute abundance. The absolute abundance of species 𝑘 in 𝑅 is the number of
individuals in 𝑅 who belong to species 𝑘 . We write this as 𝐴𝑘 (𝑅).

Relative abundance. The relative abundance of species 𝑘 in 𝑅 is the fraction of
individuals in 𝑅 who belong to species 𝑘 , which is

𝑝𝑘 (𝑅) =
𝐴𝑘 (𝑅)∑𝑆(𝑅)

𝑗=1 𝐴 𝑗 (𝑅)
. (6.2)

Since
∑𝑆(𝑅)

𝑗=1 𝑝 𝑗 (𝑅) = 1 and 𝑝 𝑗 (𝑅) ≥ 0 for all 𝑗 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑆(𝑅)}, the vector of
relative abundances p(𝑅) = (𝑝1(𝑅), . . . , 𝑝𝑆(𝑅) (𝑅)) forms a discrete probability
distribution. The species richness can then be alternately defined as the support of
this distribution, given by

𝑆(𝑅) = |{ 𝑗 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑆(𝑅)} : 𝑝 𝑗 (𝑅) > 0}|. (6.3)

Of course we can replace 𝑝 𝑗 with 𝐴 𝑗 everywhere and get an identical quantity.

Shannon index. The Shannon index of 𝑅 is the entropy of the probability distribu-
tion p(𝑅), so

𝐻 (p(𝑅)) = −
𝑆(𝑅)∑︁
𝑗=1

𝑝 𝑗 (𝑅) log 𝑝 𝑗 (𝑅). (6.4)

The Shannon index quantifies the uncertainty involved in guessing the species of an
individual chosen at random from 𝑅. Sometimes 𝐻 is instead written as 𝐻′, and
sometimes the argument is written as 𝑅 instead of p(𝑅).

Simpson index. The Simpson index of 𝑅 is the probability that two individuals
drawn at random from the dataset (with replacement) are the same species, and is
given by

_(𝑅) =
𝑆(𝑅)∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑝2
𝑖 . (6.5)

Alpha diversity. The alpha diversity of 𝑅 is the average species richness across the
sub-units {𝑅𝑖}𝑁𝑖=1, given by

𝛼(𝑅) = 1
𝑁

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑆(𝑅𝑖). (6.6)
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Gamma diversity. The gamma diversity of 𝑅 is defined as

𝛾(𝑅, 𝑞) = ©«
𝑆(𝑅)∑︁
𝑗=1

𝑝
𝑞

𝑗

ª®¬
1/(1−𝑞)

, (6.7)

where 𝑞 ∈ [0, 1) ∪ (1,∞) is a weighting parameter [95]. Note that gamma diversity
is also commonly denoted by 𝛾𝐷𝑞 (𝑅). There are several interesting special cases:

• If 𝑞 = 0 then gamma diversity reduces to species richness i.e. 𝛾(𝑅, 0) = 𝑆(𝑅).

• Gamma diversity is also related to the Shannon index, since lim𝑞→1 𝛾(𝑅, 𝑞) =
exp𝐻 (p(𝑅))[95].

• If 𝑞 = 2 then gamma diversity reduces to the inverse of the Simpson index i.e.
𝛾(𝑅, 2) = 1/_(𝑅).

Beta diversity. The beta diversity of 𝑅 is meant to measure the extent to which
sub-units 𝑅𝑖 are ecologically differentiated. This can be interpreted as a measure of
the variability of biodiversity across sub-regions or habitats within a larger area. It
is defined as

𝛽(𝑅, 𝑞) = 𝛾(𝑅, 𝑞)
𝛼(𝑅) , (6.8)

where 𝑞 is the same weighting parameter we say in the definition of gamma diversity
[183, 95]. Beta diversity quantifies how many sub-units there would be if the total
species diversity of the region 𝛾 and the mean species diversity per sub-unit 𝛼
remained the same, but the sub-units had no species in common.

6.6 Common challenges and risks
Differences in tools
R is the dominant coding language in ecology and statistics, but Python is dominant
in machine learning. This language barrier limits code sharing, which in turn limits
algorithm sharing. It is also important to note that some machine learning models
are extremely computationally demanding to train, and some ecologists may not
have access to the necessary computational resources.

Differences in ideas and terminology
Differences in concepts and terminology can make it difficult for machine learning
practitioners to find and read relevant work from the ecology community (and vice-
versa). However, there is a growing body of interdisciplinary work which brings
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ecologists and computer scientists together [2, 89, 133]. It is important for computer
scientists working in this area to establish ties with ecologists who can help them
understand how to make ecologically meaningful progress.

Combining data sources
Species observation data is collected according to many different protocols, which
means that effectively combining different data sources can be nontrivial [137, 101,
119, 63]. For instance, observations collected in a well-designed scientific sur-
vey have significantly different collection biases from observations collected via
iNaturalist. Handling these biases in a robust, systematic way can be quite challeng-
ing, particularly for large collections of data encompassing thousands of different
projects, each with their own sampling strategies. In many cases, understanding
the protocols used for a specific data collection project within a larger repository
requires one to delve into the literature for that project. However, for many projects
there do not exist accessible, standardized definitions or quantitative analysis of bias.

Black boxes, uncertainty, and interpretability
Machine learning models are frequently "black boxes", meaning that it is difficult to
understand how a prediction is being made. Ecologists are accustomed to models
that are simpler to inspect and analyze, where they can confidently determine what
factors are most important and what the effect of different factors might be. Because
the results of ecological models are used to drive policy, being able to interpret how
a model is making predictions and avoid inaccuracies due to overfitting is important.
This is closely related to trust (or lack thereof) in model outputs and the need for
uncertainty quantification, particularly in scenarios where models are being asked
to generalize to new locations or forward in time.

Norms surrounding data sharing and open sourcing in ecology
Computer science has benefited from strong community norms promoting public
data and open-sourced code. One consequence of this shift is that it is easy for
computer scientists to take data for granted and to be frustrated when a scientist is
unwilling to share their data publicly. However, it is important to remember that
in some fields data can be extremely expensive to collect and curate. The cost of
the hardware, travel to the study site, and the time needed to place the sensors and
maintain the sensor network quickly adds up. Add to this the number of hours it
takes for an expert to process and label the data so that it is ready for analysis, and it is
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easy to see why a researcher would want to publish several papers on their hard-won
data before sharing it publicly. On the other hand, public datasets like those hosted
on LILA.science [106] have clear benefits for the community such as promoting
reproducible research. Properly attributing data to the researchers who collected it
(e.g. through the use of "DOIs for datasets" [155]) could encourage more open data
sharing in ecology. Data sharing norms are changing and many researchers are now
happy to share their data and are pushing for more open data practices [149, 151],
but it is important to be aware of this cultural difference between computer science
and other fields.

Model handoffs, deployment, and accessibility
Once a machine learning method has been rigorously evaluated and found to be
helpful, it is important to ensure these techniques are accessible to those who can
put them to good use. In computer science, we have a culture of "open code, open
data" which means that for most papers, all of the data and code is publicly avail-
able. However, ecologists may be less familiar with machine learning packages like
PyTorch and TensorFlow, and may not have access to the computational resources
required to train models on their data. If a method is to have real impact for the
ecology community, it is important to provide models and code in a format that
is accessible to end-users and well-documented. If the model is meant to become
an integral part of an ecology workflow, plans for model maintenance and upkeep
should be discussed.

Sensitive species
It is common for ecologists to obfuscate geolocation information before publishing
any data containing rare or protected species to avoid poaching or stress from
ecotourism. However, it is unclear whether obfuscation of GPS signal is sufficient
to obscure the location of a photograph. It may be that a better solution is to remove
any photos containing sensitive species, or to restrict sensitive access to a list of
verified members of the research community. Second, the obfuscation distance of
GPS location in published datasets might have a large effect on the accuracy of an
SDM or other ecological model, particularly when both the training and validation
data have been obfuscated. This obfuscation will further effect the reproducibility
of a study, as results with or without obfuscation might be quite different.
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6.7 What data is available and accessible?
There is an increasing number of publicly available ecological datasets that can be
used for model training and evaluation. In this section we provide a few useful data
sources as a starting point. We make a distinction between "analysis-ready" datasets
which package species observations and covariates together and other data sources
which can be combined to produce analysis-ready datasets.

Traditional analysis-ready datasets for multi-species distribution modeling

• The comprehensive SDM comparison in [131] uses five presence-absence
datasets covering different species and parts of the world. Each dataset has a
different set of covariates (min 6, max 38) and a different set of species (min
50, max 242). The datasets are available for download on Zenodo [129].

• The recently released benchmark dataset [50] covers 226 species from 6
regions. Each region has a different set of covariates (min 11, max 13) and a
different set of species (min 32, max 50).

Note that many "traditional" SDM datasets may not be large enough to train some
of the more data-hungry machine learning methods.

Large-scale analysis-ready datasets for multi-species distribution modeling

• The GeoLifeCLEF datasets combine 2D patches of covariates with species
observations from community science programs. The GeoLifeCLEF 2020
dataset [31] consists of 1.9M observations of 31k plant and animal species
from France and the US, each of which is paired with high-resolution 2D co-
variates (satellite imagery, land cover, and altitude) in addition to traditional
covariates. Previous editions of the GeoLifeCLEF dataset [36, 21] are also
available, and are suitable for large-scale plant-focused species distribution
modeling in France using traditional covariates. Note that all of the GeoLife-
CLEF datasets are based on presence-only observations, so performance is
typically evaluated using information retrieval metrics such as top-𝑘 accuracy.

• The eBird Reference Dataset (ERD) [123] is built around checklists collected
by eBird community members. In particular, it is limited to checklists for
which the observer (i) asserts that they reported everything they saw and (ii)
quantified their sampling effort. This allows unobserved species to be in-
terpreted as absences if sufficient sampling effort has been expended. The
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resulting presence/absence data is combined with land cover and climate vari-
ables. Unfortunately, the ERD does not appear to be maintained or publicly
available as of November 2020.

Sources for species observation data

• The Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) [177] aggregates and
organizes species observation data from over 1700 institutions around the
world. We discuss a few specific contributors below.

• iNaturalist [90] is a community science project that has produced over 70
million point observations of species across the entire taxonomic tree. The
data can be noisy as it is collected and labeled by non-experts.

• eBird [45] is a community science project hosted by the Cornell Lab of
Ornithology which has produced more than 77 million birding checklists.
These checklists provide both presence and absence, but absences can be
noisy as it is possible the birder did not observe every species that was present
at a given location.

• Movebank [122] is a database of animal tracking data hosted by the Max
Planck Institute of Animal Behavior. It contains GPS tracking data for indi-
vidual animals, covering 900 taxa and including 2.2 billion unique location
readings.

Sources for covariates
Earth observation datasets and their derived products can be freely obtained from
many sources, including the NASA Open Data Portal [127], the USGS Land Pro-
cesses Distributed Access Data Archive [185], ESA Earth Online [51], and Google
Earth Engine [64]. Also see the detailed discussion of covariates in Section 6.4.

Sources for training species identification models
Species observation data can be produced by classifying the species found in geolo-
cated images. Those who are interested in the species classification problem may
be interested in the datasets below.

• The iNaturalist species classification datasets [190, 189] are curated species
classification datasets built from research-grade observations in iNaturalist.
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• LILA.science [106, 15, 132] hosts a number of biology-focused image classi-
fication datasets, including camera trap datasets covering diverse species and
locations.

• The Fine-Grained Visual Categorization (FGVC) workshop [55] at CVPR
hosts a number of competitions each year [55, 16, 14, 12, 17, 190, 176, 174,
125] which focus on species classification and related biodiversity tasks.

6.8 Open Problems
There are many open problems in SDM that may benefit from machine learning
tools. In this section we discuss a few of these problems which we find particularly
interesting.

Scaling up, geospatially and taxonomically
One of the main challenges in modern SDMs is scale. This includes scaling up
SDMs to efficiently handle large geographic regions [179, 99, 92], many-species
communities [130, 202, 145, 180], and large volumes of training data [117, 203,
180]. One particularly interesting question is whether jointly modeling many species
could lead to SDMs which are significantly better than those based on modeling
species independently.

Incorporating ecological theory and expert knowledge
There is a considerably amount of domain knowledge and ecological theory which
would ideally be incorporated into SDMs [73]. This might include knowledge about
species dispersal [60, 10, 120, 37], spatial patterns of community composition [34,
29, 94], and constraints on species ranges (e.g. cliffs, water) [57, 52, 120, 32].
Another area of significant interest is to factor in cross-species biological processes
such as niche exclusion/competition [200, 146], predator/prey dynamics [182, 42,
146], phylogenetic niche evolution [141, 62, 27], or models linked across functional
traits [147, 30, 194]. These types of "domain-aware" algorithms are an active
research area in the machine learning community [19, 71, 171, 39].

Fusing data
A third open area of investigation centers on how to best incorporate and utilize
data collected at different spatiotemporal scales or in heterogeneous formats. This
includes combining presence-only, presence-absence, abundance, and individual
data such as GPS telemetry data [93, 143, 139, 54]. It also includes multi-scale
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or cross-scale modeling [186, 173], such as microclimate niche vs. macroscale
niche [104], individual niche variance vs. species level niche variance[54], and
cross-scale ecological processes[72, 115]. Finally, it may also include models of
temporal ecological processes, such as seasonal range shifts and migrations [178,
166].

Evaluation
How should we compare competing models and decide which models to trust?
Naturally, fair head-to-head evaluation of different models will be important [4, 46,
131]. Future large-scale evaluations may require accounting for biases in species
observation data [191, 197, 107, 56], especially that which comes from community
science projects. However, it is important to keep in mind that there is no single
metric which makes one SDM better than another. It may be important to understand
how a model’s predictions change under novel climate scenarios [57, 24, 6, 105]
or different conservation policies [165, 116, 44] or how well-calibrated the SDM
predictions are [4, 68]. One promising avenue is to study models in increasing real-
istic simulation environments [204, 97, 118], which allows for more comprehensive
analysis. Many of these topics are directly related to active areas of machine learning
research, such as generalization, domain adaptation, and overcoming dataset bias
and imbalance [100].

6.9 Conclusion
We have sought to introduce machine learning researchers to a challenging and
important real-world problem domain. We have discussed common terminology
and highlighted common pitfalls and challenges. To lower the initial overhead,
we have inventoried some available datasets and common methods. We hope that
this document is useful for any computer scientist interested in bringing machine
learning expertise to species distribution modeling.
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C h a p t e r 7

PRESENCE-ONLY GEOGRAPHICAL PRIORS FOR
FINE-GRAINED IMAGE CLASSIFICATION

[1] Oisin Mac Aodha, Elĳah Cole, and Pietro Perona. “Presence-only geograph-
ical priors for fine-grained image classification”. In: Proceedings of the
IEEE/CVF International Conference on Computer Vision. 2019, pp. 9596–
9606. doi: 10.48550/arXiv.1906.05272.

7.1 Abstract
Appearance information alone is often not sufficient to accurately differentiate be-
tween fine-grained visual categories. Human experts make use of additional cues
such as where, and when, a given image was taken in order to inform their fi-
nal decision. This contextual information is readily available in many online im-
age collections but has been underutilized by existing image classifiers that focus
solely on making predictions based on the image contents. We propose an effi-
cient spatio-temporal prior that, when conditioned on a geographical location and
time, estimates the probability that a given object category occurs at that location.
Our prior is trained from presence-only observation data and jointly models object
categories, their spatio-temporal distributions, and photographer biases. Experi-
ments performed on multiple challenging image classification datasets show that
combining our prior with the predictions from image classifiers results in a large
improvement in final classification performance.

7.2 Introduction
Correctly classifying objects into different fine-grained visual categories is a chal-
lenging problem. In contrast to generic object recognition, it can require knowledge
of subtle features that are essential for differentiating between visually similar cat-
egories. However, without having access to additional information that may not be
present in an image, many categories can be visually indistinguishable. For exam-
ple, the two toad species in Fig. 7.1 are similar in appearance but tend to be found
in very different locations in Europe. Knowing where a given image was taken can
provide a strong prior for what objects it may contain.

Most images that are captured and shared online today also come with additional
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Figure 7.1: Differentiating between two visually similar categories such as the
European (left) and Spiny (right) Toad can be challenging without additional context.
To address this problem, we propose a spatio-temporal prior that encodes where,
and when, a given category is likely to occur. For a known test location our prior
predicts how likely it is for each category to be present. Darker colors indicate
locations that are more likely to contain the object of interest.

metadata in the form of where they were taken, when they were taken, and who
captured them. This information not only offers the possibility of helping to re-
solve ambiguous cases for image classification, but can also enable us to generate
predictions of where, and when, different objects are likely to be observed.

Existing work that uses location information to improve classification performance
either discretizes the input data into spatio-temporal volumes [3], store the entire
training set in memory at inference time [64], or jointly train deep images classifiers
along with corresponding location information [55]. Methods that discretize or store
the raw training data do not scale well in terms of memory, and jointly training image
classifiers with location information necessitates that location information is present
at test time - which may not always be the case. We take inspiration from species
distribution modeling (SDM) [18], and instead model a separate geographical prior
that can be combined with the predictions of any image classifier. However, unlike
many approaches to SDM that assume they have access to presence and absence
information at training time (e.g. [56]), we make a more general assumption that
only presence information is available i.e. we know where the categories have been
observed, but have no explicit data regarding where they are not found.

In this work we make the following contributions: (1) an efficient spatio-temporal
prior that jointly models the relationship between location, time of year, photogra-
pher, and the presence of multiple different object categories; (2) a novel presence-
only training loss to capture these relationships; and (3) experiments that show
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that combining the probabilistic predictions of image classifiers with our prior sig-
nificantly improves the test time performance on challenging fine-grained image
datasets.

7.3 Related Work
Here we discuss work related to spatio-temporal models that encode the location of
a set of discrete object categories. We do not address methods that explore other
uses of location information such as inferring where an image was taken given only
the raw pixels [28, 60], or methods that use location to disambiguate visually similar
places for image localization [59, 68].

Fine-Grained Image Classification

Correctly determining which one of multiple possible fine-grained categories is
present in an image requires understanding the relationship between subtle visual
features and the corresponding image-level category label e.g. [61, 35, 66, 58].
Existing approaches have investigated the modeling of parts [41, 70, 7, 71, 31],
higher order feature interactions [40, 21], attention mechanisms [65, 72, 62], noisy
web data [37], novel training losses [12], and pairwise category information [15].
Orthogonal to those works, we propose a spatio-temporal prior that can be com-
bined with the probabilistic predictions of any image classifier to improve the final
classification performance.

Location and Classification

A small number of approaches have explored the use of location information to
improve image classification at test time. Berg et al. [3] proposed a spatio-temporal
prior that when combined with the output of an image classifier increased the
accuracy of bird species classification. Their approach discretized location and time
into spatio-temporal cubes and used an adaptive kernel density estimator to represent
the distribution of each species independently. Also in the context of predicting the
presence of different biological species, Wittich et al. [64] evaluated different nearest
neighbor based lookup strategies for retrieving the most relevant instances from a
training set of geo-tagged observations. These approaches are inefficient in terms
their memory requirements as they necessitate storing either the entire training set
or a discretized version of it. Existing repositories of citizen science data (e.g. [53,
33, 23]) can contain on the order of tens of millions of observations making them
prohibitively large to store and retrieve on mobile devices. Choosing the correct
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discretization is challenging [48], and incorrect choices can significantly affect the
final performance [38, 46]. A key benefit of our approach is that discretization is
not required.

Tang et al. [55] explored different feature encodings for incorporating location
information directly into deep neural networks at training time. This included raw
location features (i.e. longitude and latitude), demographic information collected
via a census, user provided hash-tags, and geographical map features (e.g. land
use estimates). The disadvantage of their method is that it assumes that location
information is present at test time and that all the required features can be computed
for a given test location. Furthermore, they cannot use location information that
does not have an associated image. They also need to retrain their entire model if
new location data is collected. We instead propose an efficient spatio-temporal prior
that jointly models the spatial distribution of multiple object categories that can be
trained independently of the image classifier. Parallel to our work, [11] builds on
[55] by exploring different ways to integrate location information into deep image
classifiers.

Spatio-Temporal Distribution Modelling

Our goal is to estimate the spatio-temporal distribution of a set of object categories.
Related to this, there is a rich literature exploring models for estimating the dis-
tribution of biological specimens across geographic space and time [30]. This
is referred to as species distribution modelling or environmental niche modelling.
Broadly, these methods can be divided into two groups: those that use presence-
absence data and those that use presence-only data [27].

Making a presence-absence observation at a given location requires that every
species from a predefined set of interest be confirmed as either present or absent for
that sampling event. In practice, this kind of data is onerous to collect because it
requires intense survey effort to confirm that a species is absent with a high degree
of certainty [44]. However, once this data is collected it can be combined with
standard supervised classification approaches such as logistic regression [27], probit
regression [52], Gaussian processes [25], decision trees [18], and neural networks
[67, 49, 45], among others [16, 47]. Presence-absence data is also compatible with
traditional multi-label learning [34, 6, 69, 10, 63]. Recently deep models have been
applied to this problem in order to jointly model the location preferences of different
species [26, 9, 20, 56, 4] and human sampling biases [8].
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In contrast, a presence-only (i.e. incidental) observation may be recorded wherever
an object of interest is encountered - without requiring any absences to be verified.
While presence-only data can be much easier to collect, the lack of absence infor-
mation makes it more difficult to model. This limitation is typically dealt with in
one of three different ways. The first approach is to generate ‘pseudo-negatives’ and
then apply one of the presence-absence approaches from above. As no true negative
information is available, these approaches randomly sample a set of locations and
make the assumption that these locations are absences, e.g. [17, 51, 1]. The sec-
ond commonly used approach is to train a highly regularized model directly on the
presence-only data, e.g. by fitting a maximum entropy distribution [50] or a low-rank
model [19], forcing the model to explain data where it has been observed and to be
uncertain elsewhere. Finally, and most related to our work, there are approaches
that use additional information such as the detectability of a given species and a
photographer’s propensity to image them e.g. [43, 22].

Unlike many of the classic approaches for spatio-temporal distribution modelling,
in this work we jointly learn a continuous spatio-temporal prior for each category of
interest using a neural network to amortize the computation. In contrast to previous
deep distribution models e.g. [26, 9, 56], we do not require presence-absence data
or additional environmental features as input. We instead exploit the structure that
exists in online image repositories, such as those collected by citizen scientists, to
jointly model objects, their locations, and photographer biases.

7.4 Methods
Here we outline our spatio-temporal prior, which models the geographical and
temporal distribution of a set of object categories and photographers. During
training we assume that we have access to a set of tuples D = {(𝐼𝑖, x𝑖, 𝑦𝑖, 𝑝𝑖) |𝑖 =
1, ..., 𝑁}, where 𝐼𝑖 is an image, 𝑦𝑖 ∈ {1, ...., 𝐶} is the corresponding class label,
x𝑖 = [lon𝑖, lat𝑖, time𝑖] represents the location (longitude and latitude) and time the
image was taken, and 𝑝𝑖 is the individual, i.e. photographer, who captured the image.
Note that the location does not need to be captured alongside the image. D can be
assembled from unrelated image and location datasets as long as both contain the
same categories.

At test time, given an image and where and when it was taken we aim to estimate
which category it contains, i.e. 𝑃(𝑦 |𝐼, x). One approach is to model the joint
distribution 𝑃(𝐼, x) as in [55], but this necessitates that the location information is
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Figure 7.2: Inference time. Our goal is to estimate if an object category 𝑦 is
present in an input image I. At test time we make use of additional spatio-temporal
information x in the form of where and when the image was taken.

always available at test time. Instead, inspired by [3], we can incorporate location
information as a Bayesian spatio-temporal prior. If we assume that 𝐼 and x are
conditionally independent given 𝑦, then

𝑃(𝑦 |𝐼, x) = 𝑃(𝐼, x|𝑦)𝑃(𝑦)
𝑃(𝐼, x) (7.1)

=
𝑃(𝐼)𝑃(x)
𝑃(𝐼, x)

𝑃(𝑦 |𝐼)𝑃(𝑦 |x)
𝑃(𝑦) (7.2)

∝ 𝑃(𝑦 |𝐼)𝑃(𝑦 |x), (7.3)

where we assume a uniform prior 𝑃(𝑦) = 1/𝐶 for 𝑦 ∈ {1 . . . , 𝐶}. In reality an image
may contain location information unrelated to the class label (e.g. the background),
but we assume this factorization is valid. By factoring the distribution in this way
we can represent the image classifier, 𝑃(𝑦 |𝐼), and spatio-temporal prior, 𝑃(𝑦 |x),
separately. Note that at test time we do not assume that we have any knowledge of
the individual 𝑝 who captured the image. In this work we focus our attention on
representing 𝑃(𝑦 |x). For 𝑃(𝑦 |𝐼) we can use any discriminative model that produces
a probabilistic output e.g. a convolutional neural network.

Presence-Absence Loss

As we are modeling the spatio-temporal prior independently from the image classi-
fier our training data is now of the form D = {(x𝑖, 𝑦𝑖, 𝑝𝑖) |𝑖 = 1, ..., 𝑁}. In the ideal
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case we would have complete information consisting of where and when a given
category has both been observed to be present and observed to be not present e.g.
as in [9, 56]. Then instead of 𝑦𝑖 ∈ 1, ..., 𝐶, each spatio-temporal location x𝑖 would
be associated with a binary multi-label vector y𝑖 = [𝑦1

𝑖
, ..., 𝑦𝐶

𝑖
] where each entry

𝑦𝑐
𝑖
∈ {0, 1} indicates whether or not category 𝑐 has been observed as being present

at x𝑖. This formulation results in a standard multi-label learning problem, enabling
us to estimate the parameters of the spatio-temporal model by solving

max
\

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

𝐶∑︁
𝑐=1

𝑦𝑐𝑖 log( �̂�𝑐𝑖 ) + (1 − 𝑦𝑐𝑖 ) log(1 − �̂�𝑐𝑖 ), (7.4)

where we define �̂�𝑐
𝑖
= 𝑃(𝑦𝑐

𝑖
|x𝑖) and 𝑃 is parameterized by \. However, as discussed

previously, presence-absence information is both difficult and time consuming to
acquire in real world settings.

Presence-Only Loss

In this work we explore the more challenging presence-only setting where each
spatio-temporal location x𝑖 is associated with a single label 𝑦𝑖 ∈ {1, ...., 𝐶} indicat-
ing which category was observed. In essence, we have a label vector y𝑖 where there
is only one affirmative entry, i.e. 𝑦𝑐

𝑖
= 1 for some 𝑐, and the remaining entries are

unknown. In this setting, Eqn. 7.4 can be written as

max
\

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

log( �̂�𝑐𝑖
𝑖
) + 𝐴𝑖, (7.5)

where 𝐴𝑖 represents a proxy absence term for the 𝑖𝑡ℎ training example and 𝑐𝑖 is the
corresponding observed category. Now the question becomes how to choose 𝐴𝑖.

One common approach for representing 𝐴𝑖 is to generate ‘pseudo-negatives’ [1] by
randomly sampling absence data from some parametric distribution. For instance,
one might set

𝐴𝑖 = log(1 − 𝑃(𝑦𝑖 |r𝑖)). (7.6)

where r𝑖 is a randomly selected spatio-temporal location with [lon(r𝑖), lat(r𝑖)] ∼
Unif (S2) and time(r𝑖) ∼ Unif ( [0, 1]). The implicit assumption is that each category
(whether man-made or naturally occurring) occurs in a relatively small subset of
S2 × [0, 1], so the probability of a category occurring at a randomly chosen location
r ∈ S2 × [0, 1] is small as well. To the extent that this assumption holds, these
pseudo-negatives are likely to be valid.
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An alternative approach is to instead sample absences over locations and times
where the presence data for other categories occurs. In this case we would set 𝐴𝑖

according to Eqn. 7.6 but sample negative locations from the positive occurrence
locations i.e. r𝑖 ∼ Unif ({x1, . . . , x𝑁 }). This biases the training towards regions that
contain valid data.

Our Approach
In this section we outline how we model and train our spatio-temporal prior 𝑃(𝑦 |x).

Location and Object Embedding

In many contexts, different objects do not occur independently at a given spatio-
temporal location. Knowing that object A is present may provide information
regarding the presence or absence of object B at the same place and time. Similarly,
different spatio-temporal locations are not independent, and may share commonal-
ities. We exploit this structure to encode low dimensional embeddings of objects
and spatio-temporal locations.

Taking inspiration from [9], we model our spatio-temporal prior as 𝑃(𝑦 |x) ∝
𝑠( 𝑓 (x)O). Here, 𝑓 : R3 → R𝐷 is a multi-layered fully-connected neural net-
work that maps a spatio-temporal location x to a 𝐷 dimensional embedding vector.
O ∈ R𝐷×𝐶 represents an object embedding matrix, where each column is a different
category. The product 𝑓 (x)O results in a𝐶 dimensional vector, where each element
represents the affinity that a spatio-temporal location x has for category 𝑦. The
intuition is that we are representing spatio-temporal locations and object categories
in a shared embedding space where the inner product between the embedding of a
location x and an object 𝑦 is large if 𝑦 is likely to occur at location x. Finally, 𝑠()
is an entry-wise sigmoid operation to ensure that the resulting predictions are in the
range [0, 1].

Photographer Embedding

In online image collections we often have access to additional information at training
time in the form of the photographer 𝑝 ∈ P who captured the image. To see why this
information is valuable, consider the following example. Suppose a photographer
𝑝 visits location x and does not report object 𝑦. If 𝑝 has never taken an image
of an object like 𝑦, then this non-report gives us little information. However, if 𝑝

has a history of reporting categories similar to object 𝑦, then this constitutes weak
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evidence that 𝑦 might actually be absent at that location. Thus, we can interpret the
same presence-only information in different ways depending on the individual who
provides it.

To capture photographer biases, we embed photographers into the same shared
embedding space as the objects and locations. This is achieved by learning a
photographer embedding matrix P ∈ R𝐷×|P| at training time. Like different object
categories, photographers may have affinities for particular locations and times,
and share similarities in their spatio-temporal patterns with other photographers.
This enables us to represent both a photographer’s preference for a given location
𝑃(𝑝 |x) ∝ 𝑠( 𝑓 (x)P), and a photographer’s affinity for a given object category
𝑃(𝑦 |𝑝) ∝ 𝑠(O𝑇P). Once trained, the photographer embeddings P are not required
at test time; see Fig. 8.1.

Joint Embedding Loss

Our goal at training time is to estimate the set of parameters \ = [\ 𝑓 ,O,P], where
\ 𝑓 denotes the weights of the location embedding network 𝑓 (), O is the category
embedding matrix, and P is the photographer embedding matrix.

We start with the constraint that our model should be conservative i.e. if a category
𝑦 has been observed at the spatio-temporal location x in the training set, then
𝑠( 𝑓 (x)O:,𝑦) should be close to 1, otherwise it should be close to 0. Here, O:,𝑦

indicates the 𝑦𝑡ℎ column of O. We rely on the location embedding function 𝑓 ()
to interpolate between presence locations. This is conservative in the sense that
it assumes that an object is absent if it has not been observed. This is a very
strong assumption, but it enables the spatio-temporal prior to be aggressive in
down-weighting incorrect predictions from the image classifier.

Our first loss encourages the model to predict the presence of objects where they
have been observed in the training set and downweight their likelihood where they
have not been observed:

L𝑜_𝑙𝑜𝑐 (x, r,O, 𝑦) =_ log(𝑠( 𝑓 (x)O:,𝑦))+
𝐶∑︁
𝑖=1
𝑖≠𝑦

log(1 − 𝑠( 𝑓 (x)O:,𝑖))+

𝐶∑︁
𝑖=1

log(1 − 𝑠( 𝑓 (r)O:,𝑖)).

(7.7)
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YFCC BirdSnap BirdSnap† NABirds† iNat2017 iNat2018

𝑃(𝑦 |x) - Prior Type Test Test Test Test Val Test Pu Test Pr Val Test Pu Test Pr
No Prior (i.e. uniform) 50.15 70.07 70.07 76.08 63.27 64.16 63.63 60.20 50.17 50.33
Nearest Neighbor (num) 51.78 70.82 77.76 79.99 65.34 66.04 65.61 68.70 54.54 54.58
Nearest Neighbor (spatial) 51.21 71.57 77.98 80.79 65.85 67.02 66.41 67.55 53.67 53.81
Discretized Grid 51.06 71.09 77.19 79.58 65.49 66.62 66.07 67.27 53.13 53.16
Adaptive Kernel [3] 51.47 71.57 78.65 81.11 64.86 65.83 65.59 65.23 53.17 53.21
Tang et al. [55] 50.43 70.16 72.33 77.34 66.15 67.08 66.53 65.61 54.12 54.25
Ours no date 50.70 71.66 78.65 81.15 69.34 70.62 70.18 72.41 57.68 57.84
Ours full - 71.84 79.58 81.50 69.60 70.83 70.51 72.68 58.44 58.59

Table 7.1: Classification accuracy. Results after combining image classification
predictions 𝑃(𝑦 |𝐼) with different spatio-temporal priors 𝑃(𝑦 |x). All results are top 1
accuracy with classifier predictions extracted from an InceptionV3 [54] network fine-
tuned on each of the respective datasets. † indicates that simulated locations, dates,
and photographers from the eBird dataset [53] are used. The baseline algorithms
do not use date information.

_ is a hyperparameter used to weight the positive observations and r is a uniformly
random spatio-temporal datapoint. Next, we want the affinity between a photogra-
pher 𝑝 and a location x be high if 𝑝 was present at x, and low otherwise:

L𝑝_𝑙𝑜𝑐 (x, r,P, 𝑝) = log(𝑠( 𝑓 (x)P:,𝑝))+
log(1 − 𝑠( 𝑓 (r)P:,𝑝)).

(7.8)

We assume that a photographer has a low affinity for a category unless they have
previously observed it:

L𝑝_𝑜 (O,P, 𝑦, 𝑝) =_ log(𝑠(O𝑇
:,𝑦P:,𝑝))+

𝐶∑︁
𝑖=1
𝑖≠𝑦

log(1 − 𝑠(O𝑇
:,𝑖P:,𝑝)).

(7.9)

Finally, to estimate the parameters of our prior we maximize

L = L𝑜_𝑙𝑜𝑐 + L𝑝_𝑙𝑜𝑐 + L𝑝_𝑜, (7.10)

by iterating over each of the datapoints in the training set.

7.5 Experiments
We evaluate the effectiveness of our spatio-temporal prior by performing experi-
ments on several image classification datasets that have location and time infor-
mation. We choose image classification because for other domains (e.g. species
distribution modeling) it is challenging to obtain accurate ground truth information
regarding the true spatio-temporal distributions of the categories of interest.
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Top1 Top3 Top5

iNat2017 - InceptionV3 299 × 299
No Prior (i.e. uniform) 63.27 79.82 84.51
Ours no wrap encode 69.48 84.43 88.15
Ours no photographer 69.39 83.97 87.71
Ours no date 69.34 84.16 87.89
Ours full 69.60 84.41 88.07
iNat2018 - InceptionV3 299 × 299
No Prior (i.e. uniform) 60.20 77.90 83.29
Ours no wrap encode 72.12 87.00 90.52
Ours no photographer 72.84 87.30 90.75
Ours no date 72.41 87.19 90.60
Ours full 72.68 87.26 90.79
iNat2018 - InceptionV3 520 × 520
No Prior (i.e. uniform) 66.18 83.32 88.04
Ours no wrap encode 77.09 90.68 93.54
Ours no photographer 77.64 90.82 93.52
Ours no date 77.41 90.80 93.58
Ours full 77.49 90.85 93.57

Table 7.2: Ablation. Classification accuracy for different variants of our prior
on the iNat2017 and iNat2018 [58] validation sets. In the case of iNat2018, we
still observe improvements when combining our prior with a more powerful image
classifier - see rows ‘InceptionV3 520 × 520’.

Datasets
While location metadata is readily available for online image collections, many
popular image classification datasets do not contain this information e.g. [61, 57, 14,
39]. Some datasets exist with location information, but for only a subset of the images
e.g. [24]. However, datasets containing images of different species of plants and
animals are available with location, time, and photographer information. To this end,
we perform experiments on the iNaturalist 2017 and 2018 (iNat2017 and iNat2018)
species classification datasets which contain images collected and annotated by
citizen scientists [58]. They have 5,089 and 8,142 categories respectively. While
[3] evaluated their location prior on the BirdSnap dataset, the images and location
metadata used are not provided by the authors. We recollect the images and location
data from the web using the original image URLs. Despite the dataset consisting
of images of species commonly found in North America, when we recollected the
images and locations we found that the original images are from all over the world
and 40% were missing location. Like [3], we also simulate location metadata for
BirdSnap [3] and another fine-grained dataset of birds, NABirds [57], by associating
each image with a species observation from eBird [53]. Our train locations and
photographers are sampled from eBird 2015, and the test set is from 2016. BirdSnap
and NABirds contain images from 500 and 555 different species of North America
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birds. Finally, we also perform experiments on YFCC100M-GEO100 [55] (YFCC).
YFCC contains 100 everyday object categories with associated locations, but no
date or photographer information is provided. The train and test split used in [55]
is not available and so we created a new one. Unlike the other datasets, many of
the object categories in YFCC are not geographically distinct e.g. ‘band’, ‘ford’, or
‘ipod’.

Implementation Details
Our location encoder 𝑓 () is a fully-connected neural network consisting of an
input layer, followed by multiple residual layers [29], and a final output embedding
layer. We jointly train the location encoder, along with the photographer and object
embeddings using Adam [36] for 30 epochs with a batch size of 1024, using dropout
to prevent overfitting. The dimensionality of the shared embedding space is set to
𝐷 = 256. When weighting the positive instances during training we set _ to the
number of categories. To counteract the heavily imbalanced nature of many of the
datasets, we limit the maximum number of datapoints for each category per epoch.
We set the maximum number of datapoints to 100, and for each epoch we randomly
select a different subset for each category. The only exception is for YFCC, where
capping the data hurt performance. Details of our network architecture are in the
supplementary material.

Except where noted, at test time, our model takes three inputs, longitude, latitude,
and day of the year, specifying where and when the image of interest was captured.
For these three input features x we explored different methods for ‘wrapping’ the
coordinates, i.e. an observation taken on December 31𝑠𝑡 should result in a similar
embedding to one captured on January 1𝑠𝑡 . Similarly, we want geographical coor-
dinates to wrap around the earth. To achieve this, for each input dimension 𝑙 of
x we perform the mapping [sin(𝜋𝑥𝑙), cos(𝜋𝑥𝑙)], resulting in two numbers for each
dimension. Here, we assume that each dimension of the input has been normalized
to the range 𝑥𝑙 ∈ [−1, 1].

For the image classifiers 𝑃(𝑦 |𝐼) we fine-tune a separate InceptionV3 [54] network
for each of the datasets beginning with ImageNet initialized weights [14] with an
image resolution of 299 × 299 (unless otherwise noted).

Quantitative Evaluation
In Table 7.1 we evaluate how much our spatio-temporal prior improves image clas-
sification performance by comparing it to several baselines. We found that adding a
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(a) Location embedding (b) Photographer location affinity
Figure 7.3: Spatial predictions. (a) Embeddings for each location on the earth for a
model trained on iNat2018 [58]. We observe that the embeddings appears to capture
information related to climate zones, despite not being trained on any climate data.
(b) Log plot of estimated photographer location preferences. Darker colors indicate
that more photographers have captured images in those locations. We can see that
there is a large bias towards North America, Europe, and New Zealand.

uniform prior to the outputs of the nearest neighbor based baselines increases their
performance. This adds robustness in cases where there are no objects from the
training set present near the test locations. The lack of this uniform prior explains
the poor results for nearest neighbor based approaches in [55]. For the compari-
son to Tang et al. [55], we jointly train a linear layer to embed the raw location
information along with an output layer to combine the location embedding with the
features from the last linear layer of the image classifier. The rest of the weights of
the image classifier are not updated. For each of the baseline algorithms we select
their hyperparameters (e.g. the number of neighbors) on a held out validation set for
each dataset. When location information is not available at test time, we assume a
uniform prior over the categories.

Our model performs on par, or better, than the baselines across all datasets. The
advantage of our approach is that it is computationally efficient at test time and
does not require features from the image classifier during training. Compared to
nearest neighbor based methods, it only requires a forward pass through a compact
fully-connected neural network. In addition, it also captures structural information
such as object and photographer biases. One failure case that is worth noting are
the results on YFCC [55]. We observe that all methods perform similar to using
no location information (No Prior). This can be explained by the relative lack of
spatio-temporal structure in the object categories present in the dataset. Again,
this is consistent with the findings in [55], where the authors had to use additional
features to increase the performance.
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Spirobranchus giganteus

Stenorhynchus seticornis

Argiope keyserling

Papilio aegeus

Figure 7.4: Object embedding. t-SNE [42] plot of the learned embedding O for all
8,142 categories from iNat2018 [58]. The location in the object embedding space
encodes a category’s preferences for a particular geographical region. We observe
that categories that have similar spatio-temporal distributions tend to be close.

Ablation Study

In Table 7.2 we compare the performance of different variants of our model on
iNat2017 and iNat2018 [58]. Again, across all metrics there is a large increase
in performance compared to the baseline uniform prior. In some cases, we even
observe that there is an additional boost in performance when we explicitly model
photographer biases.

Training fine-grained image classifiers with larger input images can significantly
increase classification performance [13]. We observe that the benefit of our spatio-
temporal prior is still apparent even when we use a more powerful classifier that
has been training for longer with larger images. This increase in accuracy is also
present when we evaluate performance using more lenient evaluation metrics i.e.
top 5 vs. top 1 accuracy. This is significant because it highlights that for some
datasets the performance boost provided by the spatio-temporal prior is orthogonal
to improvements in the underlying image classifier.
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Photographer Embedding Photographer A Photographer B Photographer C

A
B

C

Figure 7.5: Photographer object affinity. On the left we see a t-SNE [42] plot of the
photographer embeddings P for iNat2018 [58]. The three plots on the right depict
the predicted affinities for three different photographers (A, B, and C) visualized on
the category embedding from Fig. 7.4. Brighter colors indicate a higher affinity for
a given category. We observe that individuals that are close in the photographer
embedding space P (e.g. A and B) have similar category affinities, compared to
those that are far away (e.g. C).

Figure 7.6: Spatio-temporal predictions. Predicted distributions for several
object categories for three different time points using our full model trained on
iNat2018 [58]. Darker colors indicate locations where the categories are predicted
to be found. In the first two rows we observe that our model captures seasonal mi-
gratory behaviors. On the bottom row, our model correctly predicts that the Western
Honey Bee can be found on several different continents. It is worth noting that the
results are affected by geographical sampling biases in the iNat2018 dataset.
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Qualitative Evaluation
Our model captures the relationship between objects, locations, and photographers.
In Fig. 7.3 (a) we can see the resulting embeddings for each input location from our
model trained on iNat2018 [58]. By applying the embedding function 𝑓 () to each
location we can generate its 𝐷 dimensional embedding vector. We then use ICA
[32] to project the embedded features to a three dimensional space and mask out the
ocean for visualization. Perhaps as expected, there is low frequency structure in the
resulting image, i.e. nearby locations tend to support similar objects. One advantage
of our approach is that we are not restricted to a fixed discretization. As a result we
can generate embeddings for any location and time. In Fig. 7.4 we visualize our
learned object embedding O. Objects that have similar spatio-temporal distributions
tend to result in similar embedding vectors.

Distinct from other work, our prior also models the relationship between photog-
raphers and locations, and photographers and object categories. In Fig. 7.3 (b)
we plot the estimated affinity for each input location across all photographers i.e.∑

𝑝 𝑠( 𝑓 (x)P:,𝑝). We only show results for photographers who provided at least 100
observations in the iNat2018 [58] training set, resulting in 634 individuals. In Fig.
7.5 we display the estimated affinity for each object category for a set of photogra-
phers, i.e. 𝑃(𝑦 |𝑝) ∝ 𝑠(O𝑇P). We observe that the embedding captures the similarity
in object affinity held by different photographers.

Finally, in Fig. 7.6 we use our prior to generate spatio-temporal predictions for
several different species from iNat2018 [58]. Each image is generated by querying
every location on the surface of the earth, on a specified day of the year, to generate
𝑃(𝑦 = 𝑦∗ |x) for the category of interest. In practice, we evaluate 1000 × 2000
spatial locations for each time point (e.g. first day of the month). This step is very
efficient as we can pre-compute 𝑓 (x) for every location, independent of the category
of interest. Again, for visualization we mask out the predictions over the ocean.

Limitations
We are limited by the quality of the provided location data e.g. it can be inaccurate or
intentionally obfuscated. We also make strong assumptions about a photographer’s
affinity for an individual object category. In reality, these interactions may be
complex i.e. once a photographer captures an image of a particular category they
may be less likely to take an image of the same object in the near future. There
are also known spatial biases in the types of citizen science data we use [2, 8].
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However, this may not be a major issue as we can assume that the distribution of test
locations and dates is similarly biased. We currently only use location, time, and
photographer ID during training. In practice, additional data such as environmental
variables may be a valuable signal for specific object categories [5].

7.6 Conclusion
We introduce a spatio-temporal prior to help disambiguate fine-grained categories
resulting in improved test time image classification performance. In addition to
helping image classification, our model also naturally captures the relationships
between locations and objects, objects and objects, photographers and objects, and
photographers and locations in an interpretable manner. Importantly, our prior is
efficient at test time, both in terms of model size and inference speed, and scales to
large numbers of categories.
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C h a p t e r 8

SPATIAL IMPLICIT NEURAL REPRESENTATIONS FOR
GLOBAL-SCALE SPECIES MAPPING

[1] Elĳah Cole, Grant Van Horn, Christian Lange, Alexander Shepard, Patrick
Leary, Scott Loarie, Pietro Perona, and Oisin Mac Aodha. “Spatial Implicit
Neural Representations for Global-Scale Species Mapping”. In: Interna-
tional Conference on Machine Learning. 2023.

8.1 Abstract
Estimating the geographical range of a species from sparse observations is a chal-
lenging and important geospatial prediction problem. Given a set of locations
where a species has been observed, the goal is to build a model to predict whether
the species is present or absent at any location. This problem has a long history in
ecology, but traditional methods struggle to take advantage of emerging large-scale
crowdsourced datasets which can include tens of millions of records for hundreds of
thousands of species. In this work, we use Spatial Implicit Neural Representations
(SINRs) to jointly estimate the geographical range of 47k species simultaneously.
We find that our approach scales gracefully, making increasingly better predictions
as we increase the number of species and the amount of data per species when train-
ing. To make this problem accessible to machine learning researchers, we provide
four new benchmarks that measure different aspects of species range estimation and
spatial representation learning. Using these benchmarks, we demonstrate that noisy
and biased crowdsourced data can be combined with implicit neural representations
to approximate expert-developed range maps for many species.

8.2 Introduction
We are currently observing a dramatic decline in global biodiversity, which has
severe ramifications for natural resource management, food security, and ecosystem
services that are crucial to human health [42, 31]. In order to take effective conser-
vation action we must understand species’ ranges, i.e. where they live. However, we
only have estimated ranges for a relatively small number of species in limited areas,
many of which are already out of date by the time they are released.

The range of a species is typically estimated through Species Distribution Modeling
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Figure 8.1: We show that sparse species observation data can be used to train Spatial
Implicit Neural Representations (SINRs) which are transferable to other geospatial
tasks. (Left) Here we show sparse, presence-only, spatial observations for three toy
species (red, green, and blue). (Middle) The species observations are used to train
a neural network that consists of a spatial feature encoder and per-species presence
predictors. (Right) We evaluate on three diverse tasks: (i) estimating species ranges,
(ii) assisting image classifiers using geographical range priors, and (iii) regressing
geospatial features via our learned SINR.

(SDM) [11], the process of using species observation records to develop a statistical
model for predicting whether a species is present or absent at any location. With
enough presence-absence data (i.e. records of where a species has been confirmed
to be present and absent) this problem can be approached using standard statistical
learning methods [2].1 However, presence-absence data is scarce due to the difficulty
of verifying that a species is truly absent from an area. Presence-only data (i.e.
verified observation locations, with no confirmed absences) is much more abundant
as it is easier to collect. For instance, the community science platform iNaturalist [17]
has collected over 141M presence-only observations to date across 429k species.
Though presence-only data is not without drawbacks [16], it is important to develop
methods that can take advantage of this vast supply of data.

Deep learning is one of our best tools for making use of large-scale datasets. Deep
neural networks also have a key advantage over many existing SDM methods because
they can jointly learn the distribution of many species in the same model [7, 36,
20]. By learning representations that share information across species, the models
can make improved predictions [7]. However, the majority of current deep learning
approaches need presence-absence data for training, which prevents them from
scaling beyond the small number of species and regions for which sufficient presence-
absence data is available.

Our work makes the following contributions:
(i) We show that implicit neural representations trained with noisy crowdsourced

1The term "presence-absence" should not be taken to convey absolute certainty about whether
a species is present or absent. False absences (i.e. non-detections) and, to a lesser extent, false
presences are a serious concern in SDM [21].
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presence-only data can be used to estimate dense species’ ranges. We call these
models Spatial Implicit Neural Representations (SINRs).2
(ii) We conduct a detailed investigation of loss functions for learning from presence-
only data, their scaling properties, and the resulting geospatial representations.
(iii) We provide a suite of four geospatial benchmark tasks — ranging from species
mapping to fine-grained image classification — which will facilitate future research
on spatially sparse high-dimensional implicit neural representations, large-scale
SDM, and geospatial representation learning.

Training and evaluation code is available at:

https://github.com/elijahcole/sinr

8.3 Related Work
Species distribution modeling (SDM) refers to a set of methods that aim to predict
where (and sometimes when, and in what quantities) species of interest are likely
to be found [11]. The literature on SDM is vast. Readers interested in an overview
should consult the review by [11] or the recent review of SDM for computer scientists
by [2]. Note that we focus narrowly on the problem of predicting the occurrence of
a species at a location, i.e. we do not consider more complex problems like trend or
abundance estimation [29].

Traditional approaches to SDM train conventional supervised learning models (e.g.
logistic regressors [26], random forests [10], etc. ) to learn a mapping between
hand-selected sets of environmental features (e.g. altitude, average rainfall, etc. )
and species presence or absence [27, 12]. Readers interested in these approaches
should consult [25, 39, 40], and the references therein. More recently, deep learning
methods have been introduced that instead jointly represent multiple different species
within the same model [7, 4, 36, 20, 37]. These models are typically trained on
crowdsourced data, which can introduce additional challenges and biases that need
to be accounted for during training [14, 6, 19, 5]. We build on the work of [20], who
proposed a neural network approach that forgoes the need for environmental features
(as used by e.g. [4, 36]) by learning to predict species presence from geographical
location alone.

The problem of joint SDM with presence-only data can be viewed as an instance
of multi-label classification with incomplete supervision. In particular, it is an

2We slightly abuse the terminology by using "SINR" to refer to both the model and the repre-
sentation it parameterizes.
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example of Single Positive Multi-Label (SPML) learning [9, 41, 45]. The goal
is to train a model that is capable of making multi-label predictions at test time,
despite having only ever observed one positive label per training instance (i.e. no
confirmed negative training labels). Our work connects the SPML literature and
SDM literature, and sets up large-scale joint species distribution modeling as a
challenging real-world SPML task. This setting presents significant new difficulties
for SPML, which has largely been limited to artificial label bias patterns [1] and
relatively small label spaces (< 100 categories). Some SPML methods such as
ROLE [9] are not computationally viable when the label space is large. One of our
baselines is based on the SPML method of [45], which is scalable and obtains nearly
state-of-the-art performance on the standard SPML benchmarks [9], but it is not a
top performer on our new benchmark tasks.

Our work is related to the growing number of papers that use coordinate neural
networks for implicitly representing images [34] and 3D scenes [32, 24]. There are
many design choices in these methods that are being actively studied, including the
impact of the activation functions in the network [32, 30] and the effect of different
input encodings [34, 44]. In most research on implicit neural representations, there
is an obvious choice of training objective, e.g. mean squared error between the
predictions and the data. In the context of presence-only species estimation, this
choice is less clear. We systematically investigate this question in our experiments.
Our benchmark also facilitates investigations of implicit neural representations with
high-dimensional output spaces and sparse supervision.

Quantifying the performance of SDM at scale is notoriously difficult due to the fact
that we lack confirmed presence-absence data for most species and locations [2].
One approach is to evaluate performance on a small set of species from limited
geographical regions where it is feasible to collect presence-absence data, as done
in e.g. [29, 25, 40]. Two of our evaluation tasks are larger-scale versions of this idea,
in which we compare the performance of our models against expert range maps. An
alternative evaluation approach is to measure the performance on a related "proxy”
task. For example, there have been a number of works that use models trained for
species range estimation to assist deep image classifiers [3, 35, 20, 8, 22, 38, 33,
43]. By using images from platforms like iNaturalist, we can evaluate different range
estimation methods on the task of aiding fine-grained image classification across tens
of thousands of species. Finally, we also evaluate the spatial representations learned
by our models via transfer learning, using them as inputs for a set of geospatial
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regression tasks. These complementary benchmark tasks capture different aspects
of performance, and provide a starting point for large-scale SDM evaluation. See
Figure 8.1 for an overview of our tasks.

8.4 Methods
Preliminaries
Problem statement. Let x = [𝑙𝑜𝑛, 𝑙𝑎𝑡] denote a geographical location (i.e. longi-
tude and latitude). Let y ∈ {0, 1}𝑆 denote the true presence (1) or absence (0) of 𝑆
different species at location x. Following [9], we introduce z ∈ {0, 1,∅}𝑆 to repre-
sent our observed data at x, where 𝑧 𝑗 = 1 if species 𝑗 is present, 𝑧 𝑗 = 0 if species 𝑗

is absent, and 𝑧 𝑗 = ∅ if we do not know whether species 𝑗 is present or absent. Our
goal is to develop a model that produces an estimate of y at any location x over some
spatial domain X, given observed data {(x𝑖, z𝑖)}𝑁𝑖=1. We parameterize this model as
ŷ = ℎ𝜙 ( 𝑓\ (x)), where 𝑓\ : X → R𝑘 is a location encoder with parameters \ and
ℎ𝜙 : R𝑘 → [0, 1]𝑆 is a multi-label classifier with parameters 𝜙. The prediction
ŷ ∈ [0, 1]𝑆 is our estimate of how likely each species is to be present at x.

Intuitively, the location encoder 𝑓\ provides a representation of geographical space
that is used by the multi-label classifier ℎ𝜙 to predict species presence at each
location. If \ is fixed or if 𝑓 is a differentiable function of \, then we can use
standard methods like stochastic gradient descent to approximately solve

\∗, 𝜙∗ = argmin\,𝜙
1
𝑁

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

L(ŷ𝑖, z𝑖) (8.1)

where ŷ𝑖 = ℎ𝜙 ( 𝑓\ (x𝑖)) and L is a suitably chosen loss function. Once trained, we
say that ℎ𝜙 ◦ 𝑓\ has learned a Spatial Implicit Neural Representation (SINR) for
the distribution of each species in the training set. Along the way we can learn
𝑓\ , which produces a representation for any location on earth. See Figure 8.3 for
visualizations of some of these geospatial representations.

Input encoding. Each species observation is associated with spatial coordinates
x = [𝑙𝑜𝑛, 𝑙𝑎𝑡]. In practice, we rescale these values so that 𝑙𝑜𝑛, 𝑙𝑎𝑡 ∈ [−1, 1] and,
following [20], we guard against boundary effects using a sinusoidal encoding. The
results is an input vector

x = [sin(𝜋 𝑙𝑜𝑛), cos(𝜋 𝑙𝑜𝑛), sin(𝜋 𝑙𝑎𝑡), cos(𝜋 𝑙𝑎𝑡)] . (8.2)

Alternative input encodings for related coordinate networks have been explored in
the existing literature [22, 34, 23, 44]. This choice is orthogonal to the losses we
explore, so we leave the evaluation of input encodings to future work.
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Figure 8.2: Illustration of the data used by three loss functions from Section 8.4.
For each loss, we visualize the targets that the network is trained to predict. Each
loss can be broken into two parts: one part that updates the network’s predictions
at the location of a training example (data location) and one part that updates the
network’s predictions at another location chosen randomly (random location). Each
loss has access to one confirmed positive label (bold boxes). The rest of the labels are
unobserved (non-bold boxes), and the losses make different, imperfect, assumptions
about those unobserved labels.

Implicit neural representations. Traditionally, representation learning aims to
transform complex objects (e.g. images, text) into simpler objects (e.g. low-dimensional
vectors) that facilitate downstream tasks like classification or regression [15]. Im-
plicit neural representations offer a different perspective, in which a signal is rep-
resented by a neural network that maps the signal domain (e.g. R for audio, R2 for
images) to the signal values [32, 34]. In this work we learn implicit neural rep-
resentations from a large collection of crowdsourced data containing observations
of many species. This yields an implicit neural representation for the geospatial
distribution of each species, as well as a representation for any location on earth.

Presence-absence vs. presence-only data. Species observation datasets come in
two varieties: (i) Presence-absence data consists of locations where a species has
been observed to be present and locations where it has been confirmed to be absent.
That is, we say we have presence-absence data for species 𝑗 if |{z𝑖 : 𝑧𝑖 𝑗 = 0}| > 0
and |{z𝑖 : 𝑧𝑖 𝑗 = 1}| > 0. Unfortunately, presence-absence data is costly to obtain at
scale because confirming absence requires skilled observers to exhaustively search
an area. (ii) Presence-only data is easier to acquire and thus more abundant because
absences are not collected, i.e. 𝑧𝑖 𝑗 ∈ {1,∅}, for 𝑖 ∈ [𝑁] and 𝑗 ∈ [𝑆].
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Learning from Large-Scale Presence-Only Data
In the context of training SPML image classifiers, a simple but effective approach
is to assume that unobserved labels are negative [9]. This approach is based on
a probabilistic argument: since natural images tend to contain a small number of
categories compared to the size of the label set, the vast majority of the labels will
be negative. This is also true for species distribution modeling. Given an arbitrary
location and a large set of candidate species, nearly all of them will be absent. In
this section we describe several simple and scalable loss functions based on this
idea. We illustrate three of our losses in Figure 8.2.

"Assume negative" loss (same species, different location). As confirmed absences
are not available in the presence-only setting, a common approach is to use randomly
generated "pseudo-negatives” [28]. This first loss pairs each observation of a species
with a pseudo-negative for that species at another location chosen uniformly at
random:

LAN−SSDL(ŷ, z) = − 1
𝑛pos

𝑆∑︁
𝑗=1

1[𝑧 𝑗=1] [log( �̂� 𝑗 ) + log(1 − �̂�′𝑗 )] (8.3)

where ŷ′ = ℎ𝜙 ( 𝑓\ (r)) with r ∼ Uniform(X) and 𝑛pos =
∑𝑆

𝑗=1 1[𝑧 𝑗=1] . This approach
generates pseudo-negatives (i.e. random absences) across the globe, but many of
them are likely to be "easy” because they are far from the true species range.

"Assume negative" loss (same location, different species). This loss pairs each
observation of a species with a pseudo-negative at the same location for a different
species:

LAN−SLDS(ŷ, z) = − 1
𝑛pos

𝑆∑︁
𝑗=1

1[𝑧 𝑗=1] [log( �̂� 𝑗 ) + log(1 − �̂� 𝑗 ′)] (8.4)

where 𝑗 ′ ∼ Uniform({ 𝑗 : 𝑧 𝑗 ≠ 1}). Intuitively, this approach generates pseudo-
negatives that are aligned with the spatial distribution of the observed data.

Full "assume negative" loss. The previous two losses are inefficient in the sense
that they do not use all of the entries in ŷ. We can combine the pseudo-negative
sampling strategies of LAN−SSDL and LAN−SLDS and use all available predictions as
follows:

LAN−full(ŷ, z) = −1
𝑆

𝑆∑︁
𝑗=1

[1[𝑧 𝑗=1]_ log( �̂� 𝑗 ) (8.5)

+ 1[𝑧 𝑗≠1] log(1 − �̂� 𝑗 ) + log(1 − �̂�′𝑗 )
]
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Figure 8.3: Visualization of the 256-dimensional features from learned location
encoders 𝑓\ projected to three dimensions using Independent Component Analysis
(ICA). All models use the LAN−full loss and take coordinates as input. (Left) This
corresponds to a SINR model trained with a maximum of 10 examples per class.
The features are smooth and do not appear to encode much high frequency spatial
information. (Right) In contrast, the SINR model trained with a maximum of
1000 examples per class contains more high frequency information. The increase
in training data appears to enable this model to better encode spatially varying
environmental properties. Note, ICA is performed independently per-model, so
similar colors do not indicate correspondence between the two images.

where ŷ′ = ℎ𝜙 ( 𝑓\ (r)) with r ∼ Unif (X). The hyperparameter _ > 0 can be used
to prevent the negative labels from dominating the loss. This is equivalent to the
loss from [20], but without their user modeling terms. Their version (including user
modeling terms) is LGP in Table 8.1 ("GP" = "Geo Prior").

Maximum entropy loss. [45] recently proposed a simple but effective and scalable
technique for SPML image classification. Their approach encourages predictions
for unobserved labels to maximize entropy instead of forcing them to zero like the
"assume negative" approaches we have been discussing. We can apply this idea to
LAN−SSDL, LAN−SLDS, and LAN−full by replacing all terms of the form "− log(1−𝑝)”
with terms of the form "𝐻 (𝑝)”, where 𝐻 (𝑝) = −(𝑝 log(𝑝)+ (1−𝑝) log(1−𝑝)) is the
Bernoulli entropy. We write these "maximum entropy" (ME) variants as LME−SSDL,
LME−SLDS, and LME−full. ([45] also includes a pseudo-labeling component, but we
omit this because [45] shows that it provides only a small improvement.)

8.5 Experiments
In this section we investigate the performance of SINR models on four species and
environmental prediction tasks.

Models
As described in Section 8.4, our SINR models consist of a location encoder 𝑓\ and
a multi-label classifier ℎ𝜙 which produce a vector of predictions �̂� = ℎ𝜙 ( 𝑓\ (x))
for a location x. The location encoder 𝑓\ is implemented as the fully connected
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neural network shown in the supplementary material. We implement the multi-label
classifier ℎ𝜙 as a single fully connected layer with sigmoid activations. For fair
companions, we follow a similar architecture to [20]. Full implementation details
can be found in the supplementary material.

Besides SINR, we study two other model types. The first is logistic regression
[26], in which the location encoder 𝑓\ is replaced with the identity function and
ℎ𝜙 is unchanged. Logistic regression is commonly used for SDM in the ecology
literature. It also has the virtue of being highly scalable since it can be trained using
GPU-accelerated batch-based optimization. The second type of non-SINR model
is the discretized grid model. These models do not use a location encoder at all,
but instead make predictions based on binning the training data [3]. Full details for
these models can be found in the supplementary material. These baselines allow us
to quantify the importance of the deep location encoder in our SINR models.

Training Data
We train our models on presence-only species observation data obtained from the
community science platform iNaturalist [17]. The training set consists of 35.5
million observations covering 47,375 species observed prior to 2022. Each species
observation includes the geographical coordinate where the species was observed.
We only included species in the training set if they had at least 50 observations.
Some species are far more common than others, and thus the dataset is heavily
imbalanced (see the supplementary material). Later we use this data in its entirety
during training ("All”), with different maximum observations per class ("X / Class”),
or with different subsets of classes. See the supplementary material for more details
on the training dataset.

Evaluation Tasks and Metrics
We propose four tasks for evaluating large-scale species range estimation models.
We give brief descriptions here, and provide further details in the supplementary
material.

S&T: eBird Status and Trends. This task quantifies the agreement between our
presence-only predictions and expert-derived range maps from the eBird Status &
Trends dataset [13], covering 535 bird species with a focus on North America. The
spatial extent of this task is visualized in the supplementary material. Performance
is measured using mean average precision (MAP), i.e. computing the per-species
average precision (AP) and averaging across species.
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Table 8.1: Results for four geospatial tasks: S&T (eBird Status & Trends species
mapping), IUCN (IUCN species mapping), Geo Prior (fine-grained image classi-
fication with a geographical prior), and Geo Feature (geographical feature regres-
sion). Tasks and metrics are defined in Section 8.5.We assess performance as a
function of the loss function and the amount of training data ("# / Class"). Model in-
puts may be coordinates ("Coords."), environmental features ("Env.") or both ("Env.
+ Coords."). The logistic regression ("LR") and "Best Discretized Grid" baselines
do not have an entry for the Geo Feature task as they do not learn a location encoder.
We also do not evaluate models tagged with "Env." on the Geo Feature task because
they are trained on closely related environmental features. Higher values are better
for all tasks.

S&T IUCN Geo Prior Geo Feature
Loss Model Type # / Class (MAP) (MAP) (Δ Top-1) (Mean 𝑅2)
Baselines:
N/A Best Discretized Grid [3] All 61.56 37.13 +4.1 -
LAN−full LR [26] - Coords. 1000 26.41 0.93 -0.6 -
LAN−full LR [26] - Env. 1000 32.91 1.23 -5.6 -
LAN−full LR [26] - Env. + Coords. 1000 35.42 1.11 -3.9 -
LME−SSDL [45] SINR - Coords. 1000 62.74 42.55 +1.6 0.726
LME−SLDS [45] SINR - Coords. 1000 74.37 32.22 +2.1 0.734
LME−full [45] SINR - Coords. 1000 73.61 58.60 +1.5 0.749
LGP [20] SINR - Coords. 1000 73.14 59.51 +5.2 0.724

LAN−SSDL SINR - Coords. 10 51.12 27.63 +3.4 0.631
LAN−SSDL SINR - Coords. 100 63.98 47.42 +4.7 0.721
LAN−SSDL SINR - Coords. 1000 66.99 53.47 +4.9 0.744
LAN−SSDL SINR - Coords. All 68.36 55.75 +4.8 0.739
LAN−SLDS SINR - Coords. 10 63.73 27.14 +4.6 0.693
LAN−SLDS SINR - Coords. 100 72.18 38.40 +6.1 0.731
LAN−SLDS SINR - Coords. 1000 76.19 42.26 +6.2 0.739
LAN−SLDS SINR - Coords. All 75.78 41.11 +6.1 0.748
LAN−full SINR - Coords. 10 65.36 49.02 +4.3 0.712
LAN−full SINR - Coords. 100 72.82 62.00 +6.6 0.736
LAN−full SINR - Coords. 1000 77.15 65.84 +6.1 0.755
LAN−full SINR - Coords. All 77.94 65.59 +5.0 0.759
LAN−full SINR - Env. 10 60.10 41.68 +3.8 -
LAN−full SINR - Env. 100 74.54 66.64 +6.7 -
LAN−full SINR - Env. 1000 79.65 70.54 +6.4 -
LAN−full SINR - Env. All 80.54 69.25 +5.3 -
LAN−full SINR - Env. + Coords. 10 67.12 62.99 +4.7 -
LAN−full SINR - Env. + Coords. 100 76.88 74.49 +6.8 -
LAN−full SINR - Env. + Coords. 1000 80.48 76.07 +6.5 -
LAN−full SINR - Env. + Coords. All 81.39 74.67 +5.5 -

IUCN: Expert Range Maps. This task compares our predictions against expert
range maps from the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red
List [18]. Unlike the bird-centric S&T, this task covers 2,418 species from different
taxonomic groups, including birds, from all over the world. The spatial extent of this
task is visualized in the supplementary material. Performance is measured using
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MAP.

Geo Prior: Geographical Priors for Image Classification. This task measures
the utility of our range maps as priors for fine-grained image classification [3, 20].
As illustrated in Figure 8.1, we combine the output of an image classifier with a
range estimation model and measure the improvement in classification accuracy.
The intuition is that an accurate range model can downweight the probability of a
species if it is not typically found at the location where the image was taken. For this
task we collect 282,974 images from iNaturalist, covering 39,444 species from our
training set. Each image is accompanied by the latitude and longitude at which the
image was taken. The performance metric for this task ("Δ Top-1") is the change in
image classifier top-1 accuracy when using our range predictions as a geographical
prior. Note that the geographical prior is applied to the classifier at test time — the
image classifier is not trained with any geographical information. A positive value
indicates that the prior improves classifier performance. Unlike S&T and IUCN,
this is an indirect evaluation of range map quality since we assess how useful the
range predictions are for a downstream task.

Geo Feature: Environmental Representation Learning. Instead of evaluating the
species predictions, this transfer learning task evaluates the quality of the underlying
geospatial representation learned by a SINR. The task is to predict nine different
geospatial characteristics of the environment, e.g. above-ground carbon, elevation,
etc. First, we use the location encoder 𝑓\ to extract features for a grid of evenly spaced
locations across the contiguous United States. After splitting the locations into train
and test data, we use ridge regression to predict the geospatial characteristics from the
extracted features. Performance is evaluated using the coefficient of determination
𝑅2 on the test set, averaged across the nine geospatial characteristics.

Results
Which loss is best? No loss is best in every setting we consider. However, some
losses do tend to perform better than others. In Table 8.1 we observe that, when
we control for input type and the amount of training data, LAN−full outperforms
LAN−SSDL and LAN−SLDS most of the time. LAN−full has a decisive advantage on
the S&T and IUCN tasks and a consistent but small advantage on the Geo Feature
task. Both LAN−full and LAN−SLDS perform well on the Geo Prior task, significantly
outperforming LAN−SSDL. We note that LAN−full is a simplified version of LGP

from [20], but LAN−full outperforms LGP on every task.
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Figure 8.4: Results for the S&T and IUCN tasks. All models are trained with 1000
examples per class using the LAN−full loss. We compare logistic regression ("LR")
models against SINR models, using either coordinates (C), environmental covariates
(E), or both (C+E) as inputs. These values can also be found in Table 8.1.

Pseudo-negatives that follow the data distribution are usually better. LAN−SSDL

and LAN−SLDS differ only in the fact that LAN−SSDL samples pseudo-negatives from
random locations while LAN−SLDS samples pseudo-negatives from data locations
(see Figure 8.2). In Table 8.1 we see that LAN−SLDS outperforms LAN−SSDL for all
tasks except IUCN. This could be due to the fact that some IUCN species have ranges
far from areas that are well-sampled by iNaturalist. In the Black Oystercatcher range
shown in the supplementary material we see that LAN−SSDL can behave poorly in
areas with little training data. This highlights the importance of using diverse tasks
to study range estimation methods.

Implicit neural representations significantly improve performance. We can
assess the impact of the deep location encoder by comparing SINR and LR in
models Table 8.1. For instance, if we use the LAN−full loss with 1000 examples per
class and coordinates as input, SINR outperforms LR by over 50 MAP on the S&T
task. Both methods use the same inputs and training loss — the only difference is
that SINR uses a deep location encoder while LR does not. Figure 8.4 shows that
same pattern holds whether we use coordinates, environmental features, or both as
inputs. For each input type, a deep location encoder provides significant benefits.

Environmental features are not necessary for good performance. In Figure 8.4
we show the S&T and IUCN performance of different models trained with coordi-
nates only, environmental features only, or both. We see that SINR models trained
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with coordinates perform nearly as well as SINR models trained with environmental
features. For the SINR models in Figure 8.4, coordinates are 97% as good as envi-
ronmental features for the S&T task, 93% as good for the IUCN task, and 95% as
good for the Geo Prior task. This suggests that SINRs can successfully use sparse
presence-only data to learn about the environment, so that using environmental
features as input provides only a marginal benefit.

Coordinates and environmental features are complementary. Figure 8.4 shows
that it is better to use the concatenation of coordinates and environmental features
than it is to use either coordinates or environmental features alone. This is true
for LR and SINR. This indicates that the coordinates and environmental features
are carrying some complementary information. However, as we discuss in the
supplementary material, environmental features introduce an additional layer of
complexity compared to models that use only coordinates.

Joint learning across categories is beneficial, but more data is better. In Fig-
ure 8.5 we study the effect of the amount of training data on performance for the
S&T task. We first note that, unsurprisingly, increasing the number of training ex-
amples per species reliably and significantly improves performance. One possible
mechanism for this is suggested by Figure 8.3, which shows a more spatially detailed
representation emerging with more training data. More interestingly, Figure 8.5 also
shows that adding training data for additional species (which are not evaluated at
test time) improves performance as well. That is, the model can better predict the
distributions of the S&T birds by also learning the distributions of other birds, plants,
insects, etc. Intuitively, it seems reasonable that training on more species could lead
to a richer and more useful geospatial representation. However, the direct benefit
of additional training data for the species of interest is far larger. If we were given
a fixed budget of training examples to allocate among species as we wished, we
should prefer to have a larger number of training examples per species (instead of
fewer training examples per species, but spread across a greater number of species).

Low-shot performance is surprisingly good. In Table 8.1 we see that a SINR
trained with LAN−full and only 10 examples per category (i.e. ∼1% of the training
data) beats the "Best Discretized Grid” baseline (which uses all of the training data)
on every task. SINRs seem to be capable of capturing general spatial patterns
using relatively little data. While this is encouraging, we expect that more data is
necessary to capture fine detail as suggested by Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.7.

How are our tasks related? In this work we study four spatial prediction tasks. This
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Figure 8.5: S&T task performance with LAN−full as a function of the number of
training examples per class (i.e. species) and number of classes. The horizontal axis
gives the set of species used for training. "S&T" indicates that we only train on the
535 species in the S&T task. For "S&T + X" we add in X species chosen uniformly
at random. For "All" we train on all 47k species. Note that the "10 / Class" point
for "S&T" is trained with a higher learning rate than usual (5𝑒 − 3 instead of 5𝑒 − 4)
due to the small number of training examples per epoch. The values for "All" are
also present in Table 8.1. All models use coordinates as input.

tasks differ in their spatial domains, evaluation metrics, and categories of interest,
but it is reasonable to wonder to what extent they may be related. In Figure 8.6 we
show the pairwise correlations between scores on our tasks. Some tasks are highly
correlated (e.g. S&T and Geo Features, 0.92) while others are not (e.g. IUCN and
Geo Prior, 0.39).

Imbalance hurts performance, but not too much. In Table 8.1 we notice that
a SINR trained with all of the training data often performs worse than a SINR
trained on up to 1000 examples per class. This pattern is clearest for the IUCN and
Geo Prior tasks. Capping the number of training examples per class reduces the
amount of training data, but it also reduces class imbalance in the training set (some
categories have as many as ∼ 105 training examples). It seems that the benefit of
reducing class imbalance outweighs the benefit of additional training data in these
cases. However, it is important to keep in mind that the performance drops we are
discussing are small. For instance, for a SINR trained with LAN−full and coordinates
as input, switching from 1000 training examples to all of the training data changes
performance by -0.79 MAP for the S&T task, -0.25 MAP for the IUCN task, -1.1
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Figure 8.6: Performance correlations across our four tasks: S&T, IUCN, Geo
Prior (GP), and Geo Feature (GF). Values are Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficients. The correlations are computed across 12 SINR models: LAN−SSDL,
LAN−SLDS, and LAN−full for 10, 100, 1000, and All training examples per class. All
models use coordinates as input.

Δ Top-1 for the Geo Prior task, and +0.004 for the Geo Feature task. Given the
extreme imbalance in the training set and the fact that we do not explicitly handle
class imbalance during training, it may be surprising that the performance drops are
not larger.

Loss function rankings may not generalize across domains. The presence-only
SDM problem in this work and the single positive image classification problem in
[9] are both SPML problems. Despite this formal equivalence, it does not seem
that the best methods for SPML image classification are also the best methods
for presence-only SDM. [45] show that their "maximum entropy" loss performs
much better than the "assume negative" loss across a number of image classi-
fication datasets. However, all of the "maximum entropy" losses in Table 8.1
(LME−SSDL, LME−SLDS, LME−full) underperform their "assume negative" counter-
parts (LAN−SSDL, LAN−SLDS, LAN−full). Thus, the benchmarks in this paper are
complementary to those in [9] and may be useful in developing a more holistic
understanding of SPML learning.

Limitations
It is important to be aware of the limitations associated with our analysis. As noted,
the training set is heavily imbalanced, both in terms of the species themselves and
where the data was collected. In practice, some of the most biodiverse regions are
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underrepresented. This is partially because some species are more common and thus
more likely to be observed than others by iNaturalist users. We do not explicitly deal
with species imbalance in the training data, other than by showing that the ranking
of methods does not significantly vary even when the training data for each species
is capped to the same upper limit (see Table 8.1).

Reliably evaluating the performance of SDMs for many species and locations is a
long standing challenge. To address this issue, we present a suite of complementary
benchmarks that attempt to evaluate different facets of this spatial prediction prob-
lem. However, obtaining ground truth range data for thousands of species remains
very difficult. While we believe our benchmarks to be a significant step forward,
they are likely to have blind spots, e.g. they are limited to well-described species
and can contain inaccuracies.

Finally, care should be taken before making conservation decisions based on the
outputs of models such as the ones presented here. Our goal in this work is to
demonstrate the promise of large-scale representation learning for species distri-
bution modeling. Our models have not been calibrated or validated beyond the
experiments illustrated above.

8.6 Conclusion
We explored the problem of species range mapping through the lens of learning
spatial implicit neural representations (SINRs). In doing so, we connected recent
work on implicit coordinate networks and learning multi-label classifiers from lim-
ited supervision. We hope our contributions encourage more machine learning
researchers to work on this important problem. While the initial results are encour-
aging, there are many avenues for future work. For example, our models make no
use of time [20], do not account for spatial bias [6], and have no inductive biases for
encoding spatially varying signals [30].
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Figure 8.7: Visualization of SINR predictions for Wood Thrush (https://ebird.
org/species/woothr) when varying the amount of training data (rows) for dif-
ferent loss functions (columns). Model predictions are generated at the centroid of
the rendered hexagons for a coarse H3 grid (resolution three), signifying locations
where we can evaluate the model outputs for the S&T task. We convert the predic-
tions to binary values using the threshold that maximizes the F1 score on the S&T
data. This is done for each configuration independently. In practice this threshold
would be chosen by a practitioner to meet particular project requirements. A model
that matches the S&T task exactly would show only green and light grey hexagons.
All models improve their range maps when given access to more data, as expected.
LAN−SSDL overestimates the western range extent and misses the southern extent
with few examples, but refines these extents with additional data. LAN−full starts
off with most of the range covered (few "False Negative" hexagons) and proceeds
to tighten the boundaries with more data. The range predicted by LAN−SLDS is
somewhere in between. All models use coordinates as input.
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C h a p t e r 9

CONCLUSION

This chapter summarizes some of the lessons of this thesis and discusses opportu-
nities for future work.

9.1 Lessons Learned
Build Benchmarks
Benchmarks (i.e. the datasets and metrics we use to measure progress in machine
learning) are often considered to be secondary contributions, but ultimately they
steer the trajectory of the machine learning research community. A dataset is like
a telescope — you can use it to see new things, but what you can see depends on
how it was built. Different datasets reveal different behaviors and properties of our
algorithms. For instance, the rapid advances in self-supervised learning over the last
few years were based mostly on ImageNet. Chapters 2 and 3 used new benchmarks
to show that these algorithms have a major limitation: they only learn coarse visual
similarity. This observation reveals fine-grained self-supervised as a new frontier
for fundamental research. Similar examples can be found in Chapter 4, 7, and 8.
Well-designed benchmarks do not just provide another generic problem to solve,
they stimulate the development of new ideas and algorithms in machine learning.

Attack Difficult Applied Problems
The most reliable way to discover opportunities for machine learning research is to
try to apply existing techniques to an important real-world problem. Unless you are
very lucky, you will find that even state-of-the-art techniques do not work very well.
While machine learning has made impressive progress over the last decade, this
progress is largely limited to the traditional ML paradigm, where there is abundant,
accurately labeled training data which is approximately independent and identically
distributed. These ideal conditions are not often met in practice, especially for
scientific problems where the high cost of expert time means that accurate labels
are scarce. Noisy labels and contextual data may be more abundant, but they are
seldom compatible with traditional ML algorithms. Far from being a distraction
from "pure" machine learning research, applications drive progress and discovery
in machine learning. Every chapter in this thesis relies on this fact.
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Use Domain Knowledge Creatively
Many important application domains are equipped with rich contextual data. How-
ever, this data is often ignored because it does not fit neatly into traditional machine
learning approaches. However, it is possible for standard machine learning algo-
rithms to take advantage of contextual data (i.e. metadata or prior knowledge) without
the need to re-design foundational algorithm components (e.g. losses, model archi-
tectures) for each domain. For instance, Chapter 7 introduced geographical priors
that are compatible with any image classification algorithm. Similarly, Chapter 4
showed that one can use label hierarchy information to improve many different
weakly supervised object localization algorithms. It is worthwhile to look for op-
portunities to leverage domain knowledge without throwing out the useful building
blocks the machine learning community has carefully refined.

9.2 Future Work
Beyond Static Benchmarks
The machine learning community works almost exclusively with static benchmark
datasets. This thesis is no exception. However, static curated datasets are merely
snapshots of the richness and variety of the real world. We need to develop tech-
niques for learning from datastreams, i.e. essentially unlimited pipelines of raw data
accompanied by heterogeneous metadata. Datastreams have already emerged in
the context of earth observation, VR/AR platforms, high-fidelity simulation envi-
ronments, and community science platforms like iNaturalist, all of which generate
enormous amounts of data that varies widely in quality, format, and metadata com-
pleteness, with extremely limited access to expert human supervision. It may seem
that the right solution is simply to scale up our models to match the quantity of data,
but large models may be too slow to process all of the incoming data. This would
make it impossible to solve problems like identifying important or unusual data in
the datastream. Over the next decade, datastream learning will further challenge
our traditional ML paradigms and require us to rethink how we organize the learning
process at scale.

Spatial Learning
The projects in Part III of this thesis begin to expand the Visipedia project to include
spatial data. Even in the context of spatial learning for species distribution model-
ing, there is a considerable amount of work still to do. One exciting direction would
be to use the models developed in Chapter 8 as the basis for active learning systems
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that ask community scientists to investigate specific locations. But what kinds of
architectures and training procedures should we use to learn the most ecologically
useful geospatial representations? And how should we design the interaction be-
tween the users and the algorithm to account for factors like engagement, safety,
and scientific utility? This is an emerging area, and there is a lot of basic machine
learning research to be done to understand how the elements of Visipedia — data,
users, and algorithms — should be implemented for spatial data.

Next Steps for Visipedia
Since its inception, the Visipedia project has largely focused on problems in ecology.
These ecology problems have provided the context in which Visipedia researchers
have refined crowdsourcing, human-in-the-loop learning, representation learning,
and other key technologies. I believe the time is right for Visipedia to expand to other
domains. I am particularly excited about opportunities in other areas of biology e.g.
cell and molecular biology, medicine, neuroscience, etc. Deep learning has made
inroads into all of these areas, but — as we have observed in the context of ecology
— I expect that the most impactful work will emerge not from pure automation, but
from a Visipedia-style engagement between domain experts and machine learning
researchers.


